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Abstract

The Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) model is a cutting-edge approach to identity
management that empowers individuals with complete control and sovereignty
over their digital identities. This is achieved through the utilization of dis-
tributed ledger technology, allowing for autonomous administration without
the need for central authorities. A system that implements the key architec-
ture and features defined by the SSI model is commonly referred to as an SSI
management system. As a personal information processing system, it is im-
perative that SSI management systems are designed with sufficient security
and privacy measures to ensure the protection of personal information.

In SSI management systems, various security and privacy considerations
can be evaluated and enhanced. The process of analyzing security weaknesses
is an effective method for identifying the presence of common weaknesses in
the target system. Similar to other domain software systems, SSI manage-
ment systems may have specific weaknesses that require attention. The gov-
ernance of the SSI management system serves as a framework for enforcing
the principles and system properties defined by the SSI model, which are
critical to protecting the operation of digital identities in various contexts.
However, it has been noted that the current principles and system properties
may not address necessary security and privacy aspects. Data sharing events
within the SSI management system are unique situations in which data ob-
jects are made available with other actors. These events should be aligned
with the SSI governance to ensure adequate protection.

This dissertation presents an approach to evaluating the security and pri-
vacy of the SSI management system by integrating domain expertise with in-
formation retrieval and system modeling techniques. The proposed approach
consists of three solutions: mitigating SSI-specific weaknesses, improving SSI
system properties, and modeling SSI data sharing events.

The first solution for enhancing security in the SSI management system is
to mitigate the unique security weaknesses specific to this system. Currently,
there has been limited research on SSI-specific weaknesses, making it chal-
lenging to identify them directly from the design of the SSI management sys-
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tem. This dissertation aims to overcome this challenge by utilizing language
correlations between descriptions of common security weaknesses published
in the well-respected Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) database and
the functional requirements of the SSI management system. The goal is
to infer the presence of SSI-specific weaknesses and initiate further analysis
and mitigation efforts. To accomplish this, the SSI Weakness Identification
Framework (SWIF) is proposed. This framework combines natural language
processing and information retrieval techniques with the creation of a cross-
domain transfer knowledge graph to identify SSI-specific weaknesses. The
results of this study indicate that a recommender system implementing the
SWIF is capable of accurately identifying language correlations and inferring
valid SSI-specific weaknesses with optimal efficiency.

The second solution of the proposed approach is to improve the security
and privacy of SSI system properties. This dissertation leverages laws, reg-
ulations, and standards as source documents to achieve this improvement.
The principles and system properties of the SSI management system must
adhere to these source documents in order to ensure proper governance of
the system in terms of security and privacy. However, the definitions of laws,
regulations, and standards differ from the SSI model concept, making it chal-
lenging to directly align source documents with SSI system properties. To
address this challenge, this dissertation presents a systematic analysis method
and an improved set of SSI system properties. The analysis method is used
to assess the compatibility of security and privacy controls from source doc-
uments with existing SSI system properties, and to revise or introduce new
properties as necessary. The improved SSI system properties are more glob-
ally consistent with source documents than the current set and are applicable
to actual scenarios.

The final solution of the proposed approach involves a method for mod-
eling SSI data-sharing events. This dissertation aims to comprehensively
analyze these events by extracting the unique types and constraints from the
SSI model concept. The events are modeled as a state transition system to
provide a foundation for security and privacy analysis. The transformed SSI
system properties serve as security and privacy specifications in the context
of data sharing. The proposed method involves modeling the SSI data shar-
ing state transition system using the Alloy specification language. The result
could report a secure and privacy-preserving data sharing system within a
specified scope.

Keywords: self-sovereign identity, weakness identification, compliance
property, software modeling, security and privacy
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Digital Identity and Identity Model
Digital identities are digital representations of an individual or entity that
are used to access services online [1]. They often include information such as
a name, age, and credit card information. A single subject can have multi-
ple digital identities for different purposes, such as a student having separate
identities for academic and e-commerce services. These identities may consist
of both public and private information and are classified as Personally Identi-
fiable Information (PII), which must be securely and appropriately managed
by modern information systems.

Identity and Access Management (IAM) is a technological framework that
defines the protocols and features for ensuring that only authorized users
have access to restricted resources [2]. The framework is governed by the
Identity Management (IdM) component, which oversees the administration
of users’ identities and their attributes, as well as the entitlements associated
with those identities [3]. The IdM component is responsible for creating,
modifying, provisioning, and revoking digital identities across all relevant
environment elements. For instance, it defines a function to create a digi-
tal identity for a new employee and provisions it to the user databases of
organizational subsystems, such as human resource and payroll systems.

An identity model is a system model that outlines the functionalities of
the IdM component in a software system. It proposes an architecture and
a set of protocols for effectively managing and protecting digital identities
within a distributed environment. A variety of identity models have been
proposed in response to the limitations of existing models.
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Figure 1.2: Evolution of identity models showing an architecture of the stage
of the self-sovereign identity model.

1.1.1 Evolution of Identity Models
The evolution of identity models can be categorized into four stages: cen-
tralized, federated, user-centric, and self-sovereign identity. Each stage of
the evolution is characterized by distinct architecture and is illustrated in
the form of contextual diagrams in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. The progression of
identity models is a result of the advancements in technology and the need
to address the technological shortcomings of previous models.

In the first stage, the IdM component is commonly treated as a regular
feature in software systems, allowing them to administer their own users.
This stage is called a centralized or silo-based identity model, in which service
providers act as central authorities tasked with collecting and manipulating
digital identities on behalf of their users (Fig. 1.1a). The service provider
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verifies user access to their online services by using credentials that identify
the digital identity. Repetitive administration is the major weakness of the
centralized identity model. Users must manage their digital identity with
each service provider they register with when changes occur.

In the second stage, the concept of federated identity providers was intro-
duced in order to mitigate the need of repetitive administration. The identity
model in this stage is commonly referred to as a federated identity model be-
cause service providers connect to a federated identity provider that collects,
manipulates, and authenticate digital identities of their users (Fig. 1.1b).
The federated identity provider stores digital identities and provides authen-
tication credentials to users. When a user accesses an online service, the
federated identity provider authenticates the user and provides a user identi-
fier to the service providers proving a valid user account. This characteristic
of the federated identity model is also called a single sign-on where users can
authenticate once and use multiple services with shared session across them.
Nevertheless, this identity model is practically realizable in an enterprise or-
ganization where service providers are controllable. It may be difficult to
apply this identity model inter-organizationally.

In the third stage, to enable inter-organizational authentication, the user-
centric identity model was introduced, in which the identity provider uses
standard protocols (e.g., OpenID) to communicate and share user identifiers
with service providers (Fig. 1.1c). With this identity model, users can browse
directly to the service provider and will be redirected to the identity provider
for authentication only. The standard protocol used for sharing user identi-
fiers enables service providers to authenticate users with a variety of identity
providers. A well-known example of the user-centric identity model is the
authentication with Facebook or Github.

Central authorities (i.e., service providers or identity providers) are nec-
essary for collecting and manipulating digital identities on behalf of the user
during the three prior stages. These identity model stages centralize digi-
tal identities that may expose security and privacy risks of data leakages to
unauthorized actors. Even large technology companies are still facing the
proliferation of data leakages, e.g., Microsoft Exchange server data breach in
20211 and 139 million users in Canva breached in 20192). Users must have
trust that the central authorities will adequately protect their data.

In the fourth stage, with the emergence of the decentralized networks
and technologies, researchers have taken a greater interest in the concept of

1Microsoft hack: 3000 UK email servers remain unsecured. https://www.bbc.com/
news/technology-56372188.

2Australian tech unicorn Canva suffers security breach. https://www.zdnet.com/
article/australian-tech-unicorn-canva-suffers-security-breach/.
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Table 1.1: Comparison of four identity model stages [7].

Characteristic/Feature Centralized Federated User-Centric Self-Sovereign

Individuals can generate their
own identifiers

No No No Yes

Individuals are in control of their
own authenticators (i.e., private
keys)

No No Yes Yes

Individuals are in control of their
own digital credentials and certifi-
cates

No No Yes Yes

Individuals can have control over
their identifiers in case of loss or
theft of their keys

No No Yes Yes

Individuals can retrieve their cre-
dentials and certificates in case of
loss or theft of their keys

Yes Yes No Yes

Individuals can access the data as-
sociated with their digital identity

Unclear Unclear Unclear Yes

Enabled zero-knowledge proofs No No No Yes
PII is minimized No No No Yes
Right to be forgotten can be easily
guaranteed

Unclear No No Yes

Repositories of authenticators and
credentials are portable

No No Yes Yes

Identity providers do not keep
centralized databases with user’s
data

No No No Yes

Identity providers do not have ac-
cess to information about people’s
access to services or interactions
with others

No Yes Yes Yes

Implementations comply with
regulatory policies

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Trust frameworks are developed
to allow the definition of identity
providers and levels of assurance

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Identity is easily retrievable in the
case of a natural disaster

Yes Yes No Yes

Data breaches less likely No No No Yes

decentralized identity in order to eliminate the need of the central authority
and mitigate risks of data leakage. As a result, an innovative identity model
was introduced. Christopher Allen shared his vision about the decentralized
identity model as a Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) model [4]. The SSI model
is intended to restore full sovereignty and control over digital identities from
central authorities to the user by using distributed ledger technology [4].
This identity model employs the concepts of verifiable credential [5] and
decentralized identifier [6] to formulate a service authentication mechanism.

The four stages of identity models provide different functionalities and
benefits that allow implementors to select for their system. Lopéz [7] com-
pared the differences in characteristics and features as shown in Table 1.1. It
can be seen that the SSI model achieves most beneficial characteristics and
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features. The SSI model effectively eliminates all shortcomings of the earlier
stages. For example, users (as holders) can independently manage their PII
and selectively disclose their data. This is the reason why the SSI model has
becoming interested to both researchers and practitioners. A system imple-
menting the functionality defined by the SSI model enables the decentralized
IdM functions and it can be called as an SSI management system. This dis-
sertation will focus on the SSI management system, which is a product of
the SSI model and many viewpoints have not been investigated.

SSI management systems can provide superior characteristics and features
compared to other identity models by employing numerous complex and novel
technologies, such as blockchain technology, verifiable credentials [5], and
decentralized identifiers (DID) [6]. These technologies define functions and
operations that must be incorporated into the design of the SSI management
system. Blockchain technology, also known as distributed ledger technology,
is a peer-to-peer network-based immutable data registry. In the SSI manage-
ment system, identifiers and proofs of credential are stored using blockchain
technology. The verifiable credential is an open standard for decentralized
credentials developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), whereas
the decentralized identifier is an open standard for decentralized public ex-
change mechanisms. Consequently, an analysis of the SSI management sys-
tem should by default incorporate the concept of these technologies. This
dissertation suggests that these technologies will be incorporated into the
design of the SSI management system that will be used as input.

Identity models are typically implemented as both a standalone system
and a subsystem of an information system. Many well-known technology
companies developed and implemented IAM systems to their users. For
example, Oracle provides both centralized, federated solutions3 for managing
enterprise digital identities and IBM develop a complete SSI management
system named IBM Verify Credentials4. Especially for the SSI model, many
solutions were promoted and sold in the IT security community, such as
Sovrin, Hyperledger Indy, Veramo, and Evernym. Different SSI management
solutions or systems provide different features, but they all attempted to
align with the same concept of the SSI model. To provide a broad overview
of the SSI management system solutions, the Dutch Ministry of the Interior
and Kingdom Relations commission two technology companies, INNOPAY
and TNO, to survey the landscape of SSI initiatives in Netherlands. They
demonstrate the landscape5 in four aspects, as shown in Fig. 1.3.

3Oracle Identity Cloud Services. https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/
identity-cloud/index.html.

4IBM Verify Credentials. https://www.ibm.com/blockchain-identity.
5Control over data is still a long way off, according to Dutch Self-
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Figure 1.3: Overview of the SSI landscape in Netherlands in 2021 developed
by INNOPAY and TNO5.

1.1.2 SSI Principles and SSI System Properties
In addition to the governance of the decentralized network, sets of principles
and system properties were proposed to govern the implementation of SSI
management systems. The SSI principles are concise statements that specify
what, when, and how the SSI model should be implemented. The scope
of these principles extends from functions to quality control and targets on
both the system, its platforms, and other surroundings (e.g., users). In his
online blog, Christopher Allen was the first to introduce ten SSI guiding
principles [4], which are summarized below.

• Existence. Any self-sovereign identity ultimately relies on the identity
subject. An SSI simply makes public and accessible a subset of the
subject’s attributes.

• Control. The user is the ultimate authority on their identity, subject
to explicit and secure algorithms that guarantee the ongoing validity
of an identity and its claims. They should be able to always refer to it,
update it, or even hide it. They must be able to select their preferred
level of disclosure.

• Access. A user must always be able to easily retrieve all of their

Sovereign Identity study. https://www.innopay.com/en/publications/
control-over-data-still-long-way-according-dutch-self-sovereign-identity-study
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identity’s claims and other data. There must be no hidden data and no
gatekeepers. This does not necessarily imply that a user can modify all
claims associated with his identity, but they should be aware of them.
It does not imply that users have access to the others’ data, only theirs.

• Transparency. The systems used to administer and operate a network
of identities must be transparent with regard to their operation and
management. The algorithms should be free, open-source, well-known,
and as architecture-independent as possible; anyone should be able to
examine how they operate.

• Persistence. Identities should ideally last forever, or at least as long
as the user requires. Even though it may be necessary to rotate private
keys and modify data, the identity remains unchanged. A user should
be able to discard an identity if they choose, and claims should be
updated or removed as necessary over time.

• Portability. Identities must not be held by a single third-party entity,
even if that entity is trusted and is expected to act in the user’s best
interest. Transportable identities ensure that the user retains control
of their identity regardless of the circumstances, and can also increase
the persistence of an identity over time.

• Interoperability. A digital identity system of the twenty-first century
aims to make identity data widely accessible, crossing international
borders to create global identities without sacrificing user control.

• Consent. The foundation of any identity system is the sharing of
that identity and its claims, and an interoperable system increases the
amount of sharing that occurs. However, data sharing must only occur
with the user’s consent.

• Minimalization. When disclosing data, only the minimum amount
of data required to complete the task at hand should be disclosed.
This principle can be supported by selective disclosure, range proofs,
and other zero-knowledge techniques, but non-correlation is still a diffi-
cult (possibly impossible) task; the best we can do is use minimalization
to support privacy to the greatest extent possible.

• Protection. When there is a conflict between the requirements of
the identity network and the freedoms and rights of individual users,
the network should prioritize the freedoms and rights of the individ-
uals. Identity authentication must be conducted using independent,
censorship-resistant, force-resilient algorithms that are decentralized.

These principles have also been used as evaluation criteria for the SSI
model’s designs or solutions [8, 9, 10, 11]. To expand the scope of the SSI prin-
ciples, various improvements have been made. For example, Allen’s principles
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Figure 1.4: Existing approaches to analyzing and improving the SSI model
and research gaps.

have been extended to be consistent with Cameron’s laws of identity [12] in
one work [7] and with the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) [13]
in another [14]. On the other hand, a work attempted to transform Allen’s
principles to be system properties [15].

1.1.3 Security and Privacy of the SSI Model
As a system model that deals with PII, it is imperative that the SSI model is
equipped with adequate security and privacy measures to ensure user trust.
Despite its decentralized nature and security features, the implementation of
the SSI model may still pose security and privacy risks.

Several analysis surfaces of the security and privacy of the SSI model
are amenable, in which researchers have attempted to investigate using var-
ious methodologies. Using a simple waterfall software development lifecycle,
Fig. 1.4 illustrates how existing approaches analyzed and improved the se-
curity and privacy of the SSI model in different surfaces. First, alternative
security and privacy-preserving designs for the SSI model were proposed,
such as trust-enhancing designs [10, 11], privacy-preserving designs [9], and
advanced security designs [16, 17]. Second, the SSI model’s privacy was
enhanced by introducing privacy-protecting principles [14] to govern its im-
plementation (as mentioned in Section 1.1.2). Then, security analyses were
performed on various components of the SSI model, such as its internal mech-
anisms (e.g., the DID updating process [18] and DID service properties [19])
and underlying technologies (e.g., the security of a specific blockchain net-
work [20]). These existing approaches show significances of security and
privacy of the SSI model.
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Existing advancement on the security and privacy of the SSI management
system identifies three research gaps (yellow boxes in Fig. 1.4) that motivate
us to conduct this research, as follows.

1. Knowledge of SSI-specific weaknesses that are security mistakes within
the functionality of the SSI management system has not been com-
pletely investigated yet;

2. System properties can be sources of security and privacy constraints to
the SSI management systems, but they are not completely aligned by
credible source documents to maximize protections; and

3. SSI data sharing events can also be another analysis surface to en-
sure secure and privacy-preserving properties, but they have not been
investigated yet.

This dissertation will begin to fill these research gaps to improve the security
and privacy of the SSI model across a wider range of surfaces.

1.2 Security and Weakness Analysis
Security analysis is an assurance technique that identifies the presence of se-
curity risks in a target system. The purpose of security analysis, according
to Steed and Shore [21], is to identify areas of weakness that could be ex-
ploited by a malicious agent. Risk, threat, and vulnerability are three of the
most important terms in security analysis. A risk is the probability that a
system will be successfully attacked. A threat is the probability of an attack
on a system. A vulnerability is a system feature that could be exploited
by malicious agents. In common usage, the following equation [21] defines
associations among three terms:

Risk = Threat × V ulnerability (1.1)

The preceding equation infers that a software system is at risk if it contains
vulnerabilities and has some likelihood of being attacked (threat).

In recent years, the term “weakness” has become more prevalent; it refers
to a deficiency or flaw in the software code, design, architecture, or deploy-
ment that, under the right conditions, could become a vulnerability or con-
tribute to the introduction of additional vulnerabilities [22, 23]. Vulnerabil-
ities can be thought of as a subcategory of weaknesses. In some research
publication, “weakness” and “vulnerability” are used interchangeably. This
dissertation will refer to a vulnerability as an exploitable weakness.

Weakness analysis is a method for identifying security weaknesses within
a target system’s functionality. However, security weaknesses are difficult to
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identify due to the need for extensive experience in software design and devel-
opment. To overcome this difficulty, numerous organizations have collected
and published common security weaknesses in online databases, such as Com-
mon Weakness Enumeration (CWE) [22], National Vulnerability Database [24],
and Smart-contract Weakness Classification [25]. Typical weakness analysis,
also known as weakness identification, is a process that maps common secu-
rity weaknesses to the functionality of the target system.

To facilitate security analysis across multiple domains, researchers at-
tempted to develop novel methods for analyzing and identifying common
security weaknesses in online databases. Machine learning is one of promi-
nent approaches to identifying the correlations of common weaknesses and a
target system. Common weaknesses are represented in vector space models
and uses machine learning to classify the correlations with specific artifacts,
e.g., bug reports [26] and business process labels [27]. Another interesting
approach is to apply machine learning to consider source code that contains
weaknesses [28, 29]. Existing approaches to weakness analysis indicate that a
method to identify common weaknesses early in the development process has
not been explicitly proposed. Existing approaches, on the other hand, did not
consider domain knowledge, which may be useful for identifying weaknesses
in the SSI management system. Due to the difficulty of existing approaches
to weakness analysis, it is necessary to develop a method for identifying SSI-
specific security weaknesses that incorporates domain knowledge.

1.3 Information Privacy Analysis
Information privacy analysis is a privacy assurance technique that determines
the levels of privacy preservation in a target system. Information privacy is
defined as a strategic objective that seeks to protect the confidentiality of
PII stored on software systems and prohibits unauthorized access to PII6.
Typically, the objective of an analysis of information privacy is to protect
the sharing of information between system components and ensure that in-
formation is not exposed to unauthorized actors or system components.

The analysis can target a variety of aspects of privacy within an informa-
tion system. Various techniques and methods can be used to determine the
level of privacy. Privacy-by-Design is a method for ensuring privacy by evalu-
ating and mitigating privacy risks during the system’s design phase [30, 31].
Moreover, Privacy-by-Design encompasses both system and organizational

6Data Privacy (Information Privacy). https://www.techopedia.com/definition/10380/
information-privacy.
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processes, which will maximize the level of privacy. However, as a decentral-
ized system incorporating a peer-to-peer network, Privacy-by-Design may
not completely protect the SSI model’s privacy. Compliance with privacy
policies is an additional technique for analyzing information privacy. Some
researchers attempted to develop a method for analyzing and determining a
system’s compliance with privacy policies based on its design [32, 33].

As many data sharing events occur within the SSI model or SSI manage-
ment system, information privacy cannot be neglected. Nonetheless, the SSI
management system employs numerous distinct types of data sharing events,
such as implicit data sharing with minimal and selective disclosure. Analyz-
ing and determining the privacy level necessitates a customized method.

1.4 Objective and Significance
The main objective of this dissertation is to present a comprehensive ap-
proach for analyzing security weaknesses and privacy preservation in SSI
management systems. This approach is designed to assist system analysts
and designers in ensuring and enhancing their design’s security and privacy.
To achieve this objective, three sub-objectives have been established:

1. The first sub-objective is to provide a method for identifying SSI-
specific weaknesses that inform analysts about design weaknesses.

2. The second sub-objective is to introduce a new set of SSI system prop-
erties, which enable implementers to govern their SSI management sys-
tem while conforming to credible source documents.

3. The third sub-objective is to empower analysts to ensure their design’s
security and privacy with regards to data sharing, as well as provide
them with instances of any violations within a specific scope.

The proposed approach in this dissertation, which incorporates domain
knowledge and employs a combination of techniques, is significant for sev-
eral reasons. Firstly, it helps to prevent overlooks that inexperienced analysts
might experience when trying to enhance and ensure the security and privacy
of their designs. Secondly, it overcomes limitations of existing analysis ap-
proaches when applied to specific systems, such as SSI management systems.
Finally, it provides systematic coverage of domain knowledge in security and
privacy analysis. This dissertation is confident that the proposed approach
will effectively advance the current understanding in this field.
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Figure 1.5: Overview of the proposed approach for security weakness and
privacy preservation analysis.

1.5 Problem and Solution Overview
To achieve the intended objectives, this dissertation seeks to address three
technical problems: P1: knowledge on SSI-specific security weaknesses has
not been investigated yet and it is difficult to employ existing identification
approaches to identify without domain knowledge; P2: existing SSI system
properties are not universally consistent with a vast collection of credible
laws, regulations, and standards to cover adequate governance of security
and privacy; and P3: existing approaches to analyze data sharing events are
incompatible to ensure unique security and privacy specifications of the SSI
management system. As a result, a solution for each problem have to be
researched thoroughly.

This dissertation intends that the proposed approach will be used by
system analysts or designers after the design and architecture development
phase. Consequently, at the moment of the use, a complete collection of de-
sign artifacts and deliverables can be accessible. However, this dissertation
sets an assumption that security and privacy analysis on the provided design
artifacts has not be comprehensively conducted. Therefore, the proposed
approach in this dissertation composes of three solutions for addressing the
three technical problems. A high-level overview of the proposed approach is
illustrated in Fig. 1.5, indicating the mitigation of SSI-specific weaknesses,
the improvement of SSI system properties, and the secure and privacy pre-
serving SSI data sharing event modeling. An introduction to each solution
will be provided in the following subsections.
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Mitigation of SSI-Specific Weaknesses in the SSI Model

Various components of the target system, including functionality, design, and
developed source code, may contain security weaknesses. To map common
security weaknesses from online databases, a clear and justifiable correlation
must be established with the target artifacts. In addition, domain exper-
tise is required to identify security weaknesses. For instance, a common
security weakness is the absence of authentication for critical functions, and
determining which functions are critical requires domain knowledge. Based
on this idea, this dissertation hypothesizes that the presence of SSI-specific
weaknesses can be inferred from the language correlations between SSI func-
tional requirements and descriptions of common security weaknesses from
the CWE database when domain knowledge is provided. This dissertation
proposes a cross-domain transfer knowledge graph between the domains of
the SSI model and the CWE weakness, as well as the SSI Weakness Iden-
tification Framework (SWIF), which enables the automatic identification of
language correlations using information retrieval techniques. This part will
be described in detail in Chapter 3.

Improvement of the Compliance of SSI System Properties

The current source of security and privacy governance is SSI principles and
system properties. However, the current SSI system properties do not ap-
pear to provide sufficient security and privacy protections. Existing proposals
have attempted to improve security and privacy in accordance with a handful
of credible source documents, such as the identity laws [7], and the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [14]. This dissertation assumes that
SSI system properties that comply with as many source documents as pos-
sible can be more advantageous for governing security and privacy in SSI
management systems. Nonetheless, hundreds of laws, regulations, and stan-
dards were adopted and published. These source documents were defined
in a different context than the SSI management system, making direct com-
pliance with SSI system properties challenging. To improve the current SSI
system properties, this dissertation proposes a method for systematically
analyzing the consistency between the applicable source documents’ shared
content and the existing SSI system properties using domain knowledge. In
addition, this dissertation proposes a new Compliance SSI System Property
Set (CSSPS) based on the analysis results. This part will be described in
detail in Chapter 4.
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Modeling Secure and Privacy-Preserving SSI Data Sharing Events

Data sharing events are instantaneous instances of data transmission and
access authorization. The sharing of data should take place in a secure
and privacy-preserving manner. However, this type of event within the SSI
management system is unique and subject to particular security and privacy
constraints. The sharing of an identity claim, for instance, implicitly divulges
partial information without knowledge. A constraint for this type of event is
to ensure that the claim contains minimal or no information. On the basis
of this concept and constraint, this dissertation assumes that data sharing
events within the SSI management system are secure and privacy-preserving
if they can guarantee that the specific constraints are met. Such constraints
are related to the SSI management system’s data model and can be satis-
fied by the design-level protocol. This dissertation proposes a method for
modeling SSI data sharing events as a state transition system and encoding
them in the Alloy specification language, which is adequate for predicating
specific constraints and providing automatic and exhaustive model finding
capability. The Alloy encoding will be analyzed by the Alloy Analyzer tool,
which will provide insight to ensure that the design of data sharing events
within a specified model scope is secure and privacy-preserving. This part
will be described in detail in Chapter 5.

1.6 Organization of Dissertation
This dissertation consists of 8 chapters, organized as follows.

• Chapter 1 introduces the SSI model, as well as its security and privacy
features. This chapter also provides a brief overview of security and
privacy analysis. Then, the objective, problems, and an overview of
the proposed solution are described.

• Chapter 2 provides an introduction to SSI management systems,
weakness identification approaches, information retrieval and natural
language processing techniques, knowledge graphs, legislative source
documents, and the Alloy model finding techniques. Also, a brief
overview of the employed techniques is described to enable readers to
comprehend the dissertation.

• Chapter 3 describes the development of the proposed SWIF for iden-
tifying SSI-specific security weaknesses using information retrieval and
domain knowledge graph. Rationales behind the development of the
proposed solutions, including the development of knowledge graph and
additional features used, are described in detail.
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• Chapter 4 describes the proposed systematic method conducted to
analyze security and privacy protections (i.e., controls) defined by laws,
regulations, and technical standards in comparison with SSI system
properties, as well as how they are used to improve the compliance of
existing SSI system properties.

• Chapter 5 describes in detail how the SSI data sharing events are
modeled as a state transition diagram, how the model is encoded in the
Alloy specification language, and how security and privacy properties
are specified in the model. A method for using the Alloy Analyzer to
identify models that adhere to the specification is also presented.

• Chapter 6 presents an evaluation of each part of the proposed ap-
proach, as well as an evaluation of the proposed approach as a whole,
in order to discuss their advantages and limitations in various aspects.
The threats to the validity of the proposed approach are also discussed.

• Chapter 7 provides comparisons between the proposed approach and
related work in order to situate our work within the field. The results
are also compared to similar work to highlight the benefits.

• Chapter 8 concludes the research findings and technical contributions.
In addition, limitations and future directions are discussed.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This chapter will provide preliminarily background on the techniques and
approaches required to comprehend this research, including fundamentals of
SSI management systems, component diagrams for indicating architectural
designs, techniques for identifying weaknesses and security assurance, natural
language processing, information retrieval, knowledge graphs, credible source
documents, and model finding techniques.

2.1 Self-Sovereign Identity Model

2.1.1 Functionality of the SSI Model
With the emergence of the decentralized technologies, researchers have taken
a greater interest in the concept of decentralized identity in order to eliminate
the need of the central authority and mitigate risks of information leakage.

Christopher Allen presented his vision of Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI)
concept back in 2016. An SSI model indicates an innovative identity model
that restores full sovereignty and control of the digital identity’s subject from
the central authority by using blockchain technology [4]. With the adoption
of the verifiable credential open standard [5], an overview of the SSI model
can be illustrated as a contextual diagram in Fig. 2.1. The SSI model is
defined with three interchangeable roles: holder, verifier, and issuer. A holder
is a role that is responsible for holding the digital identities of one or more
subjects using a locally-owned identity wallet. Not always is the subject of the
digital identity the holder. A parent, for instance, may be the holder of their
child’s identity. The holder is able to generate an identity claim proving their
digital identity. An example of an identity claim is a structured declaration
confirming that the subject is older than 18 years old. Typically, identity
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the SSI model depicting in a contextual diagram.

claims are expressed in a structured format, such as JSON objects. In some
instances of the SSI model, identity claims may be generated using Zero-
Knowledge Proofs (ZKPs). An issuer is either a human or a system entity
tasked with validating the accuracy of identity claims. The issuer can inspect
a holder’s identity claim either offline or online. If the identity claim is valid,
the issuer must convert it to a Verifiable Claim (VC) using a cryptographic
proof schema published on blockchain technology. The primary function of
the proof schema is to enable anyone to verify the validity of a verifiable claim.
The verifiable claim will be returned to the corresponding holder, who can
then use it for service authentication as a credential. A verifier is a system
module that functions as a service provider. Requesting the holder’s VC as
credentials allows the verifier to authenticate and authorize services. On the
blockchain, a VC can be verified against its corresponding proof schema.

In addition to the functions pertaining to the three interchangeable roles,
the SSI model provides an additional vital security feature for initiating
secure connections between components. The SSI model adopts the open
standard Decentralized Identifier (DID) [6], which enables decentralized key
management through blockchain technology. The DID standard augments
the public-private key infrastructure by introducing a blockchain-based key
exchange mechanism. Each component in the SSI model must be identified
by a DID string (or DID address), such as did:ssi:abcdef0123456789....
This DID string must include a one-to-one relationship with a public key. A
DID document is a reference artifact that specifies a DID string and its cor-
responding public key, and it will be published on the blockchain. Using the
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DID string as an identifier, each component in the SSI model can exchange
their DID string with other components during their initial connection and
resolve to the other DID document. The DID enables components to encrypt
or verify the integrity of messages.

2.1.2 Minimal and Selective Disclosure
SSI data sharing is an SSI model event that occurs when system components
share both typical data objects and personally identifiable information. Data
sharing is significant because it may be the origin of PII disclosure. The two
types of SSI data sharing events are raw disclosure and selective disclosure.
Message encryption and integrity checking are necessary to protect data dur-
ing raw data sharing events. On the other hand, the selective disclosure
mechanism (e.g., zero-knowledge proofs [34]) should be utilized to minimize
the amount of data disclosure during data sharing events. On the SSI model,
the following four types of zero-knowledge proofs are applicable [7]:

• Equality or Non-equality. A magnitude’s value is either equal to or
not equal to a given value.

• Inequality. A magnitude’s value is either greater than or less than a
given value.

• Member. A subject can be found in a list or group.
• Range. Whether the value of a magnitude falls within a given interval.

A schema for identity claims that is appropriate for the target data should
define selective disclosure mechanisms. For example, a user’s age is 20 years
old and the user can create an identity claim to attest that the age is in
between 18 and 25 years old using the range type of zero-knowledge proof
mechanism. This selective disclosure mechanisms minimize the exposure
of sensitive information while proving the validity of the information. The
concepts of the functionality of SSI management systems and the selective
disclosure will be used throughout this dissertation.

2.1.3 Development of SSI Management Systems
The SSI model specifies the essential functionality of the system used to man-
age digital identities (as in Section 2.1). Consequently, an SSI management
system must be developed in accordance with the essential functionalities,
although it is not necessary to strictly limit the features. In other words, ad-
ditional features can be implemented to provide more benefits and strengthen
the developing software product in order to compete with others, such as in-
troducing a hash database to securely store digital identities in the identity
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Figure 2.2: Typical development process of the SSI management system.

wallet. This additional features is not defined by the SSI model, but it is
still following the SSI notion.

The above-mentioned idea results in distinct implementations of the SSI
management system, which sometimes pose distinct security and privacy
risks. uPort [35], for instance, is an SSI management system that uses the
inter-planetary file system to manage digital identities on a distributed net-
work. However, the technology may raise privacy concerns regarding the
identities of uPort users.

Traditional software development processes (such as waterfall and agile
methods) can be used to deliver the final software product of the SSI man-
agement system to the market. Fig. 2.2 depicts a typical waterfall model for
developing an SSI management system. Using the unique needs, essential SSI
model functions, and SSI governance concept, system analysts will analyze
and design the desired SSI management system. This activity will produce
two important artifacts: SSI functional requirements and SSI architecture
and design. In theory, these artifacts are required to adequately provide
security and privacy protections, but in practice, it may be challenging to
ensure such protections. With an iterative process model, SSI functional
requirements, architecture, and design must be analyzed for functional com-
pleteness and other quality considerations.

This dissertation assumes that the security and privacy of the SSI man-
agement system can be derived from the SSI functional requirements, archi-
tecture, and design, which are intermediate development outcomes. These ar-
tifacts will serve primarily as input for security weakness and privacy preser-
vation analysis. However, these artifacts are typically kept confidential within
the development or implementation organization. It is difficult to obtain and
use for this dissertation. In order to make knowledge of SSI functionality ac-
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cessible, this dissertation considers online documentation and white papers
as sources of SSI functionality and extracts SSI functional requirements, ar-
chitecture, and design from these sources. In its online documentation [36],
the IBM Verify Credentials product publishes its architecture and an expla-
nation of the provided functions. The explanation can be used to derive
the SSI functional requirements and the architecture can be taken to be the
overview of the design for this SSI management system.

2.2 Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) and
Blockchain

The Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) has been in use for years and is
well-known. However, the Bitcoin trend has encouraged the development of
a blockchain (a specific type of DLT) that specifies how transactional data
are recorded and shared across nodes in a distributed network [37]. The
DLT provides cryptographic mechanisms to ensure the decentralization and
immutability of transactional data shared across the network.

A blockchain is a distributed ledger of data blocks containing transac-
tional data, with each block linked to the previous block. Fig. 2.3 depicts an
overview of data blocks in the blockchain. The overview demonstrates that
the blockchain connects data blocks via their previous block’s hash. These
links make data blocks immutable. Within a peer-to-peer network, each node
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Table 2.1: Comparison of different types of distributed ledgers.

Access Data
‘read’ data

Public Private

Submit
Transactions

Unrestricted Restricted or Unrestricted

Validate
Transactions
‘write’ data

Permission-less Semi-permissioned Permissioned

Consensus Proof-Based BFT-Based & Others BFT-Based & Others

Data Structure Blockchain Blockchain Non-
Blockchain

Blockchain Non-
Blockchain

Example Bitcoin,
Ethereum

Stellar Ripple Quorum,
Hyper-
ledger

Corda

Note: BFT stands for Byzantine Fault-Tolerance.

will share a copy of the blockchain.
The DLT defines a mechanism to seek consensus from network nodes

whenever a new data block is appended to the blockchain. The consensus
mechanism will distribute an updated copy of the blockchain to all nodes
and allow them to validate the copy. Typically, with the proof-of-work con-
cept, nodes that successfully address the challenge and validate the copy
are rewarded. If more than fifty percent of network nodes accept the copy,
the updated blockchain will be synchronized across all nodes. This consensus
mechanism combines the blockchain’s immutability with its decentralization.

Multiple DLT types have been proposed to govern the distributed ledger
in a variety of ways. In Table 2.1 from [38], a comparison table of distributed
ledger types is presented. The table demonstrates that distributed ledgers
permit data access from both public and private parties. Different data
structures and consensus mechanisms have been defined for various DLT
types. In the SSI management system, the type of DLT can be selected
based on the objectives and implementation scopes. Hyperledger Indy is an
example of a DLT that is specifically designed for identity data only.

Even though the SSI management system does not require extensive
knowledge of blockchain and DLT, this dissertation must include such knowl-
edge in an analysis of security weaknesses and privacy preservation. Specifi-
cally, blockchain and DLT knowledge must be utilized when formulating SSI
functional requirements.
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Figure 2.4: Example of a component diagram for the order management
system.

2.3 Component Diagram and Analysis
In system and software modeling, diagrammatic representations are utilized
to visualize various facets of the software system being modeled. Object
Management Group (OMG) specified and standardized Unified Modeling
Language (UML) [39, 40] for modeling object-oriented architecture and de-
sign. Several types of diagrams, including class diagrams, sequence diagrams,
and component diagrams, were specified in the specification.

Component diagrams are used to represent the structural aspects of the
target system. It is applicable at various levels of abstraction. For instance,
it may represent a high-level design of system components and describe their
interactive interfaces, or it may represent the structure of technical compo-
nents that will be developed for the final software product. Fig. 2.4 displays
an example of a component diagram.

According to the specification, a component diagram can be constructed
using three fundamental graphical notations: components, interfaces, and
relationships. Commonly, a component is depicted as a rectangle containing
the component’s name, icon, and stereotype. The order management sys-
tem depicted in Fig. 2.4 is the component notation. An interface can be
subdivided into required and provided interfaces, indicating the data object
for which the component is required and, respectively, provided. The in-
terface for order details in Fig. 2.4 indicates, for instance, that the mobile
application provides order details to the order management system (which is
required). A relation denotes the semantic relationship between components
or an interface and a component. Fig. 2.4 indicates that components of the
order management system and the order history control have a composition
relationship, denoting that the order management system contains the order
history control.

This dissertation uses component diagrams to illustrate the SSI archi-
tecture and design of SSI data sharing events. This work will prepare input
for SSI architecture and design from SSI management system documentation
and transform it into component diagrams.
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2.4 Weakness Identification and Assurance

2.4.1 Typical Weakness Identification and Database
Identifying weaknesses is a part of analyzing security weaknesses. The pri-
mary objective of weakness identification is to map security weaknesses to
target artifacts, such as source code or designs. However, no organizations or
communities have standardized how security weaknesses are identified. The
Common Weakness Scoring System (CWSS) [22] was developed to support
the assignment of a severity score to each common security weakness listed
in the CWE database based on the target system. However, the CWSS is
manual and user-perspective.

Almost every proposed method for identifying security weaknesses makes
reference to common security weaknesses documented in online databases.
At the time of this study, four commonly used databases of weaknesses and
vulnerabilities were discovered, namely:

• Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) [22] is an online pub-
lic database containing more than 1000 common security weaknesses.
Each weakness is represented in the CWE database as an entry with
multiple text fields. This database lists security weaknesses in hard-
ware, software, and technology. It can be utilized in numerous fields.

• Common Vulnerability Exposure (CVE) [41] is a publicly acces-
sible online database for accumulating vulnerability exposure. Since
1999, they have provided more than 100,000 instances of vulnerability
exploitation. In each vulnerability exposure, a detailed description of
the exploited event and references to the exploitation are provided.

• National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [24] is an online public
database that collects CVE analysis results that provide a summary
of severity scores based on the Common Vulnerability Scoring Sys-
tem (CVSS) [41], a vulnerability type (based on the CWE database),
and an applicability statement.

• Smart-contract Weakness Classification (SWC) [25] is an on-
line database that analyzes and collects smart contract-related security
weaknesses from the CWE database. This database currently contains
36 security weaknesses and is regularly updated.

This dissertation only refers to security weaknesses from the CWE database,
which contains both textual descriptions and source code examples. The
CWE database is sufficient for our proposed framework for identifying secu-
rity weaknesses, which seeks to correlate SSI functional requirements with
weakness descriptions.
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Table 2.2: Example of a weakness entry from the CWE database entitled
“CWE-306: Missing Authentication for Critical Function” [22].

CWE-306: Missing Authentication for Critical Function

Description: The software does not perform any authentication for functionality that requires a
provable user identity or consumes a significant amount of resources.

Modes of Introduction: Architecture and Design

Common Consequences:
Scope - Access Control Other
Impact - Exposing critical functionality essentially provides an attacker with the privilege level of
that functionality. The consequences will depend on the associated functionality, but they can range
from reading or modifying sensitive data, access to administrative or other privileged functionality,
or possibly even execution of arbitrary code.

Demonstrative Examples:
In the following Java example the method createBankAccount is used to create a BankAccount object
for a bank management application.

However, there is no authentication mechanism to ensure that the user creating this bank account
object has the authority to create new bank accounts. Some authentication mechanisms should be
used to verify that the user has the authority to create bank account objects.
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A weakness entry, which is a collection of text fields describing how the
weakness manifests itself in a software system, is a source of weaknesses that
we obtain from the CWE database. Typically, it includes the weakness’s
name, description, extended description, common consequences, modes of
introduction, applicable platforms, and demonstrative examples. Table 2.2
illustrates a weakness entry titled “CWE-306 Missing Authentication for
Critical Functions.” When analyzing this weakness entry, security analysts
must justify whether the target system performs authentication for function-
ality that requires a provable identity (as indicated in the description text
field) or whether it contains source code similar to the Java source code in the
demonstrative example text field. In this dissertation, the description and
extended description fields are utilized to represent security weaknesses and
compute language correlations to SSI functional requirements. This disser-
tation claims that the description and extended description from the CWE
database are sufficient to compute the language correlations, whereas the
other databases for security weaknesses and vulnerabilities may not provide
these text fields adequately.

2.4.2 Entity Authentication Assurance Framework
Identifying security weaknesses in SSI management systems aids in locat-
ing perceived risks. However, there may be an additional security risk that
must be identified and mitigated. Entity authentication assurance frame-
work was proposed by the telecommunication standardization section of the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in Recommendation ITU-T
X.1254 [42] in order to recommend controls based on entity authentication
assurance levels and threat categories and to provide a broad aspect of se-
curity in the identity authentication process. Three levels of digital identity
assurance are displayed in Table 2.3: identity assurance, authentication as-
surance, and federation assurance. These levels have varying concerns for
a variety of controlled activity scopes. The authentication assurance level,
for instance, focuses on authentication and credential management activities.
On the basis of the levels of digital identity assurance, the recommendation
defines three entity Authentication Assurance Levels (AALs) for the authen-
tication assurance component only, as follows:

• AAL1: AAL1 authentication provides some assurance that the entity
controls an authenticator bound to the entity’s account and requires
single-factor or multi-factor authentication.
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Table 2.3: Levels of digital identity assurance [42]

Assurance Component Related Activities

Identity Assurance. Robustness
of the identity proofing process
and the binding between the
authenticator and the identity-
proofed individual.

• Identity Proofing
– Resolution, Validation, Verification

• Enrollment
• Binding

Authentication Assurance.
Confidence that a given
claimant is the same as the
previously authenticated
subscriber.

• Authentication
• Credential Management

– Credential Issuance, Suspension, Re-
vocation, Destruction, Renewal, and
Replacement

Federation Assurance. Com-
bines aspects of the federa-
tion model, assertion protection
strength, and assertion presen-
tation.

• Key Management
• Runtime Decisions
• Attribute Management

• AAL2: AAL2 authentication provides high confidence that the entity
controls an authenticator bound to the entity’s account and provides
proof of possession and control of two distinct authentication factors.

• AAL3: AAL3 authentication provides very high confidence that the
entity controls an authenticator bound to the entity’s account, provides
proof of possession and control of two distinct authentication factors,
is based on proof of possession of a key, and uses a hardware-based
cryptographic authenticator that provides impersonation resistance.

This recommendation provides controls for five categories of threats to au-
thentication in order to achieve the desired AAL: authenticator compromise,
transaction compromise, credential service provider impersonation, entity im-
personation, and authentication service compromise. For instance, a control
for the authenticator compromise threat is defined as “AC-1: For the highest
AAL, authentication should use a hardware-based cryptographic authentica-
tor and an authenticator that provides resistance to verifier impersonation;
the same device can satisfy both requirements.”

This recommendation’s assurance framework is well-known and should be
mentioned when conducting a security analysis of the SSI management sys-
tem. In general, security weaknesses in the SSI management system should
correspond to the threat categories outlined in this recommendation. This
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dissertation employs the security weakness analysis to cover all assurance
components; however, the controls cannot be applied to the property im-
provement because they are too specific to entity authentication and some
controls are incompatible with the SSI concept. For instance, the requirement
for a cryptographic authenticator based on hardware may not be compatible
with the decentralized nature of the SSI management system.

2.5 Natural Language Processing
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a subfield of computer science and
computational linguistics that enables computers to analyze and process hu-
man spoken language from text [43]. NLP has multiple applications in various
domains. For instance, speech recognition, machine translation, and senti-
ment analysis of social media. To process and analyze human language with
NLP, text inputs must undergo a number of tasks, including preprocessing,
feature extraction, and similarity measures. The following subsections will
explain each task in detail.

2.5.1 Text Preprocessing
Human spoken language is creative and may contain ambiguity that interferes
with computer analysis and processing; as a result, it must be preprocessed
to remove such interferences. Typically, text preprocessing tasks are designed
to convert text documents into a set of index terms, which is a vocabulary
collection representing the document’s unique presence. Fig. 2.5 depicts a
typical and logical overview of the text preprocessing tasks [44]. Details of
each preprocessing task can be described in detail as follows.
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• Structure Recognition. The purpose of this task is to locate and
remove the document’s structure. This task produces unstructured
and schema-free texts. For instance, when the document is represented
as an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) document with topic and
chapter tags, this task removes those tags and leaves only the values
contained within the removed tags. This task also requires removing
all figures, tables, and other non-text elements.

• Accent, Spacing, etc. This task is intended to remove special char-
acters (such as exclamation marks) and spaces (also known as text
segmentation or tokenization). This task assists in condensing lengthy
texts into a collection of words or sentences. By using whitespace and
periods as delimiters, for example, English texts can be tokenized into
a list of words.

• Stop-words Removal. Stop-words are commonly used but meaning-
less words in written texts, such as the English articles “a,” “an,” and
“the.” As a result of their multiple occurrences, these stop words can
affect the outcome of text analysis and processing as well as the overall
performance. This task is to remove all stop words from texts. For
example, “a cat plays with a dog” is preprocessed to “cat plays dog.”

• Noun Group Recognition. Noun groups or noun chunks are groups
of terms that carry significant meaning and must be processed together,
such as “critical function,” which should be processed as a single term
rather than as two separate nouns. The objective of this task is to
analyze a list of words and observe meaningful noun groups.

• Stemming/Lemmatization. Stemming is a strategy for reducing
words to their root terms, irrespective of tense or context. For instance,
the words “historical” and “history” are shortened to “histori.” Stem-
ming may produce meaningless terms. Lemmatization, on the other
hand, is another strategy to reduce words to their lemmas regardless of
tense and context. Lemmas are meaningful root word (based on a dic-
tionary). This task is to reduce terms by stemming or lemmatization.
For example, the words “requires” and “required” are shortened to “re-
quire.” In certain instances, stemming and lemmatization should be
incorporated with the Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging to prevent certain
errors, such as “understanding” being reduced when it is a noun.

• Controlled Vocabulary. A controlled vocabulary is a collection of
words and phrases used to index and retrieve content through browsing
or searching [44]. When the corpus contains documents, the controlled
vocabulary contains all terms that appear in the corpus. This task en-
tails analyzing each document and generating the controlled vocabulary
accordingly.
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These text preprocessing tasks are recommended, but not required. Other
tasks, such as n-gram or word-sense disambiguation, may be utilized if they
are appropriate for the dataset. This dissertation prepares texts from SSI
functional requirements and weakness descriptions using text preprocessing
in order to eliminate unnecessary contents and structures that influence the
computation of language correlations.

2.5.2 Feature Extraction and Vector Space Model
In addition to the connotations of the controlled vocabulary, another task
in NLP is feature extraction, which aims to find a feature representing of
each document. Typically, a document’s feature is a collection of keywords
or terms that distinguish it from other documents, such as a vector space
model, the prevalent numerical representation in NLP.

Several approaches to represent text documents in vector space models
have been proposed recently. The Bag-of-Words (BoW) model is a weighting
scheme to represent the document by using the controlled vocabulary as
vector dimensions and encoding the occurrence of words in the document
as a vector [45]. Suppose a corpus of documents D = {d1, . . . , dj, . . .} is
provided. The weight of a term i for the BoW count vector can be calculated
using the following equation:

wi,dj
= fi,dj

(2.1)

where wi,dj
denotes the weight of a term i in a document dj and fi,dj

denotes
the raw count of a term i in a document dj ∈ D. Moreover, Term Frequency
and Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is another weighting scheme to
determine the importance of words based on the frequency with which they
appear in a document [46]. The weight of a term for the TF-IDF vector can
be calculated using the following equation:

wi,dj
= tfi,dj

· idfi = (1 + log fi,dj
) · log N

dfi

(2.2)

where wi,dj
denotes the weight of a term i in a document dj ∈ D, tfi,dj

=
(1+log fi,dj

) denotes the normalized term frequency where fi,dj
indicates the

raw count of a term i in a document dj, idfi = log N
dfi

denotes the inverse
document frequency, N denotes the number of document in the corpus D,
and dfi denotes the number of documents containing a term i.

Text representation should be determined by the document corpus’ char-
acteristics. If a corpus contains a medium-sized document set, the BoW and
TF-IDF weighting schemes may be superior to other machine learning ap-
proaches, such as word embedding and global vectorization. This dissertation
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employs the TF-IDF weighting to represent textual descriptions of common
security weaknesses and SSI functional requirements because it is the most
appropriate for such data.

2.5.3 Similarity Measure
As a vector space model, term vectors that are represented by different weight
scheme can be utilized to determine partial matching from others based on
the degree of similarity [44]. Several distance functions can be utilized to
compute the degree of similarity between two vectors, such as Euclidean
similarity or cosine similarity.

In NLP, similarity measures have been used to compute how two term vec-
tors of document are semantically similar to each other. Suppose we have two
term vectors d1 = (w1,d1 , w2,d1 , . . . , wn,d1) and d2 = (w1,d2 , w2,d2 , . . . , wn,d2).
The degree of similarity based on the angular distance can be calculated by
using the cosine similarity function [44] as follows.

cosine sim(d1, d2) =
d1 · d2

|d1| × |d2|
=

n
i=1 wi,d1 × wi,d2n

i=1 w2
i,d1 ×

n
i=1 w2

i,d2

(2.3)

The cosine similarity function cosine sim(d1, d2) determines the degree of
similarity between two document term weight vectors where wi,d1 > 0, wi,d2 >

0, and 0 < cosine sim(d1, d2) < 1. If the similarity is close to 1, two docu-
ments are semantically similar (according to the occurrence of terms). For
example, similarity scores between three documents (d1, d2, and d3) can be
calculated as: cosine sim(d1, d2) = 0.67 and cosine sim(d1, d3) = 0.15. This
example indicates that the first document (d1) is more relevant to the second
document (d2) than the third document (d3). This similarity measure can be
applied to any kind of vector space models, but it should also be tested to
the suitability to the target dataset. In this dissertation, the degree of simi-
larity between common security weaknesses and SSI functional requirements
is computed using the cosine similarity measure.

2.6 Information Retrieval
NLP is a technique for handling textual data in a way that is comprehensive
for computers. NLP’s capabilities can be applied to a variety of theoretical
and practical domains. Information Retrieval (IR) is an application domain
of NLP concerned with the representation, storage, organization, and acces-
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sibility of textual information assets. The representation and organization of
information assets should facilitate user access to those assets [44].

A Recommender System (RS) or a recommendation system is an alter-
native term for a particular implementation of information retrieval (also
known as a search engine) that is used to recommend pertinent information
assets based on the user’s needs or queries [43]. In Fig. 2.6, an overview of
a typical recommender system model is presented. It has two primary mod-
ules: document retrieval and ranking. The purpose of the document retrieval
module is to retrieve relevant documents from the corpus in response to a
given query. The document ranking module, on the other hand, is designed to
place the documents that are most pertinent to the user’s needs at the top of
the resulting list. Some filtering approaches have also been used to fine-grain
the resulting results based on user’s preferences or contents. Technically, the
recommender system will create an index of documents in the corpus and ac-
cess a query from users. Then, the query will be vectorized and compute its
similarity score to every document in the corpus. For instance, if the cosine
similarity measure is utilized, a similarity score between a query vector (q)
and a document vector of index terms (d) can be calculated as follows.

cosine sim(q, d) =
n

i=1 wi,q × wi,dn
i=1 w2

i,q ×
n

i=1 w2
i,d

(2.4)

Typically, the nature of users will interest in only some top results that
relevant to their query. As a result, the similarity score of each document
will be used to rank which documents are highly relevant to the given query.

A Cross-Domain Recommender System (CDRS) is an extended type of
RS that utilizes information or preferences transferred from one source do-
main to recommend information assets from a different domain [47]. For
instance, books are recommended in accordance with movie preferences [48].
The CDRS is useful when two distinct domains share common relationships,
and it makes more precise recommendations without requiring preferences or
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knowledge of the target domain. Technically, interrelationships between fea-
tures of two domains are predefined in a data model, such as matrix or graph.
For example, suppose the first domain has a feature set FA = {fA,1, . . . , fA,p}
and the second domain has a distinct feature set FB = {fB,1, . . . , fB,q}. in-
terrelationships between features in two domains can be predefined in the
following weighted matrix.

Mtransfer =





0 0.451 0.112 . . . 0.667
0.112 0 0 . . . 0.125
0.125 0.667 0.412 . . . 0

... ... ... . . . ...
0 0.333 0 . . . 0





(2.5)

The preceding matrix of knowledge transfer (Mtransfer) indicates, for instance,
that the first feature of the first domain (FA,1) is irrelevant to the first feature
of the second domain (FB,1), represented by m1,1 = 0 ∈ Mtransfer. These
predefined interrelations can be utilized in a variety of ways. For instance,
the CDRS can influence the interrelationships when calculating a similarity
score or use them to conduct a knowledge expansion in the target domain
feature set.

It is realized that the SSI model belongs to a different domain than secu-
rity weaknesses. Nevertheless, knowledge of the SSI model can be correlated
with common security weaknesses to support the identification. This disser-
tation will utilize cross-domain knowledge transfer to implement a CDRS-
based recommendation of SSI-specific weaknesses.

2.7 Knowledge Graph
A knowledge graph is a graph-based data model that captures knowledge
about entities and their relationships [49]. Kroetsch and Weikum, as guest
editors for the journal of web semantic, share a definition of the knowledge
graph on the website1 as:

“Knowledge graphs are large networks of entities, their semantic
types, properties, and relationships between entities.”

Three basic terms are necessary for employing knowledge graphs: nodes,
edges, and facts. Nodes represent knowledge entities of interest. Edges are
relationships between entities. A fact is the knowledge of a relationship

1Journal of Web Semantics: Special Issue on Knowledge Graphs: https://iccl.inf.
tu-dresden.de/web/JWS special issue on Knowledge Graphs/en
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Figure 2.7: Example of a knowledge graph representing relationships among
living things.

between two nodes with a particular edge type. In Fig. 2.7, an example of
a knowledge represents that chickens eat grains, for instance. Further that.
knowledge graph were defined formally in [50], as follows.

Definition 2.7.1. A knowledge graph is a graph-based data model charac-
terized by a triple KG = 〈E, R, F 〉, in which:

• E denotes a set of entity types that represent graph nodes;
• R denotes a set of relation types that link entity nodes in the graph;
• F denotes a set of fact so that F ⊆ E × R × E.

According to the above definition, a knowledge graph KG can be rep-
resented by three sets: entities E, relations R, and facts F . Referring to
Fig. 2.7, this graph can be represented as: E = {Animals, Humans, Dog,. . . },
R = {are, eat, pet}, and F = {(Humans, pet, Dogs), . . . }. The fact (Hu-
mans, pet, dogs) can be interpreted as humans pet dogs.

In comparison to other graph-based data models, such as ontologies,
knowledge graphs lack sophisticated querying and searching capabilities, but
they provide simplicity and quick access. This dissertation will use the knowl-
edge graph to establish cross-domain knowledge transfer by predefining in-
terrelationships between specific term entities in the SSI model domain and
generic term entities in the common security weakness domain.

2.8 Laws, Regulations, and Standards
A law is a legally binding written document that is enacted by parliament. It
has the authority to regulate, authorize, prohibit, provide (funds), sanction,
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Table 2.4: Examples of information security and privacy controls in a law,
a regulation, and a standard.

A Law A Regulation A Standard

PIPL [51]:
Security - Processors of
personal information shall
be accountable for their in-
formation processing activ-
ities, and implement nec-
essary measures to ensure
the security of the informa-
tion that they process.

GDPR [13]:
Article 5.1.(b) Personal
data shall be collected
for specified, explicit,
and legitimate purposes
and not further processed
in a manner that is in-
compatible with those
purposes.

ISO/IEC 27001 [52]:
User Registration - There
should be a formal user
registration and de-
registration procedure in
place for granting and
revoking access to all
information systems and
services.

Note: PIPL = Personal Information Protection Law of the Mainland.

award, proclamation, and restrict. Everyone must adhere to the law in order
to be legal. A regulation is a detailed instruction for carrying out the law.
Typically, regulations are obligatory and include penalties for violations. In
contrast, a standard is an established requirement or norm for products, ser-
vices, systems, or processes. If applicable standards are consistently applied,
certain quality aspects can be ensured. Standards are not requirements, but
in some instances they are necessary to conduct business.

Several industries, from manufacturing to information technology, have
utilized laws, regulations, and standards. These documents focus primarily
on quality control, security, safety, and privacy. The laws, regulations, and
standards governing information security and privacy are fundamental doc-
uments applicable to modern information systems. Typically, they define a
control, a criterion or item on a checklist that indicates the target system’s
conformance with the applicable law, regulation, or standard. In Table 2.4,
three controls from a law, a regulation, and a standard are exampled.

Table 2.4 shows different controls from three documents: the Personal
Information Protection Law of the main land (PIPL) [51], General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) [13], and ISO/IEC 27001:2013 standard [52].
It can be seen that controls are defined in evaluable, concise statements.
This dissertation refers to such a statement as an endorsed task that must
not be disregarded or should be concerned with. For laws and regulations,
all controls must be implemented, whereas it is recommended that controls
be implemented to meet the standards.

This dissertation examines laws, regulations, and standards as knowledge
sources for the SSI system’s properties’ improvement. Laws, regulations, and
standards will be referred to as source documents in the following content.
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2.9 Model Finding
Model finding, also known as model discovery, is a formal automated method
for instantiating system models that guarantee facts or essential properties.
Typically, model finding techniques transform a model into a Conjunctive
Normal Formula (CNF) and use a SATisfiability (SAT) solver to determine
the satisfiability of facts and properties.

2.9.1 Alloy Modeling and Specification Language
Alloy is a declarative specification language that is lightweight, precise, and
tractable [53]. Alloy describes constraints and behaviors in the target system
model using first-order relational logic and describes components in the model
using specific syntaxes. The grammar2 of the Alloy specification language is
denoted in Backus-Naur Form (BNF), as shown in Fig. 2.8.

The grammar is described using the following standard BNF operators
as well as the additional operators:

• x* means zero or more repetitions of x;

• x+ means one or more repetitions of x;

• x | y means a choice of either x or y;

• [x] means an optional x;

• x,* means zero or more comma-separated occurrences of x; and

• x,+ means one or more comma-separated occurrences of x.

A signature is initially used to describe an entity atom of interest. To
increase the signature’s inheritability, it can be declared as an abstract sig-
nature. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the distinctions between the extension of abstract
signature and generic signature.

Fig. 2.9a depicts the scope of the entity atoms with distinct signature
declarations from the Alloy code block depicted in Fig. 2.9b. It demonstrates
that all beverages are either soft drinks or alcoholic beverages, whereas no
other inheritances exist. Orange juice, on the other hand, is a type of soft
drink because it is in the soft drink signature. However, this inheritance is
distinct from the first in that additional soft drink varieties may be further
declared in the Alloy code block.

2Specifications of the Alloy 6 language. https://alloytools.org/spec.html.
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alloyModule : : = [ moduleDecl ] import * paragraph *
moduleDecl : : = module qualName [[ name ,+]]
import : : = open qualName [[ qualName ,+]] [as name]
paragraph : : = sigDecl | factDecl | predDecl | funDecl

| assertDecl | cmdDecl
sigDecl : : = [var] [ abstract ] [mult] sig name ,+ [ sigExt ] { fieldDecl ,*}[ block ]
sigExt : : = extends qualName | in qualName [+ qualName ]*
mult : : = lone | some | one
fieldDecl : : = [var] decl
decl : : = [disj] name ,+ : [disj] expr
factDecl : : = fact [name] block
predDecl : : = pred [ qualName .] name [ paraDecls ] block
funDecl : : = fun [ qualName .] name [ paraDecls ] : expr { expr }
paraDecls : : = ( decl ,* ) | [ decl ,* ]
assertDecl : : = assert [name] block
cmdDecl : : = [name : ] ( run | check ) ( qualName | block ) [ scope ]
scope : : = for number [but typescope ,+] | for typescope ,+
typescope : : = [ exactly ] number qualName
expr : : = const | qualName | @name | this

| unOp expr | expr binOp expr | expr arrowOp expr
| expr [ expr ,* ]
| expr [! | not] compareOp expr
| expr ( => | implies ) expr else expr
| let letDecl ,+ blockOrBar
| quant decl ,+ blockOrBar
| { decl ,+ blockOrBar }
| expr ’
| ( expr ) | block

const : : = [-] number | none | univ | iden
unOp : : = ! | not | no | mult | set | # | ˜ | * | ˆ

| always | eventually | after | before | historically | once
binOp : : = ∨ | or | ∧ | and | ≤> | iff | => | implies |

& | + | - | ++ | < : | : > | . | until | releases | since | triggered | ;
arrowOp : : = [mult | set] -> [mult | set]
compareOp : : = in | = | < | > | =< | =>
letDecl : : = name = expr
block : : = { expr* }
blockOrBar : : = block | bar expr
bar : : = |
quant : : = all | no | sum | mult
qualName : : = [this /] ( name / )* name

Figure 2.8: Grammar of the Alloy specification language denoted by the
standard BNF operators.
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Beverages

Soft Drinks Alcoholic
Beverages

Orange
Juices

(a) Scope of signature.

abstract sig Beverages {}
sig SoftDrinks extends Beverages {}
sig AlcoholicBeverages extends Beverages {}
sig OrangeJuices in SoftDrinks {}

(b) Example of Alloy’s signatures

Figure 2.9: Differences between abstract signatures and generic signatures.

Relations to other signatures can be declared in the block of a signature
using a field syntax. In the following code block, the relation that a pack-
age (or set) of orange juices is contained in the refrigerator at a given time
is declared.
sig OrangeJuices in SoftDrinks {}
one sig Refrigerator { contain : set OrangeJuices -> Time }

Then, always-presumed invariant constraints on the entity atom can be
declared as first-order relational logics in the fact syntax. For instance, all
orange juice be refrigerated is mandated. The following Alloy code block can
be used to declare the fact.
fact { all o : OrangeJuices | some t : Time | o->t in Refrigerator . contain }

The predicate syntax is a named declaration of zero or more argument-
required first-order relational logics. In the following Alloy code block, a
predicate to ensure that the orange juice is in the refrigerator before it can
be consumed can be declared.
pred drinkCold [o : OrangeJuices , t : Time ]{o -> t in Refrigerator . contain }

The function syntax is a named expression containing zero or more ar-
guments and capable of returning a value in response to the given relational
logic. In the following Alloy code block, a function to randomly retrieve the
brand of orange juice from the predefined brand signatures is declared.
abstract sig JuiceBrands {}
one sig Sweeties , Fresheny , Mirando extends JuiceBrands {}
fun getBrand [o : OrangeJuices ] : JuiceBrands { Sweeties + Fresheny + Mirando }

Then, the enumeration syntax can be declared to predefine singleton
values that can be assigned or used in field, predicate, fact, and function
syntaxes. In the following Alloy code block, the state of the beverages as an
enumeration of cold, warm, and hot values, can be declared.
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enum BeverageState { HOT , WARM , COLD }
abstract sig Beverages { state : one BeverageState }

The assertion syntax is intended to be a constraint that follows from the
models’ implicit facts. In the more recent version of the Alloy specification
language, the assertion syntax can be used to determine whether the Alloy
model conflicts with the predefined specifications. For instance, orange juices
from the Sweeties brand must always be refrigerated and in a cold state. The
following Alloy code block can be used to declare this assertion.
assert SweetiesIsCold {

all o : OrangeJuices , t : Time | o. state = COLD and
o -> t in Refrigerator . contain

}

A tool called the Alloy Analyzer can analyze and execute the Alloy code
blocks with various commands. The Alloy Analyzer offers two features ap-
plicable to Alloy code blocks or Alloy models: the finding of model instances
and the validation of assertions.

A run command to instruct the Alloy Analyzer to find model instances
that comply with the predefined facts and predicates can be declared. The
run command is necessary to specify the model’s scope using the for syntax.
For instance, the following run command to find model instances that are
consistent with the “NotFullRefrigerator” property within the scope of 15 for
each signature is declared.
pred NotFullRefrigerator { # Refrigerator . contain < 10 }
run NotFullRefridgerator for 15

The “NotFullRefrigerator” property is declared as a predicate to restrict
the number of beverages in the refrigerator to 10. Using the exact syntax,
the scope of each signature individually can be specified. For instance, the
scope of the following run command to five orange juices and fifteen other
signatures is declared.
run NotFullRefrigerator for 15 but exactly 5 OrangeJuices

On the other hand, we can declare the check command to only validate the
predefined assertion within the specified scope. The check command will only
report the assertions’ validity. As counterexamples, the Alloy Analyzer will
provide model instances that violate the assertions only when the assertions
are invalid. For instance, the following check command can be declared
to validate the “SweetiesIsCode” assertion for 5 orange juices and 15 other
signatures.
check SweetiesIsCold for 15 but exactly 5 OrangeJuices
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abstract sig Color {}
one sig Red , Yellow , Green extends Color {}
fun colorSequence () : Color -> Color {

Color < : iden + Red -> Green + Green -> Yellow + Yellow ->Red }
sig Light {}
sig LightState { color : Light ->one Color }
sig Junction { lights : set Light }
fun redLights (s : LightState ) : set Light {s. color .Red}
pred mostlyRed (s : LightState , j : Junction ) {

lone j. lights - redLights [s] }
pred trans (s, s’ : LightState , j : Junction ) {

lone x : j. lights | s. color [x] != s ’. color [x]
all x : j. lights |

let step = s. color [x]->s ’. color [x] {
step in colorSequence
step in Red ->(Color -Red)=>j. lights in redLights [s]

}
assert Safe { all s,s’ : LightState , j : Junction |

mostlyRed [s,j] and trans [s,s’,j]=>mostlyRed [s’,j] }
check Safe

Figure 2.10: Example of the Alloy model for the traffic light [53].

To further clarify the usage of the Alloy specification language, another
example of a traffic light model encoded in Alloy specification language is
demonstrated in Fig. 2.10. The model define an abstract signature for Color,
which is latterly extended to Red, Yellow, and Green. The colorSequence
function declares how the color can be changed from one to another. Addi-
tionally, some predicates are declared to define light transition constraints.
With the “Safe” assertion, we can determine if the model is safe. This exam-
ple shows how to model a system using Alloy model. However, it is evident
that some Alloy-related keywords and syntaxes, such as iden and lone, are
used, but we do not employ them in this dissertation.

2.9.2 Alloy Analyzer Tool
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) developed the Alloy Analyzer
model finding tool [53]. This tool converts an Alloy model into a CNF and
uses a SAT Solver, such as SAT4J or miniSAT, to determine whether the
CNF is satisfiable. As mentioned earlier, one of the purposes of the Alloy
Analyzer is to identify model instances that are valid to the predefined facts,
predicates, and assertions. If the Alloy model depicted in Fig. 2.10 is ran
to check the “Safe” property, the Alloy Analyzer will generate an output
message indicating the validity of the specified assertion. The instantiation
of a system model that adheres to the constraints is another function. If
the check command at line 20 is replaced with the run command (e.g.,
run {} for 5), the resultant model instances will be represented in graph
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Figure 2.11: Example of a model instance for the traffic light.

models, as an example shown in Fig. 2.11. In the model instance, it can be
observed that two light states are initiated. As declared in the predicates
and functions of the Alloy model, the sequence of light states is satisfiable
with the specification because the green light changes to yellow. With more
complex Alloy models, facts, predicates, and assertions can be analyzed more
thoroughly in a given model scope.

In this dissertation, the Alloy specification language and the Alloy An-
alyzer are utilized to define secure and privacy-preserving SSI data sharing
models. The Alloy model can aid in exhaustively ensuring the security and
privacy properties of SSI data sharing events.
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Chapter 3

Mitigation of SSI-Specific
Weakness in the SSI Model

This chapter will present an automatic framework for identifying SSI-specific
weaknesses, which is intended to infer knowledge of common security weak-
nesses associated with the SSI model. The proposed framework is designated
to empower system analysts in analyzing security weaknesses in the function-
ality of the developing SSI management system. This chapter will consist of
three sections. Initially, a detailed description of the proposed framework’s
activities is provided. Second, the development of the cross-domain transfer
knowledge graph for expanding knowledge based on interrelationships be-
tween common security weaknesses in the CWE database and the SSI model
concept. Lastly, an innovative semi-automatic recommendation procedure
is described for inferring knowledge of SSI-specific weaknesses by utilizing
information retrieval techniques.

3.1 A Framework for Identifying SSI-Specific
Weakness

As mentioned in Section 2.4.1, typical weakness identification maps weakness
descriptions or code examples to the artifacts of the target system. Security
weaknesses can occur as early as the earliest phases of development. This
dissertation assumes that functional requirements of the SSI management
system that are incomplete, incorrect, or absent may contain SSI-specific se-
curity weaknesses. This dissertation intends to infer SSI-specific weaknesses,
with the support of domain knowledge, based on language correlations be-
tween CWE common security weaknesses and SSI functional requirements.
Section 3.1.1 will describe how SSI functional requirements are collected and
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prepared. Then, Section 3.1.2 will provide an overview and detailed expla-
nations of each proposed framework module.

3.1.1 Preparation of SSI Functional Requirements
According to the idea to infer SSI-specific weaknesses, SSI functional require-
ments are artifacts that the proposed framework will be used to identify lan-
guage correlations to CWE common security weaknesses. SSI management
systems may contain different functionalities even if the functionalities are
still based on the SSI model’s notion. To prepare an input of SSI functional
requirements, it is expected that system analysts who suppose to be the user
of the proposed framework have to extract the functional requirements of the
developed SSI management system or elicit the ones for the developing SSI
management system.

However, in the time of this work, it is difficult to access to either de-
veloped or developing SSI management systems. This dissertation consid-
ers that SSI functional requirements can be manually extracted from online
documentations or white papers of the developed SSI management system,
which are usually explained the functionality for their users. A screenshot
of the online documentation of the IBM Verify Credentials product is shown
in Fig. 3.1. It can be seen in the figure that the documentation explains
how users can activate their cloud agent in corresponding to their architec-
ture (Fig. 3.2). An SSI functional requirement can be extracted from the
above explanation as “The SSI management system shall allow users to ac-
tivate their cloud agent in the identity wallet by turning the Active switch
on.” By analyzing this kind of documentation, a collection of SSI functional
requirements can be prepared in correspondence with the target SSI man-
agement system and used as an input for the proposed framework.

3.1.2 An Overview of the SSI Weakness Identification
Framework

This dissertation proposes an automatic framework known as the SSI Weak-
ness Identification Framework, or SWIF, that employs information retrieval
and NLP techniques to recommend common security weaknesses from the
CWE database that have language correlations with a set of SSI functional
requirements. As depicted in Fig. 3.3, the proposed SWIF defines a suggested
procedure for implementing a recommender system to report SSI-specific
weaknesses. In addition, the overview illustrates that the proposed SWIF
consists of three main modules: text preprocessing, knowledge expansion,
and recommendation modules.
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Figure 3.1: Screenshot of the online documentation of the IBM Verify Cre-
dentials product [36].

Figure 3.2: Architecture of the IBM Verify Credentials product from the
documentation [36].
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Figure 3.3: Overview of SWIF illustrating in a contextual diagram of three
modules.

The text preprocessing module is responsible for representing textual data
using NLP techniques as term weight vectors. Manually preparing two
machine-readable files of the input SSI functional requirements and CWE
weakness descriptions in an accessible directory and structured format is re-
quired. As described in Section 2.5.1, a number of text preprocessing tasks
are suggested for preparing and transforming textual data into numerical
models, in this case term weight vectors. This module will automatically
transform the manually prepared input files into two output files containing
term weight vectors. The file containing the SSI functional requirement vec-
tors will be referred to as the query, and the file containing the CWE weakness
description vectors will be referred to as the weakness vector corpus. Based
on our trials, this module’s automatic preprocessing is suggested to include
six suitable tasks: structure recognition, tokenization, noun group recogni-
tion, punctuation removal, lemmatization, and TF-IDF vectorization. These
tasks are conventional and required no extensions. Fig. 3.4 depicts an ex-
ample of preprocessing the CWE-306’s description (illustrated in Table 2.2),
and the details of each task are as follows:

1. The structure recognition task is designated to eliminate these tags,
leaving only text. This task also entails the elimination of unnecessary
data, such as the id value. Suppose weakness descriptions were man-
ually prepared in XML format from the CWE database. Each weak-
ness is structured using tags, including the id, name, and description
tags. However, these tags are not necessary for the recommendation
and should be removed.

2. The tokenization task is designed to split the remaining text into a
collection of words. Since different numbers of distinct words are used,
these occurrences can be used to index each text data. For exam-
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<id>306</id>
<name>CWE-306: Missing Authentication for Critical Function</name>
<description>The software does not perform any authentication for functionality that requires 
a provable user identity or consumes a significant amount of resources.</description>

CWE-306: Missing Authentication for Critical Function
The software does not perform any authentication for functionality that requires a provable user 
identity or consumes a significant amount of resources.

[“cwe306”, “missing”, “authentication”, “critical”, “function”, “software”, 
“perform”, “functionality”, “requires”, “provable”, “user”, “identity”, 
“consumes”, “significant”, “amount”, “resources”]

[“CWE-306”, “Missing”, “Authentication”, “Critical”, “Function”, “software”, 
“perform”, “authentication”, “functionality”, “requires”, “provable”, “user”, 
“identity”, “consumes”, “significant”, “amount”, “resources”]

[“cwe306”, “missing”, “authentication”, “critical”, “function”, “software”, 
“perform”, “functionality”, “require”, “provable”, “user”, “identity”, 
“consume”, “significant”, “amount”, “resource”]

[“missing authentication”, “critical 
function”, “a provable user identity”, 
“significant amount”]

[…, (“306”, [“cwe306”, “missing”, “authentication”, …], [0.41, 0, 0, 0.128, 0.135, 0.5514, …]), …]

Structure Recognition

Tokenization

Punctuation Removal

Lemmatization

Noun Group
Recognition

Vectorization

Document = Text + Structure

Text

Term Weight Vectors

Figure 3.4: Example of the preprocessing of the CWE-306 weakness’s de-
scription through six suggested tasks.

ple, the text data of the CWE-306 contain words, including “Missing,”
“Authentication,” “software,” etc. Typical library can be used to im-
plement automatic tokenization in this module.

3. The punctuation removal task is designed to remove punctuation and
other distractions. Punctuation is a group of symbols that includes
commas, dashes, and exclamation marks. The following regular ex-
pression can be used to define the punctuation symbols to be removed:
r‘[/(){}\[\]\|@,;]’. Other distractions include the case-sensitive
nature of English text, such as “Function” and “function,” which dis-
tinguishes words. This module can employ a string processing library
to remove punctuation and lowercase every word in the collection.

4. The lemmatization task is responsible for analyzing and transforming
words into their root form. In most cases, the form of words is al-
tered based on context and tense, such as when the term “require” is
changed to “requires” when the singular third-person subject is used
in the present simple tense or to “required” when the text is in the
past tense. This module can utilize a lemmatization library, such as
Python’s NLTK, to transform every word in the collection into its root
form automatically.
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5. The noun group recognition task is intended to identify meaningful
noun groups or chunks in the text. In some instances, noun groups
are required to identify language correlations to the SSI functional re-
quirements and are more effective than word splitting. For instance,
the phrase “critical function” is meaningful and can be supported as a
correlation with SSI functional requirements, as opposed to two split
words (i.e., “critical” and “function”). This module can utilize a com-
mon NLP library for recognizing noun groups, such as noun chunk ob-
jects from the Spacy library, to automatically locate meaningful noun
groups in text.

6. The vectorization task is tasked with converting a collection of words
representing a textual data object into a term weight vector. All words
present in every text data object will be compiled as the controlled
vocabulary, which will be used as the term weight vector’s dimensions.
For example, the controlled vocabulary is an array [“software”, “data”,
“authentication”, ...] and the term weight vector of a weakness de-
scription can be represented as [0.111, 0, 0.785, ...], indicating that
the weight of the term “software” in the weakness description is 0.111.
This module will automatically vectorize text data using a common
weighting scheme from a library, such as the TfIdfVectorizer module
from NLTK. According to the observations made in this work, TF-
IDF is suggested to be the suitable weighting scheme for SSI functional
requirements and CWE weakness descriptions.

Since the size of the CWE database and the number of SSI functional re-
quirements are moderate, the suggested preprocessing tasks are appropriate
for the target datasets (i.e., report the best performance). The typical NLP
techniques are adequate for this scope, as opposed to the deep learning ap-
proaches that require a massive dataset. This module applies an existing
approach and does not demonstrate the originality of the proposed SWIF.

The knowledge expansion module is responsible for expanding the knowl-
edge in term weight vectors from the knowledge transfer between two do-
mains: the SSI management system and the CWE common security weak-
ness. This module is based on the notion that domain-specific terms in SSI
functional requirements could be predefined with their interrelationship to
generic terms in CWE weakness descriptions. This module is designed to use
domain-specific terms to expand the controlled vocabulary and re-weight the
terms based on their interrelationships with generic terms. The SSI-CWE
cross-domain transfer knowledge graph is created to support this module as
a representation of predefined interrelationships between terms based on ex-
plicit domain knowledge. In Section 3.2, the development of the knowledge
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graph is described in detail, and in Section 3.3, the innovative automatic
knowledge expansion method underlying this module is described.

functional requirement vector and each CWE weakness description vec-
tor in the corpus, this module shares the same concept. This module can
automatically compute the similarity score using a vector processing library,
such as the cosine similarity function from the SKLearns library. This
dissertation argues, however, that an SSI-specific weakness may have lan-
guage correlations to multiple SSI functional requirements and may have a
significant impact on the target SSI management system. As a result, this
dissertation assumes that the SSI-specific weaknesses that correlate to mul-
tiple requirements are regarded as severe because they relate to numerous
SSI management system components. This group of weaknesses should be
addressed and mitigated at first. In order to select only the most severe
SSI-specific weaknesses when time and effort are limited, this module intro-
duces an automatic, innovative voting mechanism. A collection of automatic
algorithms is described in detail in Section 3.4.

As a result of the proposed SWIF, a collection of severe SSI-specific weak-
nesses are reported automatically based on language correlations. These
weaknesses must be mitigated in the design and functionality of the target
SSI management system in order for the results to be utilized. This disserta-
tion also proposes a manual procedure to effectively support the mitigation
of identified SSI-specific weaknesses based on the cause of the weakness as
described in Section 3.5.

3.2 SSI-CWE Cross-Domain Transfer Knowl-
edge Graph

This section will describe about the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowl-
edge graph that predefines interrelationships between SSI-specific and CWE
generic terms. To make the development of the knowledge graph systematic,
this dissertation uses the formalization to apply the notion of typical knowl-
edge graph and uses a systematic analysis to develop the knowledge graph
from the existing domain knowledge. In Section 3.2.1, the formalization of
the proposed knowledge graph is explained, whereas, in Section 3.2.2, the
development process of the knowledge graph is described in detail.

3.2.1 Formalization of Knowledge Graph
A triple 〈E, R, F 〉 can be used to represent sets of entities, relations, and
facts, respectively, according to the formal definition of knowledge provided
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in Definition 2.7.1. In accordance with the existing idea, the formal definition
of the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph will be presented in
a similar fashion. Initially, the proposed knowledge graph seeks to estab-
lish connections between two domains. Thus, entities from both domains
must be incorporated into the knowledge graph. Suppose set ESSI is a set of
SSI-specific words or word groups defined in the SSI management system’s
functionality, and set ECW E is a set of system-related generic words or word
groups defined in CWE weakness descriptions. There are relations between
these two sets of words or word groups. This dissertation identifies the afore-
mentioned interrelation as the “relate to” relation and places it in the set R.
However, this dissertation proposes that both SSI-specific and CWE-generic
words or word groups may be changed by their synonyms because they are
manually defined and the choice of words or word groups is up to the writer.
To reduce this subjectivity, this dissertation proposes that synonyms of ev-
ery word or group of words be added to the knowledge graph, and the set
ESY N is created to collect the added synonyms. This type of interrelation is
classified as a “synonym of” relationship and is also included in the set R.
The types of relations in the set R are indirected and will be fixed for only
the two specified.

This dissertation permits facts in the set F that will be represented by
the knowledge graph to only two categories: (1) interrelationships between
two domains in which SSI-specific and CWE generic words or word groups
are related, and (2) interrelationships between entities that are synonyms of
each other. On the basis of this justification, this dissertation provides the
following formal definition for the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge
graph:

Definition 3.2.1. An SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph is a
graph-based data model for visualizing the predefined interrelationships be-
tween the CWE weakness domain and the SSI management system domain,
denoted by a triple KGSSI↔CW E = 〈E, R, F 〉 where:

• E = ESSI ∪ ECW E ∪ ESY N denotes a set of entity nodes, combining the
set of SSI-specific words or word groups ESSI , the set of CWE generic
words or word groups ECW E, and the set of their synonyms ESY N ;

• R = {relate to, synonym of} denotes a set of relation edges between
nodes; and

• F = {f |f = (p, relate to, q), s.t. p, q ∈ ECW E ∪ ESSI} ∪ {f |f =
(p, synonym of, q), s.t. p ∈ ECW E ∪ ESSI , and q ∈ ESY N} denotes a
set of facts that show knowledge from the two relation types among
groups of words or word groups.
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The SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph can be developed
based on the above definition by defining the domain knowledge-based sets
ESSI , ECW E, ESY N , and F . For instance, the word group “identity wallet”
is an element of the set ESSI , and the word “software” is an element of the
set ECW E. With domain knowledge, it appears that these two elements are
interrelated, and that fact (“identity wallet”, relate to, “software”) will be
included in the set F . With the above definition, it is possible to develop
and include all the necessary information in the proposed knowledge graph.

3.2.2 Development of Knowledge Graph
To provide a comprehensive cross-domain knowledge graph for influencing the
weakness identification, sufficient knowledge from the interesting domains
is necessary to be sufficiently collected. In the case of the SSI model and
CWE weakness domains, knowledge on the words and word groups should
be collected and prepared properly. This section will describe how domain
knowledge from the two domains are collected, analyzed, and interrelated.

The development process is designated to be semi-automatic and depends
on real data from domain-specific sources. This dissertation organizes the
development process of the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph
in four steps, as follows.

1. In order to formulate the representation of the SSI domain, this dis-
sertation suggests that SSI-specific words and word groups must be
collected from real-world SSI management systems’ documentation.
Four white papers explaining features and functionalities of the EverID,
uPort, LifeID, and IBM Verify Credentials products are collected1. 367
sentences are collected, preprocessed, and broken down into distinct
1322 words and word groups.

2. Words and word groups collected from the previous step are not always
SSI-specific, but they are just words or word groups that are used to
describe the SSI management system’s function. In order to find the
actual SSI-specific words or word groups, this step is used to manually
select only words or word groups that are directly relevant to the SSI
model’s notion. For example, the word group “identity wallet” is rele-
vant, but the word “cryptocurrency” is not. At this step, 138 words or
word groups are collected in the set ESSI .

3. On the other hand, textual weakness descriptions that explain weak-
nesses on requirements, architecture, design, and policy phases are col-

1Collected explanations on SSI features: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7423717.
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Table 3.1: Subset of predefined interrelationships between CWE generic
terms and SSI specific terms.

CWE Generic Terms SSI-Specific Terms

application, software, system, . . . SSI management system, identity wallet,
endpoint, issuer endpoint, verifier service
endpoint, service provider, blockchain, . . .

user, owner, actor, . . . holder, issuer, verifier, administrator, . . .

object, resource, information, data,
. . .

personal information, SSI, identity attribute,
identity claim, credential, DID, DID docu-
ment, . . .

lected directly from the CWE database2. 464 entries of weakness are
collected, preprocessed, and broken down into distinct 3728 words and
word groups, which will be stored in the set ECW E.

4. Interrelationships between SSI-specific (ESSI) and CWE generic (ECW E)
words and word groups are identified manually by the authors based
on three criteria:
(a) Words or word groups shares the same meaning to one another.
(b) One word or word group is in a subset or superset of one another.
(c) Words or word groups are justifiable to be related based on domain

knowledge and specificity.
The manually identified interrelationships are collected as facts in the
set F to develop the knowledge graph. Examples of interrelationships
identified are shown in Table 3.1.

5. Synonyms of each word and word group contained in the sets ESSI

and ECW E are determined by using a NLP library with the WordNet
corpus, and 695 synonymous words are identified and added into the
set ESY N with corresponding facts into the set F .

As a result of the above-mentioned development process, this disserta-
tion is able to develop the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph
to transfer knowledge between the two domains, as shown in Fig. 3.5. The
statistical information of the proposed knowledge graph is also provided in
Table 3.2. The knowledge graph demonstrates, for example, that the “appli-
cation” entity is related to the “software” entity through the “synonym of”
relation edge. This results in the fact that f1 = (application, synonym of ,
software) ∈ F . An additional instance is a fact between the “system”

2Collected weakness description: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7423741.
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Table 3.2: Statistical information of the SSI-CWE cross-domain
transfer knowledge graph.

#Node #SSI-specific term #CWE generic term #Synonym #Fact

252 134 84 34 244

Note: Full version is in https://github.com/chnpat/SWIF-Implementation.
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Figure 3.5: Part of the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph
indicating component-related interrelationships.

and “identity wallet” entities denoted by f2 = (system, relate to, identity
wallet) ∈ F , which illustrates the interrelationships between an SSI-specific
word group and a CWE generic word.

The SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph is useful for iden-
tifying the relative terms between two domains that could impact the iden-
tification of weaknesses. First, the proposed knowledge graph provides map-
pings between terms that pertain to SSI-specific components and terms com-
monly employed in a generic context. In Fig. 3.5, for example, the SSI-specific
term for the “identity wallet” component corresponds to the generic term
“application.” When an analyst maps a description containing the word “ap-
plication,” the analyst should look for the identity wallet component of the
SSI management system. The predefined interconnections between function-
alities is another advantage of the proposed knowledge graph. Fig. 3.6, for
instance, depicts a part of the proposed knowledge graph that relates SSI-
specific functionality to the terms used in the weakness description, such as
critical function or privileged function. These interrelationships facilitate the
process of identifying weaknesses by selecting which SSI-specific functionality
is related when analyzing the weakness that refers to critical functions.
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Figure 3.6: Part of the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph
indicating functional interrelationships.

3.3 Knowledge Expansion Method
With the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph, a knowledge
transfer capability between two domains can be established. To integrate
with the recommendation module of SWIF, however, these pieces of knowl-
edge must be adequately incorporated into term weight vectors. This section
will describe the proposed method for embedding interrelated words or word
groups within term weight vectors and expanding knowledge that influences
the recommendation, as shown in Algorithm 1.

By incorporating related terms into the controlled vocabulary, Algorithm 1
seeks to expand knowledge in the weakness vector corpus. The controlled vo-
cabulary and weakness vector corpus are updated based on the following in-
puts: the initial controlled vocabulary, the initial weakness vector corpus, and
the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph. First, two empty sets
for the updated controlled vocabulary (Vexpanded) and the updated weakness
vector corpus (Dexpanded) are initiated. The set of facts (F ) will then be ex-
tracted from the knowledge graph (KGSSI↔CW E) using the retrieveFact()
function. The expansion will iterate through each term (v) in the controlled
vocabulary (V ) and compare such terms to each fact (ea, r, eb) ∈ F in the set.
At line 6, each controlled vocabulary term v will be compared to the entity
nodes ea, eb in the knowledge graph. If the term is present in the knowledge
graph, the updateVocabulary() and Reweight() functions will add the
related term from the fact to the updated controlled vocabulary and recal-
culate the term weight vectors based on the new term’s relationship. The
updateVocabulary() function will add the term “program” to the vector
dimensions if the term “application” is in the controlled vocabulary and has
a synonym of relationship with the term “program” that is not currently
in the controlled vocabulary. The CallReweight function will then search
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Algorithm 1 Knowledge expansion procedure for embedding cross-domain
knowledge into term weight vectors
Input:

V : controlled vocabulary,
D : weakness vector corpus, and
KGSSI↔CW E : SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph.

Output:
Vexpanded : updated controlled vocabulary, and
Dexpanded : updated weakness vector corpus.

1: procedure knowledgeExpand(V, D, KGSSI↔CW E)
2: Vexpanded ← ∅, Dexpanded ← ∅
3: F ← retrieveFact(KGSSI↔CW E)
4: for v ∈ V do
5: for (ea, r, eb) ∈ F do
6: if ea = v or eb = v then
7: Vexpanded ← updateVocabulary(ea, eb)
8: Dexpanded ← Reweight(v, Vexpanded, D)
9: return (Vexpanded, Dexpanded)

all term weight vectors in the corpus for vectors that have a weight for the
term “application” and update the weight for the term “program” for those
vectors. This procedure will then return the updated controlled vocabulary
and updated weakness vector corpus.

Algorithm 1 is crucial for transferring knowledge from CWE weaknesses
to the SSI management system context. It enables the automatic comparison
of common security weaknesses in the CWE database and SSI functional
requirements without requiring domain knowledge or expertise. Algorithm 1
may be executed concurrently and automatically with the text preprocessing
module to reduce redundancy.

3.4 Weakness Recommendation Algorithms
Given that the main objective of SWIF is to identify SSI-specific security
weaknesses based on language correlations, it is necessary to retrieve and rank
common security weaknesses that are specific to the functionality of the SSI
management system. With the text preprocessing and knowledge expansion
modules, a corpus of expanded CWE weakness vectors is obtained. Informa-
tion retrieval techniques can now be used to determine language correlations
based on SSI functional requirements input. The following sub-sections will
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Algorithm 2 Retrieval procedure for calculating cosine similarity between
queries and weakness vectors
Input:

r : an SSI functional requirement,
x : a threshold indicating the acceptable number of top results, and
Dexpanded : the expanded weakness vector corpus.

Output:
Dretrieved,r : a set of relevant weakness vectors for the requirement r.

1: procedure retrieveWeakness(r, x, Dexpanded)
2: r ← vectorize(r)
3: Dretrieved,r ← ∅
4: for (idd, vd, d) ∈ Dexpanded do
5: simr,d = cosineSimilarity(r, d)
6: Dretrieved,r ← Dretrieved,r ∪ {(r, (idd, vd, d), simr,d)}
7: Dretrieved,r ← getTopResult(x, Dretrieved,r)
8: return Dretrieved,r

describe both retrieval and ranking algorithms for weakness identification
through language correlations in detail.

3.4.1 Weakness Retrieval Algorithm
A recommendation system will typically receive a query and calculate sim-
ilarity scores across the entire document corpus. Nevertheless, it can be
realized that, based on the typical behavior of users, only a few of the most
relevant results would be of interest. Due to this idea, the retrieval procedure
is intended to target only a subset of the most relevant results.

The proposed retrieval procedure for SWIF is displayed in Algorithm 2.
The retrieveWeakness() procedure retrieves the most x relevant weak-
nesses from the corpus based on the following inputs: an SSI functional
requirement (r), a threshold indicating the acceptable number of top re-
sults (x), and the expanded weakness vector corpus (Dexpanded). First, the
procedure prepares an empty set of relevant weakness vectors (Dretrieved,r).
The input SSI functional requirement (r) must be vectorized using the ex-
panded controlled vocabulary, resulting in a vector (r) with the same di-
mensions as those in the weakness vector corpus. Then, each triple of the
weakness vector (idd, vd, d) consisting of a weakness ID (idd), a collection of
terms representing the weakness (vd), and the weakness vector (d) will be it-
erated and its similarity score simr,d against the SSI functional requirement
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vector (r) will be calculated using the cosineSimilarity() function. At line
6, the calculated similarity score simr,d, its corresponding SSI functional re-
quirement vector r, and a weakness vector triple (idd, vd, d) are retrieved and
added to the results collection (Dretrieved,r). Before returning the retrieved
results, the getTopResult() function will filter the top results with the
highest similarity score according to the specified threshold x. At the con-
clusion of this procedure, each SSI functional requirement will be represented
by an equal number of relevant weaknesses.

3.4.2 Weakness Voting Algorithm
Due to the fact that the typical recommendation system only accepts a query,
this dissertation argues that the target SSI management system cannot be
represented by a single SSI functional requirement. As a result, the query for
the weakness identification is a collection of multiple SSI functional require-
ments. It is possible that some weaknesses may be related to multiple SSI
functional requirements. In addition, weaknesses that relate to multiple SSI
functional requirements may demonstrate their severity and should be ad-
dressed first. On the basis of this justification, this dissertation hypothesized
that the weight of each weakness relative to all SSI functional requirements
can be calculated and use this weight to determine which weaknesses should
be prioritized. This section will describe the proposed weakness voting pro-
cedure for selecting addressed-first SSI-specific weaknesses.

The proposed automatic ranking procedure is depicted in Algorithm 3.
The rankWeight() procedure selects SSI-specific weaknesses with an ac-
ceptable weight based on the following inputs: a collection of SSI functional
requirements (R), a collection of retrieved weaknesses (Dretrieved), a collec-
tion of expanded weakness vectors (Dexpanded), and a threshold indicating
an acceptable weakness weight (y). The collection of weaknesses retrieved
Dretrieved is a merged version of the outcomes of Algorithm 2 for all SSI func-
tional requirements in R. At first, the procedure iterates over all weakness
vectors in the collection Dexpanded and the computeWeight() function will
compute the weight of each weakness, denoted as follows:

wd =


r∈R nd,r

|R| , such that nd,r





1, if ∃(r, (idd, vd, d), simr,d) ∈ Dretrieved,r

0, otherwise
(3.1)

where wd represents the weight of the weakness d relative to all SSI functional
requirements, R represents a collection of SSI functional requirements, and
nd,r represents a flag indicating the presence of the weakness d in the retrieved
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Algorithm 3 Ranking procedure for voting weaknesses that relate to mul-
tiple SSI functional requirements
Input:

R : a collection of SSI functional requirements,
Dretrieved : a collection of retrieved weaknesses,
Dexpanded : a collection of expanded weakness vectors, and
y : a threshold indicating the acceptable weight of weakness.

Output:
Drecommended : a collection of recommended SSI-specific weaknesses.

1: procedure rankWeight(R, Dretrieved, Dexpanded, y)
2: Drecommended ← ∅
3: for (idd, vd, d) ∈ Dexpanded do
4: wd ← computeWeight(d, Dretrieved, R)
5: if wd > y then
6: Drecommended ← Drecommended ∪ {(idd, vd, d)}
7: return Drecommended

result Dretrieved,r corresponding to the SSI functional requirement r. nd,r = 1
if the weakness d is contained in the requirement r’s retrieved result. This
weighting scheme reflects the fact that if a weakness d appears on multiple
retrieved lists, it will be assigned a high weight. The condition at line 5 will
then compare the weight to the specified threshold y. If the weight is greater
than the threshold y, the weakness triple (idd, vd, d) will be collected into
recommended results Drecommended.

Fig. 3.7 demonstrates the usage of Algorithms 2 and 3 by providing a
running example of the SWIF weakness recommendation. Assume three SSI
functional requirements (r1, r2, r3 ∈ R) are used as queries and represent
the SSI management system’s functionality. Algorithm 2 is executed to re-
trieve three collections of retrieved results by setting the threshold x = 4,
and Algorithm 3 is executed to identify recommended weaknesses related to
multiple SSI functional requirements by setting the threshold y = 0.5. Four
weaknesses will have weights greater than 0.5, and SWIF will recommend
them as SSI-specific weaknesses.

3.5 Weakness Mitigation Procedure
After recommending SSI-specific weaknesses based on language correlations,
it is possible to determine whether the target SSI management system also
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Figure 3.7: Running example of Algorithms 2 and 3 indicating how SSI-
specific weaknesses are recommended.

contains these weaknesses. SWIF does not provide a method for automat-
ically mitigating the recommended weaknesses, but it does provide criteria
and procedures for mitigating them manually.

This dissertation realized that the SSI-specific weaknesses are impacted
by three types of mistakes in the functionality of the target SSI management
system: incorrect, incomplete, and missing. A weakness caused by incorrect
functionality indicates that the target SSI management system does provide
the corresponding functionality, but it has been incorrectly implemented. A
weakness caused by incomplete functionality indicates that the target SSI
management system implements a security function, but is missing some
necessary steps. Lastly, a weakness caused by missing functionality indicates
that the target SSI management system lacks the required security function.
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Table 3.3: Criteria and procedures to mitigate SSI-specific weaknesses.

Criteria Mitigation Procedure

Incorrect 1) Identify the location of the corresponding security function in the
SSI management system.
2) Identify the correct security function suggested by the weakness.
3) Update the security function in alignment with the suggestion.

Incomplete 1) Identify the location of the corresponding security function in the
SSI management system.
2) Compare the implemented and necessary steps to determine defi-
ciencies.
3) Include the deficient necessary steps into the implemented steps as
new SSI functional requirements.

Missing 1) Identify the missing security function suggested by the weakness.
2) Determine the functionality of the target SSI management system
that is relevant to the missing security function.
3) Include the missing security function in the corresponding function-
ality as new SSI functional requirements.

As a criterion for determining the procedure to mitigate these weaknesses,
the types of mistakes resulting from the identified weaknesses are determined.
Table 3.3 outlines the criteria and procedures for mitigating each mistake
type. In brief, the necessary steps suggested by the weakness must be com-
pared to the existing SSI functional requirements and those that are lacking
must be added. For instance, the CWE-306 weakness is recommended and
determined to be missing because the blockchain’s write mechanisms do not
authenticate their users. This deficiency necessitates the introduction of a
new SSI functional requirement.

The implementation of SWIF can ensure that SSI-specific weaknesses
can be recommended and mitigated by system analysts, who conduct the
design activity, when SSI functional requirements are gathered. However, it
may be impossible to resolve all security issues by eliminating only security
weaknesses. Consequently, additional analysis of the security and privacy of
the SSI model or management system is needed for system analysts.

3.6 Implementation of SWIF
This section provides an example of the SWIF implementation as a command-
line executable. This section also contains vital information that must be
acknowledged when implementing SWIF, such as the dataset for security
weaknesses and technical architecture.
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(a) Weakness entry length in words (b) Percentage of actual weaknesses

Figure 3.8: Analysis of the scoped dataset of common security weaknesses.

3.6.1 Analysis of Dataset for Security Weaknesses
As a main source for common security weaknesses, the CWE database in-
cludes almost a thousand of weakness entries. According to the purpose of
SWIF, textual descriptions of common security weaknesses are compared to
SSI functional requirements, which are parts of the design of the SSI man-
agement system. It is recognized that the CWE database provides metadata
indicating the modes of introduction, such as requirements, architecture and
design, and development phases.

For SSI-specific weakness identification, this dissertation assumes that
only common security weaknesses with requirements, policy, architecture,
and design phases in their modes of introduction are suitable. As a result,
the dataset of common security weaknesses should be limited to them and
this criterion results in 464 out of 927 weakness entries collected. Then, the
scoped dataset’s fundamental characteristics are analyzed in terms of word
count. The majority of weakness entries in the dataset are approximately 50
to 100 words long, as depicted in Fig. 3.8a.

In addition to the fundamental characteristic, it can be recognized that
the weakness identification requires a ground truth to evaluate if the identi-
fied SSI-specific weaknesses are accurate compared to subjective judgment.
Therefore, three system analysts are invited to determine which common
security weaknesses have language correlations with the SSI functional re-
quirements provided. Fig. 3.8b demonstrates that, based on the security
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Figure 3.9: Architectural design of the SWIF implementation as a command-
line Python program.

analysts’ examination, 102 out of 464 scoped security weaknesses have lan-
guage correlations to the provided set of SSI functional requirements. In
conclusion, the scoped dataset will be the main source for common security
weaknesses utilized in the implementation and evaluation of SWIF and the
ground truth3 is prepared for the evaluation.

3.6.2 Technical Architecture of SWIF Implementation
With the support of the dataset, SWIF has been implemented as a command-
line program in Python to prove the execution of each module. The uti-
lized workbench is a computer with a 3.4GHz quad-core processor, 32GB of
2400MHz DDR4 memory, and 4GD of graphic memory. The architectural
design of the SWIF implementation is illustrated as a deployment diagram
in Fig. 3.9, containing used files, libraries, and technologies.

The SWIF implementation uses the Model-View-Controller (MVC) de-
sign template that defines three different packages: model, view, and con-
troller packages. First, a set of model classes that represent SWIF data
objects is developed, including weakness vector corpus (Corpus.py), SSI
functional requirements (Requirement.py), weakness entry (Entry.py), and
TF-IDF vector (TFIDF.py) classes. Then, a package of controller classes
was created for processing data objects in various ways. For instance, the
“Crawler.py” and “FileHandler.py” classes are created to retrieve common

3Ground truth of actual SSI-specific weaknesses: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
7423741.
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security weaknesses from the CWE database and manipulate XML data files,
respectively. To implement the text preprocessing module, the “Proces-
sor.py” class is developed for performing all suggested text preprocessing
tasks. In addition, the knowledge expansion module is developed as a sepa-
rate class named “Expansion.py” that collaborates with the text preprocess-
ing module to use Algorithm 1 to expand cross-domain knowledge between
the SSI and CWE domains. Following Algorithms 2 and 3, a controller class
named “Recommendation.py” is developed to implement the recommenda-
tion module. Furthermore, a view package contains the “SWIF.py” file is
provided as an interface for user and controller class communication.

The architectural design also specifies which external libraries are used
to support the implementation, such as the SKLearns library for vectoriza-
tion, the NLTK library for text preprocessing support, and the Pandas and
Numpy libraries for modeling data objects. Based on the above design and
implementation, an executable Python program that follows SWIF and can
identify SSI-specific weaknesses is developed successfully.

3.6.3 Executable Program of SWIF Implementation
This section will describe the installation and operation manual for the ex-
ecutable Python program of the SWIF implementation. The stable version
of the SWIF implementation is published on Github4 so that researchers
and system analysts can adopt it to identify SSI-specific weaknesses in their
desired SSI management system.

Installation of Python Packages

Before executing the weakness identification with the SWIF implementa-
tion, a Python environment must be prepared. The installing environment
must first download and install the Python compiler version 3.9 from the
official website. Typically, packages and dependencies are required for the
Python compiler to comprehend source code. As shown in Fig. 3.10, the
requirements.txt file is generated to compile required packages and de-
pendencies.

The requirements represent the packages and dependencies that corre-
spond to the external libraries that were utilized during architectural design.
In addition, additional data for some corpora, such as the WordNet corpus
for lemmatization, is required to be downloaded for text preprocessing tasks.

4Open Source Repository for the SWIF implementation: https://github.com/chnpat/
SWIF-Implementation.
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beautifulsoup4 ==4.11.1
en -core -web -sm @ https :// github .com/ explosion /spacy - models / releases /

download / en_core_web_sm -3.4.0/ en_core_web_sm -3.4.0 - py3 -none -any.whl
matplotlib ==3.5.2
nltk ==3.3
numpy ==1.23.0
pandas ==1.4.3
Pillow ==9.2.0
regex ==2022.6.2
requests ==2.28.0
scikit - learn ==1.1.1
scipy ==1.8.1
seaborn ==0.11.2
sklearn ==0.0
spacy ==3.4.1
spacy - wordnet ==0.0.5
stopwords ==1.0.0

Figure 3.10: Requirements of packages and dependencies for the SWIF im-
plementation.

This installation could take some time depending on the internet speed at
the installing workbench.

Operation Procedure of the SWIF Implementation

After the Python environment has been successfully prepared, the SWIF.py
file will be the primary executable file. The SWIF.py file requires the input of
an XML file containing the to-be-analyzed SSI functional requirements. The
XML file must be named “queries.xml” and placed in the “Datasource” folder.
Two levels are required for the SWIF implementation: queries and functions.
The “queries” tags outline the query list of SSI functional requirements, which
are denoted by the “function” tags. Fig. 3.11 illustrates an example of an
XML input file. It is anticipated that sufficient SSI functional requirements
will be provided for the SWIF implementation in order to define the target
SSI management system. The number of input SSI functional requirements
has no bearing on the SWIF implementation, but it will affect the execution
time.

The SWIF implementation will operate automatically and report only a
list of recommended SSI-specific weaknesses. In Fig. 3.12, an example of an
output message recommending ten SSI-specific weaknesses is displayed. For
instance, CWE-404 has the highest language correlations to the given list of
SSI functional requirements (based on similarity scores) and has voted to be
correlated with multiple SSI functional requirements. This output message
can be used by security analysts as a resource for mitigating SSI-specific
weaknesses by updating the SSI functional requirements and design.
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<?xml version ="1.0" ?>
<queries >

<function >
The identity wallet shall initiate a public key and
a private key in the first use.

</function >
...
<function >

The blockchain service shall create a data block
containing the DID document .

</function >
...

</queries >

Figure 3.11: Example of an XML file listing the input SSI functional require-
ments for the SWIF implementation.

Figure 3.12: Example of an output message indicating the identifiers of com-
mon weakness entries that are recommended to be SSI-specific weaknesses.

<?xml version ="1.0"?>
<cdkg >

<fact generic =" application " relation =" correlate_with ">
identity wallet

</fact >
...
<fact generic =" software " relation =" synonym_of ">

software program
</fact >
...

</cdkg >

Figure 3.13: Example of an XML file listing domain knowledge from the fact
of the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph.
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In addition, the SWIF implementation required the SSI-CWE cross-domain
transfer knowledge graph as an input. The SWIF implementation initially
provides a predefined SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge based on
our domain knowledge, but it is possible for users to update this domain
knowledge. The knowledge graph is provided in the “Datasource” folder’s
“cdkg.xml” XML file. In Fig. 3.13, a part of the content of the knowledge
graph XML file is provided. The “cdkg” tags are used to define the scope
of the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph, and each fact is
defined by two attributes and one value within the “fact” tags. The generic
and relation attributes specify the generic term in the CWE weakness domain
and the relation type for the fact, respectively. The value of the fact tag will
be the SSI domain’s specific terms. The SWIF implementation provides the
capability to automatically identify SSI-specific weaknesses. However, the
implementation cannot accommodate the manual mitigation requirements.
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Chapter 4

Improvement of the
Compliance of SSI Properties
to Laws, Regulations, and
Standards

This chapter will propose a compliance SSI system property based on laws,
regulations, and technical standards in an effort to improve security and pri-
vacy control coverage. A consolidated SSI system property set that eliminates
redundancy from multiple proposals is determined. A systematic review ap-
proach is then used to derive a collection of security and privacy controls
shared among a wide variety of laws, regulations, and technical standards
in order to identify a source of universal security and privacy safeguards.
Finally, a comparative analysis is conducted to identify consistency among
consolidated SSI system properties and shared controls in order to use them
to improve SSI system property definitions. The subsequent sections will
describe in detail the overview of the approach used, the consolidation of SSI
system properties, the derivation of shared controls, and the analysis and
improvement procedure, respectively.

4.1 An Approach for Improving SSI System
Properties

It is discovered that the current SSI guiding principles and system proper-
ties are compatible with security and privacy controls to some extent. The
consent property [15] and the purpose limitation control from GDPR [13] are
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Table 4.1: Comparison between a current SSI system property and a
control from GDPR.

Current SSI System Property Privacy Control from GDPR

Consent. Every single piece of identity
data must be released to a third party
only after the corresponding user has
consented to do so [15].

Purpose Limitation. Article 5.1.(b) Per-
sonal data shall be collected for specified,
explicit, and legitimate purposes and not
further processed in a manner that is in-
compatible with those purposes [13].

SSI Guiding 
Principles

SSI System 
Properties

Consolidating SSI 
system properties 

from proposals

Consolidated 
SSI System 
Properties

Formalizing 
consolidated SSI 
system properties 

Formalized 
SSI System 
Properties

Source 
Document

Selecting 
compatible source 

documents

Reviewing and 
deriving shared 

controls

Formalizing 
shared controls

Formalized 
Shared 

Controls

Identifying consistency 
of properties and 
shared controls

Consistent 
Shared Controls

Partially Consistent 
Shared Controls

Inconsistent 
Shared Controls

Developing CSSPS 
from inconsistent 
shared controls

CSSPS

Phase 1: Property Consolidation

Phase 2: Shared Control Derivation

Phase 3: Property Improvement

Figure 4.1: Overview of the proposed approach for improving security and
privacy through SSI system properties.

compared in Table 4.1. The consent property instructs the SSI management
system to release identity data for any purpose following user consent. As
suggested by the purpose limitation control, the property does not cover the
protection of further processing that is incompatible with the initial purposes.

This section describes an approach for preparing a single list of SSI system
properties, a list of shared controls, and how their consistency is compared.
Fig. 4.1 provides an overview of the proposed approach, which consists of
three major phases: property consolidation, shared control derivation, and
property improvement.

The aim of the property consolidation phase is to create the most up-to-
date and comprehensive view of the SSI system properties from the various
proposals. On the basis of four proposals [4, 7, 14, 15], similar or duplicated
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SSI principles and system properties with slightly different definitions are
identified. It is redundant to make improvements based on each proposal
individually. The proposed approach assumes that all four proposals for SSI
guiding principles and system properties can be consolidated into a single
list. Current SSI principles and system properties will be incorporated into
the consolidated list of SSI system properties. Additionally, it can be recog-
nized that the consolidated SSI system properties are written in plain text
and may be difficult to compare systematically with shared controls. Con-
sequently, a formal definition of the consolidated SSI system properties is
given to formulate the comparable form. Section 4.2 will explain how the
SSI system properties were consolidated and formalized.

The aim of the shared control derivation phase is to identify representa-
tive security and privacy controls shared in multiple source documents (i.e.,
laws, regulations, and standards). It is recognized that source documents
provide security or privacy controls for use in compliance assessment check-
lists, and that some controls from different documents are similar. For ex-
ample, the GDPR [13] describes the accuracy control similarly to the accu-
racy and quality control in ISO/IEC 29100:2011 [54]. To make security and
privacy safeguards that are universally applicable to multiple source docu-
ments, this dissertation assumes that a list of shared controls that are located
in source documents can be derived systematically. However, not all source
documents are compatible with use as property improvement sources. As a
result, a systematic review is conducted to sift through a large number of
source documents and select those that are suitable for property improve-
ment. For example, source documents that regulate organizational processes
are incompatible and should not be included. In order to compare shared
controls with the consolidated SSI system properties, a formal definition for
shared controls is also given to formulate a comparable form. Section 4.3 will
describe in detail how shared controls are derived and formalized.

The aim of the property improvement phase is to compare the current SSI
system properties to shared controls in order to determine their consistency
and to use the results to improve property definitions. Some SSI system
properties, as shown in Table 4.1, are consistent with controls. They may not,
however, be fully consistent. Consistency between an SSI system property
and a shared control indicates that their respective written descriptions share
the same semantics and can be subjectively evaluated for compliance. To
structure analysis results, the following three types of shared controls are
defined:

• A fully consistent shared control is one in which all endorsed tasks are
consistent with any SSI system property constraint.
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• A partially consistent shared control is one in which some endorsed
tasks are consistent with any SSI system property constraint.

• An inconsistent shared control is one in which none of the endorsed
tasks is consistent with any SSI property constraint.

To increase the likelihood of source document compliance, the partially
consistent and inconsistent shared controls will be evaluated to revise SSI sys-
tem properties with the missing endorsed tasks. In some instances, additional
SSI system properties are required to be introduced if the missing endorsed
tasks do not appear to be appropriate with the existing ones. The com-
parative analysis and improvement of SSI system properties are conducted
through the use of automatic algorithms, which are described in detail in
Section 4.4. As a result of the improvement, the compliance SSI system
property set, or CSSPS, will contain SSI system properties that are more
compatible with source documents.

4.2 Consolidated List of SSI Properties
This section will examine several existing proposals for SSI guiding principles
and system properties, as well as how to eliminate duplication and consolidate
SSI system properties in a formalized form.

4.2.1 Consolidating SSI System Properties
SSI principles and system properties are related in some ways, and one may
derive from the other. This relation causes duplication in various proposals.
For instance, the transparency principle can be found in one proposal [4] and
the transparency property in another [15]. Table 4.2 provides a comparison
between the definitions of the transparency principle and property. It can be
seen that both principle and system property impose a constraint on the sys-
tem by mandating that it be open source. Such duplications may necessitate
additional effort if they are not consolidated prior to the improvement.

On the other hand, certain SSI guiding principles constraints may not
be evaluable by the SSI management system and its functionality. For in-
stance, the existence principle [4] states, “Any SSI is ultimately founded on
the ineffable ‘I’ at the heart of identity.” It is difficult for security analysts
to determine this constraint based on the SSI management system’s func-
tionality. A key differentiator between SSI guiding principles and system
properties is that system properties focus solely on system-centric charac-
teristics or capabilities. For the purposes of security and privacy analysis
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Table 4.2: Comparison between the transparency guiding principle and the
transparency property.

SSI Guiding Principle SSI System Property

Transparency. Systems and algorithms
must be transparent. The systems used to
administer and operate a network of iden-
tities must be open, both in how they func-
tion and in how they are managed and
updated. The algorithms should be free,
open-source, well-known, and as indepen-
dent as possible of any particular archi-
tecture; anyone should be able to examine
how they work [4].

Transparency. An SSI and its system must be trans-
parent enough for every involved entity. Users should be
well aware about all their partial identities and their cor-
responding interactions. The system and the correspond-
ing algorithm must allow an easy retrieval of such inter-
action to ensure transparency. Another way to achieve it
is to ensure that the system is fully open source, allow-
ing anyone to examine its internal mechanism and algo-
rithms. This will enable finding bugs within the system
and ensure to be sustainable with a wider participation
of members from the open source communities [15].

of the SSI management system, evaluable system properties should be ob-
tained by excluding non-evaluable constraints. The following text will refer
to all SSI principles without non-evaluable constraints as SSI system proper-
ties. To structure written data for comparison, an SSI system property as a
collection of constraints, achieving the property by satisfying all constraints.

By excluding non-evaluable constraints, SSI principles can be transformed
into SSI system properties and SSI system properties that are duplicated
across different proposals can be consolidated. SSI principles constraints
from three proposals [4, 7, 14] are evaluated to determine which constraints
are system-centric evaluable based on the following conditions.

1. The constraint is subject to the SSI management system or its compo-
nent system.

2. The constraint restricts SSI-specific functionalities or operations.
3. The constraint restricts the manipulation of data objects within the

SSI management system.
4. The constraint can be interpreted as being directly evaluable on the

SSI management system.
If at least one constraint in an SSI guiding principle meets more than two
criteria above, the principle is considered to be an SSI system property that
include the satisfying constraints. Table 4.3 presents a determination of two
SSI guiding principles on whether their constraints are evaluable. Evidently,
the interoperability principle [14] imposes a constraint on identity infrastruc-
tures and their functionality, satisfying that conditions 1 and 2. Consider this
principle an SSI system property with an evaluable constraint. In contrast,
the interoperability principle [4] imposes two evaluable constraints among its
four constraints.
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Table 4.3: Determination of two SSI guiding principles whose constraints
are evaluable.

Principle Constraint Evaluable?

Interoperability [14] Two different identity infrastructures should be capable of
communicating with each other at any scale.

Yes

This will enable enterprises and government organizations to
communicate with each other irrespective of their employed
identity infrastructures.

No

Interoperability [4] Identities should be as widely usable as possible. No

Identities are of little value if they only work in limited niches. No

The goal of a 21st-century digital identity system is to make
identity information widely available, crossing international
boundaries to create global identities, without losing user con-
trol.

Yes

Thanks to persistence and autonomy these widely available
identities can then become continually available.

Yes

Then, SSI system properties from the converted SSI principles [4, 7, 14]
and the system property proposal [15] are compared in order to identify and
eliminate duplications. To determine if two or more SSI system properties
can be consolidated, the following criteria have been established:

1. System properties should be consolidated if their title are identical.
2. System properties should be consolidated if they constrain on the same

elements of the SSI management system.
3. System properties should be consolidated if they constrain the same

system component with the same quality aspects.
If at least one of the aforementioned criteria is met, SSI system properties can
be consolidated. Table 4.4 shows an example of a consolidated SSI system
property, which consists of four constraints derived from various references of
the property proposal. References are denoted by the identifiers Ax.y, Lx.y,
Nx.y, and Fx.y, where A denotes the reference to Allen [4], L denotes the
reference to Lopez [7], N denotes the reference to Naik & Jenkins [14], and
F denotes the reference to Ferdous et al. [15], and x, y denotes the number-
ing scheme used to refer to the yth constraint of the xth system property.
For instance, the first constraint of the existence property is derived from
three references to the property proposal. Although the constraints are ex-
pressed in various different ways, the consolidation must collect all pertinent
information.

Resultantly, 20 SSI system properties that represent the current property
proposals are consolidated. Table 4.5 provides a summary of the titles and
the complete definition of the consolidated SSI system properties is provided
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Table 4.4: Example of consolidated SSI system property.

Title Constraint Reference

Existence An SSI management system must enable users to represent their
independent existence and characteristics to assert their selec-
tive information in the digital domain.

A1.1, F1.1, N2.1

An SSI management system must make the independent exis-
tence and identities public and accessible.

A1.2, N2.3

An SSI management system must link identities to users with
their own unique identifiers

L1.1, N2.2, N5.3

An SSI management system should not provide any mechanism
to correlate confidential and biometric data with identities and
credentials.

N11.2

Table 4.5: List of twenty consolidated SSI system properties.

Title of the Consolidated SSI System Property

P1 : Existence
P2 : Sovereignty
P3 : Access
P4 : Transparency
P5 : Persistence
P6 : Portability
P7 : Interoperability

P8 : Consent
P9 : Data Minimization
P10 : Protection
P11 : Recovery
P12 : Single Source
P13 : Availability
P14 : Standard

P15 : Cost Free
P16 : Decentralized
P17 : Verifiability
P18 : Scalability
P19 : Accessibility
P20 : Sustainability

externally with the justification made1.

4.2.2 Formalizing Consolidated SSI System Properties
The consolidated system properties obtained in the preceding section are de-
scribed in plain text, preventing systematic comparisons. In other words,
their comparability to other artifacts (i.e., shared controls) can only be jus-
tified subjectively. To address this difficulty, this section proposes a formal
definition for an SSI system property in order to structure a comparable form
for facilitating further analysis.

An analysis of SSI system property constraints is conducted and it can
be determined that the constraints possess an implicit structure that is ex-
tractable. Typically, a constraint is a concise sentence controlling one or
more functions of the SSI management system’s component(s), such as the
manipulation of a particular SSI-specific data object(s). For example, the
first constraint of the existence property in Table 4.4 specifies that the SSI
management system must permit users to represent their existence and char-

1Consolidated SSI system property definitions and analysis results: https://doi.org/10.
5281/zenodo.7423887.
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acteristics in their identity data. On the basis of this implicit structure, an
SSI system property can be formally defined as follows.

Definition 4.2.1. An SSI system property is a collection of constraints de-
noted by a set P ⊆ S × A × O = {c : c = (Sc, Ac, Oc), Sc ⊆ S, Ac ⊆ A, Oc ⊆
O}, in which:

• c denotes a constraint triple (Sc, Ac, Oc),
• S denotes a set of terms or phrases indicating the SSI management

system’s components,
• Sc ⊆ S denotes a subset of terms or phrases indicating the SSI man-

agement system’s components that are related to the constraint c,
• A denotes a set of terms or phrases indicating actions or functions of

the SSI management system,
• Ac ⊆ A denotes a subset of terms or phrases indicating actions or

functions that are restricted by the constraint c,
• O denotes a set of terms or phrases indicating data objects that are

unique in the SSI management system, and
• Oc ⊆ O denotes a subset of terms or phrases indicating data objects

that are controlled by the constraint c.

A constraint triple (Sc, Ac, Oc) is implicitly structured in terms of how
system components, actions, and data object manipulations are controlled,
per the definition. However, the omission of information and the presence
of excessively detailed information in constraints posed two additional chal-
lenges when structuring constraints in SSI system properties. For instance,
the decentralized property has a constraint stating, “An SSI management
system should register and manage through a decentralized infrastructure
mostly run publicly.” The constraint does not specify explicitly which data
objects must be registered and managed by the SSI management system.
This omission requires interpretation to determine what is missing. For in-
stance, the decentralized property omits the registration and management
of identity data. To satisfy the formalized property, the phrase “(identity)”
should be added to Oc, indicating our interpretation with parentheses. In
addition, the phrase “mostly run publicly” is excessively detailed and is un-
necessary for evaluating compliance with this constraint. To simplify the
formalized SSI system properties, the excessively detailed phrases can be
omitted justifably. Table 4.6 displays a formalized example of decentralized
property.

The formalization could be applied to the 20 consolidated SSI system
properties. As shown in Table 4.5, each SSI system property is denoted
by the abbreviation Px, which represents the xth consolidated SSI system
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Table 4.6: Example of the formalized SSI system property.

Plaintext SSI
System Property

Decentralized.
[constraint 1] An SSI management system should not register and manage
identities centrally by any proprietary organization.
[constraint 2] An SSI system should register and manage through a decen-
tralized infrastructure mostly run publicly.

Formalized SSI
System Property

PCP16 = { ({“SSI management system”}, {“not register”, “not man-
age”}, {“identity”}), ({“SSI management system”}, {“register”, “manage
through a decentralized infrastructure”}, {(identity)}) }

The complete formalization of the consolidated SSI system properties are also provided in https:
//doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7423887.

property. At this stage, a single list of consolidated SSI system properties
that could be used for property improvement is compiled.

4.3 Shared Controls of Information Security
and Privacy

The controls from source documents are an additional important input for
our security and privacy improvements. Across business domains, hundreds
of laws, regulations, and standards can serve as security and privacy source
documents. However, not every source document can be used to improve SSI
system properties. Source documents that are suitable for property improve-
ment must be chosen first. In addition, it can be realized that if the improve-
ment corresponds with each source document individually, this would limit
the universality of SSI system properties. It would be more advantageous to
make SSI system properties more universally usable if shared controls that
are frequently stated in multiple source documents can be derived and use
them to improve the properties.

This section will conduct a systematic review for selecting applicable
source documents from multiple online resources and analyzing them to de-
rive which security and privacy controls are shared among them. To conduct
the review systematically, a research question that is expected to be answered
from the review is formulated, as follows.
RQ. What are shared controls that are frequently stated in multiple laws,

regulations, and standards for information security and privacy?
The above research question is the major goal of the systematic review, but
it is difficult to find the answer evidently. To approach to the finding of that
question, three additional guiding questions are established, as follows.
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Q1. Where can applicable laws, regulations, and standards be gathered?
Q2. Which source documents are appropriate for SSI system property im-

provement of security and privacy?
Q3. How can we determine which controls are shared among selected source

documents?
Since laws, regulations, and standards can be collected from a variety of
hard and soft copy resources, the first guiding question is to identify online
resources that provide sufficient access to knowledge about source documents.
The second guiding question directs how are applicable source documents
evaluated for our property improvement. The third guiding question seeks
to specify precisely which shared controls will be utilized in this dissertation.
The systematic review will search for answers to the main research question
and additional guiding questions.

4.3.1 Selecting Compatible Source Documents
To answer the first question (Q1 ), the search strategy is determined to collect
as many source documents as possible that explain information security and
privacy controls. Numerous laws, regulations, and standards are currently
available online and can be accessed for free or for a fee. This research
asssumed that accessing source documents from online resources is sufficient
for gathering data for our property improvement. This section will be divided
into two subsections: gathering source documents and filtering them.

Gathering Source Documents from Online Resources

This research selected websites and survey papers as two reliable online re-
sources that provide access to source documents. Numerous websites cur-
rently provide information about laws, regulations, and standards that can
be source documents about information security and privacy. Wikipedia is
a website that allows communities to verify and publish various facts. Al-
though the information on Wikipedia is continually updated, it provides this
research with numerous lists of useful source documents. ISO.org [55], the
official website of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO),
is another website that lists hundreds of published standards. ISO is a rep-
utable international organization for acquiring standards. On the other hand,
survey papers are reliable academic records that examine source documents
pertaining to information security and privacy, which are acquired and an-
alyzed critically. Multiple online archives, including IEEE Xplore, Elsevier
ScienceDirect, Google Scholar, and SpringerLink, is used for searching survey
papers that suit to the needs.
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Table 4.7: Summary of online resources, keywords used, search results,
and the number of source document titles found.

Online Resource Keyword Used Search
Result

#Source

Research Archives Information Security Standards A: [56] 10
B: [57] 44

Information Privacy Standard - -

Information AND {Security OR Privacy}
AND {Laws OR Regulations}

- -

Wikipedia Information Security Standards C: [58] 20

Information Privacy Standards - -

Information AND {Security OR Privacy} D: [59] 8
AND {Laws OR Regulations} F: [60] 58

E: [61] 12
G: [62] 12

ISO.org {Security OR Privacy} H: [55] 122

Using the selected online resources, different keywords are submitted to
the search engine on such websites and archives to find lists of source docu-
ments and survey papers. The goal of the search is to locate as many titles for
information security and privacy source documents. the keywords used and
the search results from each online resources are summarized in Table 4.7.

Online archives for survey papers are searched using three keywords: “In-
formation Security Standards,” “Information Privacy Standards,” and “In-
formation AND {Security OR Privacy} AND {Laws OR Regulations}.” Only
two survey papers [56, 57] exist that evaluate the current state of knowledge
regarding information security standards, and they provide 10 and 44 titles of
source documents, respectively. Other survey papers that were came across
lacked a list of source documents and only cited one or a few. Due to the small
number of source document titles provided by the identified survey papers,
a manual search of information security and privacy source documents [63]
conducted by us is included. The manual effort should supplement scholarly
research by offering an alternative viewpoint on source documents.

On the other hand, a search for the same keywords on Wikipedia provides
five web pages containing information about information technology security
standards, cybersecurity regulations, information privacy laws, privacy laws,
and privacy policies, with respective lists of 20, 8, 58, 12, and 12 source
documents. Finally, the search term “{Security OR Privacy}” is used on
the ISO.org website to retrieve information security and privacy-related ISO
standards. The website returns hundreds of standards, but only 122 source
documents whose titles contained “security” or “privacy” are collected.
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Figure 4.2: Summary of selection procedure and results, showing the number
of source documents that meet each criterion.

A discriminating search for all source document titles is performed to
obtain only those that were publicly accessible and sufficient for analysis.
211 distinctive source documents are gathered, including 134 ISO standards,
65 laws or regulations, and 12 frameworks for evaluating security and privacy.
This research will be limited to the 211 gathered source documents. There
may be additional source documents, but this dissertation assumes that the
gathered source documents are sufficient for deriving shared controls.

Filtering Applicable Source Documents

The source documents discuss information security and privacy, but they may
be incompatible with improving SSI system properties or applying to the SSI
management system because they are collected indiscriminately. Several ISO
standards, for instance, stipulate requirements for organizational data ma-
nipulation processes in order to safeguard information security and privacy.
These source documents are unsuitable for our property improvements and
should be excluded from further processing.

This section filters the gathered source documents by selecting only suit-
able source documents based on predefined criteria. Each source document
is reviewed systematically according to six aspects: software-oriented, inde-
pendence, availability, universality, evaluable, and suitability. These aspects
are used to define the selection criteria as shown in Table 4.8.

The six preceding criteria outline the kinds of source documents that will
be excluded. each of the 211 gathered source documents is compared to the
selection criteria. This dissertation infers that source documents meet such
criteria if we can provide evidence or an adequate justification to support
them. Source documents that satisfy all of the criteria are intended to be
chosen. Fig. 4.2 depicts the process as well as the outcomes for each criterion.
The figure shows that 28 source documents are obtained after the analysis.

This section concludes by listing the 28 source document titles that sat-
isfy all of the selection criteria in Table 4.9. SDi is the abbreviation for
the ith source document, where i is the numbering scheme for indexing
the 211 gathered source documents. The table also displays the number
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Table 4.8: Selection criteria for filtering applicable source documents

Aspect Criteria Justification and Example

Software-
Oriented

CDN-1: A source document
must be established for regulat-
ing or evaluating software sys-
tems.

This criterion excludes source documents ad-
dressed to non-software-related targets, such as
COBIT [64] and other organizational process
standards.

Independence CDN-2: A source document
must be established for regulat-
ing or evaluating technological
independent targets.

This criterion excludes source documents that
are related to specific technologies, such as
the payment card industry data security stan-
dard (PCI-DSS) [65].

Availability CDN-3: A source document
must be already published and
available for use.

This criterion excludes source documents cur-
rently under development or are not oper-
ational. For instance, the EU Directive
95/46/EC [66] is no longer in force, despite be-
ing referenced in websites or survey papers.

Universality CDN-4: A source document
must not be domain-specific.

This criterion excludes domain-specific source
documents. If source documents are domain-
specific, our SSI system properties that are im-
proved will be limited to a specific domain. For
example, HIPAA [67] establishes requirements
for the healthcare application domain.

Evaluable CDN-5: A source document
must provide at least one con-
trol evaluable by the function-
ality of the target software.

This criterion excludes source documents that
did not provide an evaluable controls, which
is required for comparing to SSI system
properties. For example, ISO/IEC 29192-
2:2019 [68] defines just algorithms and designs
for lightweight cryptography.

Suitability CDN-6: A source document
must provide at least one con-
trol eligible to evaluate the SSI
management system.

This criterion excludes source documents that
provide incompatible controls with SSI man-
agement systems. For example, ISO/IEC
18032:2005 [69] provides requirements for prime
number generators that are not usable.
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Table 4.9: List of source document titles that met all selection criteria
together with the number of controls and their applicable scope.

Source Document Title #Control Scope

SD005 = ISO/IEC 9796-2:2010 [71] 3 International
SD007 = ISO/IEC 9798-2:2008 [72] 6 International
SD009 = ISO/IEC 10118-1:2018 [73] 1 International
SD017 = ISO/IEC 11770-1:2010 [74] 5 International
SD022 = ISO/IEC 13888-1:2020 [75] 2 International
SD036 = ISO/IEC 18014-1:2008 [76] 2 International
SD037 = ISO/IEC 18031:2005 [77] 5 International
SD049 = ISO/IEC 19772:2020 [78] 2 International
SD063 = ISO/IEC 27001:2013 [52] 16 International
SD064 = ISO/IEC 27002:2013 [79] 16 International
SD095 = ISO/IEC 27701:2019 [80] 20 International
SD104 = ISO/IEC 29100:2011 [54] 11 International
SD123 = IEC 62443-3-3:2013 [81] 7 International
SD126 = NERC Cyber Security Standards [82] 6 International
SD136 = NIST Special Publication 800-12 Revision 1 [83] 20 International
SD141 = Cyber Essentials [84] 5 International
SD145 = OECD Privacy Framework [85] 8 International
SD146 = UN Personal Data Protection and Privacy Principles [86] 10 International
SD152 = General Data Protection Regulation [13] 7 International
SD160 = The Information Technology Act [87] 17 India
SD165 = The Personal Data Protection Code of Practice [88] 19 Malaysia
SD173 = Data Privacy Act [89] 12 Philippines
SD175 = Federal Law on Personal Data [90] 10 Russia
SD187 = Personal Data Act [70] 9 Sweden
SD189 = Personal Data Protection Act [91] 3 Taiwan
SD195 = Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act [92] 3 United States
SD207 = Personal Information Protection Law [93] 13 China
SD211 = OWASP Application Security Verification Standard [94] 14 International

Note: full analysis results showing the checklist of selection criteria against each source document are
provided in https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6951404.

of controls present in the source document (#Control) and the source docu-
ment’s applicable scope (Scope). In Sweden, for instance, the Personal Data
Act (PDA) [70] imposes nine controls applicable to software systems. The
28 source documents will be used to derive shared controls for confidently
responding to the second guiding question (Q2).

4.3.2 Reviewing and Deriving Shared Controls
At this stage, a collection of source documents for improving the SSI sys-
tem’s properties is obtained sufficiently. Multiple controls are defined in
these source documents for governing security and privacy in information
processing. As it has been assumed that certain controls are shared among
source documents, this section will detail the review of all controls in the 28
source documents and explain how shared controls are derived.
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Table 4.10: Comparison of alternative terms and representative terms

Representative Term Alternative Term in Source Document

system application, data user, online service, PII collector,
PII processor, system, service, website

personal data data, information, message, personal data, personal
information, sensitive data

entity data controller, data owner, data subject, individual,
protection authority, user

A control is a collection of endorsed tasks that should be evaluated to
conclude the control’s achievement. This dissertation make an assumption
that two or more controls from different source documents as a shared control
if they are defined in a similar manner. In order to merge the controls
systematically, three conditions to determine whether two controls are similar
are defined, as follows.

1. If two or more controls are named identically or has similar titles, we
consider these controls similar.

2. If two or more controls are named differently or has different titles but
they control the same aspect or have the same purpose, we consider
these controls similar.

3. If at lease one pair of endorsed tasks in two or more controls is justifiable
to be similar or identical, we consider these controls similar.

With the above-described conditions, similar controls are grouped to create
a taxonomy based on their titles. In such similar controls, a number of
endorsed tasks are comparable or identical, and can be combined in a way
that incorporates all necessary information. However, it is discovered that
different terms may be used in various source documents, making the merge
prone to error. This issue is resolved by defining representative terms that can
be substituted for some alternatives. In one source document, for instance,
the term “PII processor” is used, while in another, the term “application”
is used with the same meaning. Therefore, this dissertation predefines the
term “system” as a representative term for these two terms. A summary of
the predefined representative terms are provided in Table 4.10, which will
be used to replace alternative terms with representative terms when merging
similar controls.

An example of how the “data accuracy and quality” shared control are
merged is illustrated in Table 4.11. Based on the first criterion, three source
documents (SD104, SD153, and SD207) contain comparable titles regarding data
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Table 4.11: Example of the “data accuracy and quality” shared control
derived from five source documents.

Control from Source Document Shared Control

SD104: Accuracy and Quality - The PII processed in the system
is accurate, complete, up-to-date, adequate and relevant for
the purpose of use.

Data Accuracy and
Quality: (1) Personal data
must be relevant to the
purposes for which they
are to be used, and, to
the extent necessary for
those purposes, should be
accurate, complete and kept
up-to-date. (2) If entities
discover that their personal
data is inaccurate or incom-
plete, they shall have the
right to request the systems
to correct, supplement,
destroy, rectify, or restrict
their further processing,
without delay.

SD152: Accuracy - Personal data shall be accurate and, where
necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must be
taken to ensure that personal data that are inaccurate, having
regard to the purposes for which they are processed, are erased
or rectified without delay.

SD173: Personal information must, be accurate, relevant and,
where necessary for purposes for which it is to be used the pro-
cessing of personal information, kept up to date; inaccurate
or incomplete data must be rectified, supplemented, destroyed
or their further processing restricted.

SD187: The personal data that is processed is correct and, if it
is necessary, up-to-date.

SD207: Accuracy - When processing personal information, the
quality of the personal information shall be guaranteed in order
to avoid any adverse impact on individuals’ rights and interests
caused by inaccurate or incomplete personal information.

We provide full derivation results showing how we obtain shared controls in https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.6951404.

accuracy and quality. In addition, two controls in the remaining two source
documents (SD173 and SD187) provide their endorsed tasks regarding the need
for accurate, complete, and up-to-date data. These five controls are consid-
ered similar and can be combined into a shared control titled “data accuracy
and quality,” which defines its endorsed tasks based on the information con-
tained in the five similar controls. It can also be seen that representative
terms are used in the definition of the endorsed tasks for the shared control.

As a result of this section, 17 shared security controls and 14 shared
privacy controls are derived from the 28 source documents. In Table 4.12,
the titles of the derived shared controls are separated into two categories:
security and privacy. The identifiers S.x and P.y, respectively, represent the
xth security shared control and the yth privacy shared control.

4.3.3 Formalizing Shared Controls
Similar to the consolidated SSI system properties, shared controls are de-
scribed in plaintext and must be interpreted subjectively. This section also
gives a formal definition of derived shared controls in order to structure them
in a comparable form.
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Table 4.12: List of shared control titles categorized into security and privacy
shared controls.

Security Shared Control Privacy Shared Control

S.1. Data Integrity
S.2. Data Confidentiality
S.3. Data Availability
S.4. Authentication
S.5. Authorization
S.6. Accountability
S.7. Non-Repudiation
S.8. Validation and
Sanitization
S.9. Error Handling

S.10. Key Protection
S.11. Malware
Protection
S.12. Communication
Security
S.13. Physical and
Environmental Security
S.14. Password Security
S.15. Configuration
Security
S.16. Session Security
S.17. Data Classification

P.1. Access Control
P.2. Consent
P.3. Fairness and
Lawfulness
P.4. Purpose
Specification and
Limitation
P.5. Collection
Limitation
P.6. Use, Reten-
tion, and Disclosure
Limitation

P.7. Data Accuracy
and Quality
P.8. Data
Minimization
P.9. Data Erasure
and Rectification
P.10. Data Recovery
P.11. Notification
P.12. Transparency
P.13. Individual
Participation
P.14. Portability

Endorsed tasks in shared controls are analyzed to determine the implicit
structure they possess. Typically, an endorsed task in a shared control is a
concise statement controlling one or more information processing functions or
operations of the target. For instance, the second endorsed task in the data
accuracy and quality shared control regulates the system to permit entities
to update their information’s accuracy. This dissertation hypothesized that
endorsed tasks correspond to SSI system property constraints. Using this
hypothesis, a structure of shared controls in the same formal manner as the
SSI system properties can be defined as follows.

Definition 4.3.1. A shared control is a collection of endorsed tasks denoted
by a set C ⊆ T × F × I = {e : e = (Te, Fe, Ie), Te ⊆ T, Fe ⊆ F, Ie ⊆ I}, in
which:

• e denotes an endorsed task triple (Te, Fe, Ie),
• T denotes a set of terms or phrases indicating all the targets of shared

controls,
• Te ⊆ T denotes a subset of terms or phrases indicating the targets that

are controlled by the endorsed task e,
• F denotes a set of terms or phrases indicating all functions or operations

within the target,
• Fe ⊆ F denotes a subset of terms or phrases indicating functions or

operations that are controlled by the endorsed task e,
• I denotes a set of terms or phrases indicating all information-related

objects within the target, and
• Ie ⊆ I denotes a subset of terms or phrases indicating information-

related objects that are controlled by the endorsed task e.
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Table 4.13: Example of formalized “data integrity” shared control.

Plaintext
Shared
Control

S.1. Data Integrity
[task 1]: Personal data message must be signed and authenticated using digital sig-
natures.
[task 2]: Keys for message signing and verification must be shared in a secure way.
[task 3]: Digital time-stamping should be used in a non-forgeable way.
[task 4]: Systems must validate the integrity of the personal data.
[task 5]: If the message authentication uses a hash function, it must be collision
resistant.

Formalized
Shared
Control

CS1 ={ ({“(system)”}, {“sign”, “authenticate”}, {“personal data”}),
({“(system)”}, {“share in a secure way”}, {“key”}),
({“(system)”}, {“use”, “time-stamping in a non-forgeable way”}, {}),
({“system”}, {“validate integrity”}, {“personal data”}),
({“(system)”}, {“use”, “collision-resistant hash function”}, {“(personal data)”}) }

Similar to SSI system properties, an endorsed task triple (Te, Fe, Ie) rep-
resents an implicit structure pertaining to the control of targets and their
functions on information-related objects. Nevertheless, the formalization of
shared controls faces the same problems of omission and excessive detail.
For instance, the data integrity shared control includes an endorsed task
that states, “Keys for message signing and verification must be shared in a
secure manner.” This endorsed task does not specify explicitly which targets
are being controlled, so the target system must be assumed. The formal-
ization must include the phrase “(system)” ”utilizing parentheses to address
this assumption. On the other hand, the phrase “for message signing and
verification” is used to elaborate the term “keys,” but it is not required for
evaluating this task of the data integrity shared control and may be deemed
excessively detailed information. This phrase from the formalization should
be excluded. A formalized example of the data integrity shared control is
presented in Table 4.13.

All 17 security and 14 privacy shared controls are formalized in order to
prepare knowledge for systematic comparison with SSI system properties. In
addition, the shared controls could serve as an overview of multiple source
documents and provide sufficient information for universally improving in-
formation security and privacy.

4.4 Compliance SSI System Property Set
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 perform an analysis of two knowledge sources for com-
paring and improving the information security and privacy of SSI system
properties. This section uses the formalized knowledge sources to develop a
Compliance SSI System Property Set, or CSSPS, that adheres to laws, reg-
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ulations, and standards. This section will be divided into two sub-sections.
First, the determination of consistency among SSI system properties and
shared controls is defined, and then two systematic methods are used to
identify consistency and develop CSSPS.

4.4.1 Formalizing Consistency Operator
As demonstrated in Table 4.1, SSI system properties are expressed in the
same manner as controls in source documents. Using this semantic, the
definition of how SSI system properties are consistent with shared controls
can be given based on the following three conditions.

1. If at least one target controlled by the endorsed task is comparable to
at least one subject in the constraint, the endorsed task is considered
to be consistent with the constraint.

2. If at least one function controlled by the endorsed task is comparable
to at least one action or operation in the constraint, the endorsed task
is considered to be consistent with the constraint.

3. If at least one information-related object controlled by the endorsed
task is comparable to at least one data object in the constraint, the
endorsed task is considered to be consistent with the constraint.

The conditions help determine which pairs of an endorsed task and a con-
straint are consistent. To systematically and formally identify such consis-
tency, a comparable operator can be formally defined based on the formal
definitions of SSI system properties and shared controls as follows.

Definition 4.4.1. A comparable operator ≃ denotes the consistency between
two sets of terms or phrases.

The comparable operator signifies that two sets of terms or phrases are
consistent. X ≃ Y , for instance, signifies that the set X is consistent with
the set Y and that there exists ∃x ∈ X and ∃y ∈ Y such that x is justifiably
comparable to y. Using the formal definitions of SSI system property and
shared control (Definitions 4.2.1 and 4.3.1), their consistency can be formally
defined as follows.

Definition 4.4.2. An SSI system property P and a shared control C are
consistent if and only if ∃c ∈ P and ∃e ∈ C such that Sc ≃ Te, Ac ≃ Fe, and
Oc ≃ Ie.

According to the preceding definition, an SSI system property is consis-
tent with a shared control if at least one of its constraints has a comparable
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relationship to at least one endorsed task from the shared control. All three
elements of the constraint must be comparable, but it is negotiable if one
element cannot be compared for a valid reason.

Further that, we realized that there can be three degrees of consistency
that we can further utilize, including fully consistent, partially consistent, and
inconsistent. First, a shared control is fully consistent with an SSI system
properties if all endorsed tasks are comparable with any constraint. Then, a
shared control is partially consistent if not all but some endorsed tasks are
comparable. Lastly, a shared control is inconsistent if none of the endorsed
tasks are comparable. Based on these aspects of the degree of consistency,
we can formally define such degrees as follows.

Definition 4.4.3. A shared control C is consistent with an SSI system prop-
erty P to the following degree:

• C is fully consistent with P if Sc ≃ Te, Ac ≃ Fe, Oc ≃ Ie, ∀e ∈ C, and
∃c ∈ P ,

• C is partially consistent with P if Sc ≃ Te, Ac ≃ Fe, Oc ≃ Ie, ∃e ∈ C,
and ∃c ∈ P ,

• C is inconsistent with P if Sc ∕≃ Te, Ac ∕≃ Fe, Oc ∕≃ Ie, ∀e ∈ C, ∃c ∈ P .

According to the preceding definitions, identifying consistency between
SSI system properties and shared controls is sufficient. The following sections
will present the automatic methods for identifying consistency and exploiting
this information to develop CSSPS. The primary objective of identifying
consistency is to determine how many shared controls are already consistent
with the current SSI system properties. Fig. 4.3 depicts an overview of the
used methodology.

As shown in the figure, the proposed method consists of two parts. First,
the proposed method will classify shared controls as fully consistent, par-
tially consistent, or inconsistent based on Definitions 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 for each
pair of SSI system property and shared control. Then, the second part will
improve the existing SSI system properties for each category of shared con-
trols. In point of fact, the partially consistent shared controls will be utilized
to enhance the existing properties by introducing new constraints for the
missing endorsed tasks. If some missing endorsed tasks do not correspond
to the existing SSI system properties, additional properties may be added.
Inconsistent shared control, on the other hand, means that no SSI system
property consists of endorsed tasks of the shared control. In this instance,
additional SSI system properties will be introduced.
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the proposed method for identifying consistency and
developing CSSPS.

4.4.2 A Method to Identify Consistency Between SSI
System Properties and Shared Controls

The first part of the proposed method to identify consistency is described
in Algorithm 4, which defines the semi-automatic identifyConsistency()
procedure. On the inputs of a shared control of analysis (C), a set of con-
solidated SSI system properties (P), and a set of predefined domain knowl-
edge (K), the procedure generates a quadruple r = (C, type, Rconsist, Emissing)
containing the corresponding control (C), the identified control type (type),
a set of endorsed tasks with their consistent constraint (Rconsist), and a set of
missing endorsed tasks in the shared control (Emissing). On line 2 of the
identifyConsistency() procedure, the resultant sets (Rconsist, Emissing)
and local variables (flag, degree) are initialized. The procedure then com-
pares each endorsed task ei within the specified shared control C to each
constraint cj,k of each SSI system property Pj ∈ P .

The condition at line 7 is intended to compare elements of the formalized
structure of a shared control and an SSI functionality. The evaluate() func-
tion is designed to determine if two elements are comparable (i.e., Sk ≃ Ti,
Ok ≃ Ii, and Ak ≃ Fi) based on predefined domain knowledge regarding
term associations K. It can be acknowledged that terms or phrases describ-
ing both SSI system properties and shared controls are unique due to domain
differences. As a result, the number of such terms or phrases is small, and
the association between them can be manually predefined. As shown in Ta-
ble 4.14, this dissertation therefore predefines term associations based on our
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Algorithm 4 Procedure for identifying shared controls that are fully con-
sistent, partially consistent, or inconsistent with SSI system properties.
Input: C : A shared control that will be analyzed,

P : A set of consolidated SSI system properties, and
K : Predefined domain knowledge indicating term associations.

Output: r : A resultant quadruple indicating the corresponding control C,
its category T , a set of pairs of consistent task and constraint Rconsist,
and a set of missing tasks Emissing.

1: procedure identifyConsistency(C, P , K)
2: Rconsist ← ∅, Emissing ← ∅, degree ← 0, f lag ← false
3: for ei = (Ti, Fi, Ii) ∈ C do
4: flag ← false
5: for Pj ∈ P do
6: for cj,k = (Sk, Ak, Ok) ∈ Pj do
7: if (evaluate(Sk, Ti, K) or evaluate(Ok, Ii, K)) and

determineAssociation(Ak, Fi) then
8: sign ← determineDirection(cj,k, ei)
9: Rconsist ← Rconsist ∪ {cj,k, ei, sign}

10: flag ← true
11: if flag = true then degree ← degree + 1
12: else Emissing ← Emissing ∪ {ei}
13: if degree = |C| then type ← “FC”
14: else if degree < |C| and degree > 0 then type ← “PC”
15: else type ← “IC”
16: return r ← (C, type, Rconsist, Emissing)

domain knowledge of both SSI management systems and source documents.
For instance, the term “infrastructure” in a constraint corresponds to the
term “system” in an endorsed task. The predefined domain knowledge K
is a collection of term pairs that have an association to each other, such
as {(“infrastructure”, “system”), . . . }. This collection will be used with the
evaluate() function. In contrast, the terms and phrases used to define func-
tions or operations in constraints and endorsed tasks are diverse and difficult
to predefine exhaustively. In this case, the determineAssociation() func-
tion is used to request a manual determination of the association between
two input terms.

If the condition at line 7 is valid, the endorsed task (ei) is considered to be
consistent with the constraint (cj,k). The determineDirection() function
is designed to determine if an endorsed task differs from a constraint due to
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Table 4.14: Predefined domain knowledge about term associations.

Term Association for Component Term Association for Data Object

Subject S Target T Data Object O Information-
related Object I

SSI management system system identity, attribute personal data

infrastructure system identity claim personal data

protocol, algorithm system SSI personal data

user, holder, subject entity, user consent personal data

issuer, verifier system input data, file personal data

blockchain system public key, private
key

key

log information log information

the fact that they may be consistent but provide different information. The
function is defined as a partial map determineDirection : (cj,k, ei) → {<
, =, >} where “<”, “=”, and “>” indicate that the constraint cj,k contains
less, equal, or more information than the endorsed task ei, respectively. The
determineDirection() function returns the direction to the variable sign,
which can be used to determine how to modify the associated SSI system
property.

In lines 9 and 10, the procedure preserves the consistent triples of an
endorsed task, a constraint, and a direction within the set Rconsist and sets
the flag of consistency (flag) to true. Multiple constraints can be consistent
with a single endorsed task, and all pairs should be maintained. Then, the
condition at line 11 is used to examine the consistency flag (flag). If con-
sistency is detected, the procedure will count the number of endorsed tasks
with consistent SSI system properties and store them in the variable degree.
If the endorsed task does not have a consistent constraint, then the missing
endorsed task will be added to the set Emissing.

In lines 13, 14, and 15, the procedure uses the conditions to identify
which category (type ∈ {“FC”, “PC”, “IC”}) the shared controls belong
to. The shared control is fully consistent (FC) if the variable degree equals
the number of endorsed tasks in the given shared control |C|, and partially
consistent (PC) if the variable degree is greater than 0 but less than the
number of endorsed tasks (0 < degree < |C|). If not, the shared control will
be deemed inconsistent (IC).

At the conclusion of the procedure, a quadruple r = (C, type, Rconsist,
Emissing) is created to collect all the resultant data required for further pro-
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cessing and returned by the procedure. For the purpose of elucidating Al-
gorithm 4, a running example comparing the execution of the data erasure
and rectification shared control with the persistence SSI system property is
provided, as two formalized sets shown below.

c1 = ({SSI management system}, {dispose if wish to, dispose if achieve objective},
{identity})
e1 = ({system}, {erase if not necessary}, {personal data})

Based on Table 4.14, the procedure will use the evaluate() function at
line 7 to determine that the terms “SSI management system” and “system”
are associated. Identical situations exist for the terms “identity” and “data.”
In addition, the determineAssociation() function manually determines
the relationship between the phrases “dispose if wish to” and ”erase if no
necessary.” Even if they are stated differently, it is evident that they are
associated. Because the endorsed task does not specify the accomplishment
of objectives, the determineDirection() function at line 8 reveals that
the constraint c1 contains more information than the endorsed task e1. As
a result, the function will assign “>” to the variable sign. Suppose the
endorsed task e1 is the only task consistent with any of the four SSI system
properties. This shared control will be considered partially consistent (PC).

Algorithm 4 is applied to all derived shared controls to compare them with
consolidated SSI system properties, and the identifyConsistency() proce-
dure’s output quadruples is compiled in Table 4.15. The result demonstrates
that shared controls are categorized differently. Non-repudiation shared con-
trol is classified as partially consistent, despite the fact that the only endorsed
task is consistent. This result is justifiable because the “>” sign indicates
that the shared control provides more information than the property, which
is used to determine consistency. In conclusion, based on Algorithm 4, 4
fully consistent, 13 partially consistent, and 14 inconsistent shared controls
are reported.

4.4.3 A Method to Develop CSSPS
The preceding section presented an algorithm for determining the degree of
consistency between shared controls and SSI system properties across three
categories. The outcome is sufficient for identifying the missing knowledge
that the existing SSI system properties lacked. This section presents the
second part of the proposed method for leveraging such knowledge to enhance
SSI system properties and bring them into compliance with credible source
documents. As shown in Algorithm 5, the proposed method is presented as
a semi-automatic algorithm.
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Table 4.15: Result of the identification of consistency among shared controls
and SSI system properties.

Control C Category Consistency Triple Rconsist Missing Task Emissing

S.1. PC (S.1.3, CP.10.4, >) S.1.1, S.1.2, S.1.4
S.2. PC (S.2.1, CP.10.4, =) S.2.2, S.2.3
S.3. FC (S.3.1, CP.13.1, =) -
S.4. PC (S.4.1, CP.10.5, <) S.4.1, S.4.3, S.4.4
S.5. IC - S.5.1, S.5.2
S.6. IC - S.6.1, S.6.2
S.7. PC (S.7.1, CP.10.4, >) -
S.8. IC - S.8.1, S.8.2, S.8.3
S.9. PC (S.9.2, CP.11.1, >) S.9.1

S.10. PC (S.10.3, CP.10.6, >) S.10.1, S.10.2
S.11. IC - S.11.1, S.11.2
S.12. PC (S.12.1, CP.10.6, >), (S.12.4, CP.10.6, >) S.12.2, S.12.3
S.13. IC - S.13.1, S.13.2
S.14. IC - S.14.1
S.15. IC - S.15.1, S.15.2, S.15.3, S.15.4
S.16. IC - S.16.1, S.16.2, S.16.3
S.17. IC - S.17.1

P.1. PC (P.1.1, CP.3.7, =), (P.1.2, CP.3.5, <) P.1.3, P.1.4, P.1.5
P.2. PC (P.2.1, CP.8.1, =) P.2.2, P.2.3
P.3. IC - P.3.1
P.4. IC - P.4.1, P.4.2
P.5. PC (P.5.1, CP.8.2, >) P.5.2
P.6. PC (P.6.2, CP.5.1, >), (P.6.3, CP.5.3, =) P.6.1, P.6.4
P.7. IC - P.7.1, P.7.2
P.8. FC (P.8.1, CP.9.1, =) -
P.9. PC (P.9.1, CP.5.2, >) P.9.2, P.9.3, P.9.4, P.9.5

P.10. PC (P.10.1, CP.13.1, >) P.10.2
P.11. IC - P.11.1, P.11.2, P.11.3, P.11.4
P.12. FC (P.12.1, CP.4.1, =) -
P.13. IC - P.13.1, P.13.2, P.13.3, P.13.4
P.14. FC (P.14.1, CP.6.2, =) -

Complete analysis results are provided in https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6951404.
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Algorithm 5 Procedure for developing CSSPS from the consistency.
Input: R : A set of resultant quadruples indicating the consistency,

P : A set of consolidated SSI system properties.
Output: PCSSP S : A set of SSI system property that are improved to be

compliant with source documents.
1: procedure developCSSPS(R, P)
2: PCSSP S ← ∅
3: for (C, type, Rconsist, Emissing) ∈ R do
4: if type = “PC” then
5: for e ∈ Emissing do
6: PCSSP S ← determineFitOrCreate(C, e, P , PCSSP S)
7: for (c, e, sign) ∈ Rconsist do
8: if sign = > then
9: cmerge ← merge(c, e)

10: PCSSP S ← revise(cmerge, c, P)
11: else if type = “IC” then
12: for e ∈ Emissing do
13: PCSSP S ← DetermineFitOrCreate(C, e, P , PCSSP S)
14: PCSSP S ← reviseExisting(P , PCSSP S)
15: return formulateText(PCSSP S)

The developCSSPS() procedure is defined for revising and developing
CSSPS using the identified consistency results. The procedure generates a
set of improved SSI system properties that are compliant with the source
documents (PCSSP S) on the inputs: a set of resultant quadruples indicating
the identified consistency (R) and a set of consolidated SSI system proper-
ties (P). Each resultant quadruple will be iterated and analyzed based on
the category from the variable type at the beginning of the procedure.

If the shared control (C) is categorized as type = “PC” or partially consis-
tent, the procedure will conduct the development on two conditions. First,
each missing endorsed task e in the set Emissing will be iterated, and the
determineFitOrCreate() function will search the sets of consolidated
SSI system properties (P) and the most recent version of CSSPS (PCSSP S) for
the fit SSI system property. If there is a fit property for the missing endorsed
task, the function will add and tailor it as a new constraint in that property.
The loop will then iterate over every consistent triple (c, e, sign) ∈ Rconsist.
This iteration will be used to determine if the consistent SSI system prop-
erty contains less information (i.e., if the variable sign is assigned as >). If
so, the merge() function must combine the different pieces of data in the
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endorsed task e with the corresponding SSI system property c to produce a
merged constraint cmerge = (Smerge, Amerge, Omerge) where Smerge = Sc ∪ Te,
Amerge = Ac ∪ Fe, and Omerge = Oc ∪ Ie. The revised or additional SSI sys-
tem properties must be added to the set PCSSP S at the conclusion of these
conditions.

If the shared control (C) is classified as type = “IC” or inconsistent, the
procedure will iterate through each missing endorsed task e in the set Emissing

and use the determineFitOrCreate() function to search for the fit prop-
erty or create a new property for each missing endorsed task. At the conclu-
sion of this procedure, a set of SSI system properties that are consistent with
source documents (PCSSP S) will be generated, and the reviseExisting()
function will be used to gather all SSI system properties that have not been
improved. The formulateText() function will then be used to manually
generate plaintext from the formalized structure. The purpose of this func-
tion is to meticulously compose texts using all the pertinent information from
the formalized structure.

For the purpose of elucidating Algorithm 5, another running example is
provided using the following consistent triple:

(({SSI management system}, {dispose if wish to, dispose if achieve objective},
{identity}), ({system}, {erase if not necessary}, {personal data}), >) ∈ Rconsist

Assume the shared control corresponding to the above triple is partially
consistent. As the > direction is assigned, the merge() function will de-
termine that the SSI system property contains more information than the
endorsed task and will merge them. To elaborate the SSI system prop-
erty constraint, however, it may be justifiable to include all functions from
the endorsed task. The merge() function’s resulting merged constraint is
demonstrated below.

cmerge =({SSI management system}, {dispose if wish to or not necessary, dispose if
achieve objective}, {identity})

Then, the reviseExisting() function will modify the merged constraint
to the existing persistence SSI system property. In addition, a manual for-
mulation is requested by the formulateText() function to convert the
formalized structure to plaintext. Following is an illustration of the revised
persistence SSI system property.

Persistence: . . . An SSI management system must dispose iden-
tity data if the corresponding user wishes to after it is no longer
necessary, or after it fulfilled its objectives successfully. . . .
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The CSSPS

SSI FoundationIP1. Existence, IP2. Sovereignty, IP3. Single Source, 
IP6. Decentralized, IP7. Verifiability, IP17. Data Minimization 

Information 
Security

IP18. Protection, IP19. Data Authentication,
IP21. Data Confidentiality, IP23. Data Availability, 
IP25. Data Integrity, IP26. Data Authorization,  
IP27. Accountability, IP28. Non-Repudiation, 
IP29. Data Validation and Sanitization, 
IP36. Data Classification

System 
Security

IP20. Physical and Environmental Security,
IP24. Communication Security, IP30. Error Handling, 
IP31. Key Protection, IP32. Malware Protection,  
IP33. Password Security, IP34. Configuration Security, 
IP35. Session Security

IP11. Access Control, IP12. Transparency, 
IP13. Persistence, IP16. Consent, 
IP22. Data Recovery,
IP37. Fairness and Lawfulness, 
IP38. Purpose Specification and Limitation, 
IP39. Use and Disclosure Limitation, 
IP40. Data Accuracy and Quality, 
IP41. Notification, IP42. Individual Participation

Information 
Privacy

IP4. Standard, IP5. Cost Free, IP8. Scalability,  
IP9. Accessibility, IP10. Sustainability, 
IP14. Portability, IP15. Interoperability,  

Ease of Use

Figure 4.4: Overview of improved SSI system properties in CSSPS separated
into five groups.

When Algorithm 5 is applied to all shared controls, CSSPS is generated,
which contains 42 SSI system properties that are compliant with the con-
trols of the source documents. The complete definitions of the improved SSI
system properties in CSSPS is provided in Appendix A. To facilitate their
adoption, SSI system properties are classified into the five categories: SSI
foundation, information security, system security, information privacy, and
ease of use. Fig. 4.4 provides an overview of SSI system property titles in
CSSPS. Each SSI system property is identified by IPx, where x represents
the xth SSI system property in CSSPS.

Using the proposed method for improving SSI system properties, the
set of SSI system properties can be regularly updated based on the source
document collection. Complying with CSSPS enables the SSI management
system to safeguard information security and privacy in accordance with a
credible source document.
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Chapter 5

Modeling Secure and
Privacy-Preserving SSI Data
Sharing Events

This chapter will propose an approach for modeling data sharing events in
SSI management systems in order to ensure their security and privacy spec-
ification. A high-level overview of the proposed approach is illustrated in
Section 5.1 and other subsequent sections will detail the modeling method,
the specification and the encoding in Alloy, respectively.

5.1 A Modeling Approach of the SSI Data
Sharing Events

In this section, a comprehensive overview of the proposed modeling approach
for SSI data sharing events is provided. The proposed method is intended
for system analysts to convert the component diagrams representing the de-
sign of the target SSI management system into the formal model of the state
transition system. The formal model is intended to be encoded in the Alloy
specification language to enable the Alloy Analyzer to automatically locate a
system model that satisfies security and privacy specifications within a speci-
fied scope. Figure 4.1 depicts the proposed approach, which consists of three
modules: modeling, specification, and encoding.

The aim of the modeling module is to model SSI data sharing events
derived from the design of the intended SSI management system in order to
develop a model for analyzing security and privacy. This module assumes
that the security and privacy constraints of the SSI management system, as
outlined in the SSI principles and system properties, can be represented by
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the modeling approach for secure and privacy-
preserved SSI data sharing events.

the state of authorized access and data sharing among components. However,
the sharing of data within the SSI management system is subject to specific
constraints. For instance, the implicit sharing events reveal identity data in
the form of identity claims, which should be constrained to disclose as little
information as possible. It is difficult to use existing methods, such as [32, 33],
to accommodate this type of unique constraint. This module provides a
formal definition that extends the typical state transition system to assume
the coverage of such constraints, as described in Section 5.2, to facilitate
the modeling of SSI data sharing events. First, in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2,
the abstractions of components and data models, as well as the protocol-
based data sharing events in the SSI management system, are analyzed to
determine the model’s completeness requirements. Then, on the basis of
these abstractions and protocols, a formal definition of the custom-tailored
state transition system is provided, as described in Section 5.2.3, and the
procedure for developing the formal model is demonstrated in Section 5.2.4.

The aim of the specification module is to select pertinent information for
specifying security and privacy in terms of the SSI data sharing model. As a
result of this dissertation, it has been determined that the CSSPS provides
multiple security and privacy SSI system properties. This module assumes
that the security and privacy SSI system properties are compatible and can
be implemented as constraints in the SSI data sharing model. For instance,
the single source SSI system property specifies that identity data can only
come from holders or users. This constraint can be expressed in terms of SSI
data sharing events, since the holder is the only component that can share
identity attribute objects. The procedure for defining security and privacy
specifications is described in detail in Section 5.3. Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2
describe the selection criteria and method for transforming compatible SSI
system properties into the context of the SSI data sharing model.
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The aim of the encoding module is to provide a capability for ensuring
security and privacy specifications in the SSI data sharing model across a
variety of model scopes. It is possible that privacy and security issues may
not arise in the initial few authorized access states. This module proposes
the use of the Alloy specification language to encode the SSI data sharing
model and makes use of its programmable predicates to automatically deter-
mine whether the encoding provides adequate security and privacy safeguards
using the Alloy Analyzer tool. This is done to ensure the aforementioned con-
straints and to broaden the scope of the analysis. In Section 5.4, the encoding
procedures for the formalized SSI data sharing model and its specification
are described in detail.

5.2 SSI Data Sharing Model
As a system that implements the SSI model for manipulating personal data
and digital identities, an SSI management system involves numerous data
sharing events between its components. According to the SSI principles [4],
data sharing events in the SSI management system must be authorized, with
the owner’s consent, and with minimal and selective disclosure. This disser-
tation hypothesizes that the above-mentioned notions should be incorporated
in the analysis of the security and privacy. In this section, data model and
component abstractions that are specific to the SSI management system are
defined structurally and systematically. Then, the data model and compo-
nent abstractions is proposed to be formalized as a state transition system
from the design of the target SSI management system.

5.2.1 Data Model and Component Abstraction in SSI
Management Systems

Although there is no standard that defines the data models and components
of SSI management systems, the community has reached a consensus. In
general, the SSI management system should be constructed according to
standards for verifiable credentials [5]. Ferdous et al. [15] rigorously examine
the concept of the SSI model and propose data models, including SSI objects
and partial identities. Similarly, Lopéz [7] meticulously analyzed the techno-
logical foundation and fundamental components of the SSI management sys-
tem by conducting extensive domain research. Mühle et al. [95] conducted a
survey regarding the essential components of an SSI. These mutually agreed-
upon works demonstrated that SSI management systems are likely to share
components and data models. In order to thoroughly comprehend and model
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SSI data sharing events, a domain analysis on existing work is conducted and
derives abstractions of common data models and components as follows.

• A holder (also known as a user [7, 95], a subject [4], or an entity [15])
represents the owner of the identity data, which may be either the
data subject or the agent. The holder is the most essential component
for operating the SSI management system, including the input and
utilization of identity data objects.

• An identity wallet (also known as a personal identity provider [15]) is a
technical component that stores and manages identity data under the
control of its holder.

• An issuer (also known as a claim-issuer [95] or validator) identifies the
human, organizational, or system issuer components responsible for
validating identity claims.

• A verifier (also known as a service provider [4, 7, 15] or claim-verifier [95])
represents identity consumption components, which may be humans,
organizations, or systems, that require identity data for service authen-
tication and authorization.

• A distributed ledger, also known as a blockchain [4, 7, 95], refers to the
technical components that maintain decentralized and distributed data
registries across peer-to-peer networks.

These components are mentioned and analyzed in numerous research studies,
and they can be seen that there is consensus regarding them. Although
other components, like functional components (such as authentication or
registration), were emphasized in some works [95], this research determined
that they were not explicitly relevant because they are not widely adopted.

Alternatively, the data models of SSI management systems from existing
research can also be derived. In general, the primary data models adhered
to the verifiable credential [5] and DID [6] open standards, but certain works
cited the existence of unique data objects. Only common data models that
can abstract the SSI management system were considered. Following is an
abstract of a common data model in SSI management systems.

• An identity attribute (also known as a partial identity [15] or an at-
tribute [7]) is a key-value pair of identity data describing a digital
characteristic of one or more subjects.

• A self-sovereign identity describes a set of identity attributes of one or
more subjects.

• An identity claim (also known as a claim [15]) is a statement that
attests to the possession of an identity attribute. The claim may not
reveal the actual attribute, but it serves as proof without knowledge.
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• A verifiable claim, or VC (also known as a verifiable credential [5])
specifies a data model by which an issuer converts an identity claim
into a form that can be validated by a proof schema.

• An identity presentation (also known as a profile [15] or credential
presentation [5]) is a subset of identity attributes and verifiable claims
used for service authentication and authorization to verifiers.

• A private key (also known as a secret key) is a cryptographic key used
for message verification or decryption in accordance with public-private
key infrastructure.

• A public key identifies a cryptographic key for message signing or en-
cryption in accordance with the public-private key infrastructure.

• A decentralized identifier, or DID, is a unique address for an SSI man-
agement system component.

• A DID document (also known as a DID registry [7]) identifies a data
registry associated with a DID by publishing a public key on the dis-
tributed ledger. It is resolvable by a DID.

• A proof schema (also known as a cryptographic proof [7]) identifies
a data object that can be used to cryptographically demonstrate the
validity of an identity claim. The proof schema must be made publicly
available on the distributed ledger.

• A service token denotes a proof key that a verifier provides to a holder
in order to authorize the holder’s access to the service after identity
presentation authentication.

After identifying the data model and component abstraction, a compre-
hensive structure for representing the SSI management system can be ob-
tained. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 present a class diagram to illustrate the struc-
tural relationship between data objects and components. Many associations
exist between the classes of the SSI management system’s components and
data objects. For instance, the holder class has a “share with” relationship
with the identity wallet class to denote the holder’s ownership of the identity
wallet and they will share date to each other. These two class diagrams will
be referenced in subsequent definitions of the SSI data sharing model.

5.2.2 Protocol-based Data Sharing Event
The data model and component abstractions provide a common understand-
ing of the structure within the SSI management system. However, the notion
of the SSI model also provides certain protocols to define the functionality
of claim validation. These protocols are necessary to achieve the essential
functionality. To generalize these protocols, this dissertation analyzes nu-
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Table 5.1: Protocol-based SSI data sharing events among components.

Consigner Shared Data Object Consignee

Holder Identity Attribute, SSI, Identity Claim Identity Wallet
Identity Wallet DID Document, Public Key Distributed Ledger
Identity Wallet Identity Claim, DID Issuer
Issuer DID Document, Public Key, Proof Schema Distributed Ledger
Issuer Verifiable Claim, DID Identity Wallet
Identity Wallet Identity Presentation, DID Verifier
Verifier DID Document, Public Key, Identity Presentation Distributed Ledger
Verifier DID, Service Token Identity Wallet

merous research works on the design of the SSI model (e.g., [11, 15, 96]) and
summarizes the common protocol-based data sharing events, as illustrated in
Table 5.1. The table shows three groups of information on a sharing event:
consigners, data objects, and consignees. A row in the table can be inter-
preted as consigners share data objects to consignees. For instance, a holder
may share an identity claim with an issuer. Based on these protocols, it can
be recognized that they share four different forms that are specific to SSI
data sharing events, including:

• The raw sharing form represents a sharing of plaintext or readable
data that exposes actual personal information. This form requires the
consigner’s permission before disclosing their information.

• The implicit sharing form represents the sharing of concealed data ob-
jects that do not expose the actual personal information. Sharing zero-
knowledge proofs, for example, is not described in the actual data.

• The broadcast sharing form indicates the sharing of public data to all
subscribers. This form is specific to the sharing of immutable data via
peer-to-peer networks using distributed ledger technology.

• The revocation sharing form represents the opposite of data sharing.
This form requires consignees to release and rectify shared data.

These forms will define how events involving protocol-based data sharing
occur. For instance, the sharing of DID documents between an identity wallet
and a distributed ledger will use the broadcast sharing form to make the DID
document public to the network. In the modeling of SSI data sharing events,
all four forms and protocol-based data sharing events should be taken into
account to ensure that the SSI data sharing model cover the uniqueness of
the SSI management system.
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5.2.3 Formalization of SSI Data Sharing Model
Formalizing the SSI data sharing model facilitates model analysis and find-
ing, particularly when the SSI management system’s data sharing states are
complex. For instance, ensuring information security and privacy when mul-
tiple issuers participate in claim validation is complex and difficult.

In contrast to previous research [33], in which instantaneous snapshots
of privacy policies are defined and analyzed as system states, it can be con-
tended that SSI management systems are more concerned with actual data
handling than with policy enforcement. This section proposes a method for
modeling protocol-based SSI data sharing events that takes into account the
peculiarities of SSI management systems.

A system state is typically used to represent how the current configuration
of a system operates or performs. This dissertation proposes that a system
state in the SSI data sharing model is the current state of each component’s
data handling. In the first state, a holder’s identity wallet, for instance,
manages an identity attribute. One system state can transition to another
in response to a triggering event. SSI data sharing events can be used as
triggers for transitioning between authorized data access states. For example,
the identity wallet will be accessible to a verifiable claim in the second state
after an issuer has shared it at the end of the first state.

This concept aids in formalizing these phenomena to facilitate model
analysis. Assume two abstracted sets of component identifiers (C) and data
object identifiers (D) are prepared from the target SSI management system.
In the SSI data sharing model, the system state is described as follows:

Definition 5.2.1. A system state indicates a snapshot of authorized access
in each component as a set of tuples S, denoted by S ⊆ C × D = {s : s =
(c, d), c ⊆ C, d ⊆ D}

A system state s = {({“student wallet 1”}, {“grade claim”}), . . .}, for
instance, indicates that the “student wallet 1” component is handling the
“grade claim” data object at the given time. Consider an enumeration F =
{“Raw”, “Implicit”, “Broadcast”, “Revoke”} that represents four data shar-
ing forms. The following is a formal definition of the SSI data sharing event
that is used as a trigger for transitioning system states.

Definition 5.2.2. An SSI data sharing event indicates a trigger of state
transition when a consigner component shares one or more data objects to a
consignee component as a set of quadruples E , denoted by E ⊆ F×C×C×D =
{e : e = (f, cconsigner, cconsignee, d), f ∈ F , d ∈ D, and cconsigner, cconsignee ∈ C}
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An SSI data sharing event e = {({“Implicit”}, {“student wallet 1”}, {
“university issuer 1”}, {“grade claim”})}, for instance, depicts the triggering
event in which the “student wallet 1” component shares the “grade claim”
data object with the “university issuer 1” component. If the above event
transitions a system state to another, an example of the change of authorized
access can be illustrated as:

s1 ={({“student wallet 1”}, {“grade claim”})}
↓ e ={({“Implicit”}, {“student wallet 1”}, {“university issuer 1”},

{“grade claim”})}
s2 ={({“student wallet 1”}, {“grade claim”}),

({“university issuer 1”}, {“grade claim”})}

The “university issuer 1” component is added to the second state (s2) and
handles the “grade claim” data object that has been shared by the event e1.
Using the preceding notation, the following model of SSI data sharing events
using a state transition system can be formed.

Definition 5.2.3. An SSI data sharing model is a labelled state transition
system denoted by a quadruple 〈S, S0, E , Λ〉, in which:

• S indicates a set of system states according to Definition 5.2.1,
• S0 indicates a set of initial system states s.t. S0 ⊆ S and S0 ∕= ∅,
• E indicates a set of SSI data sharing events according to Definition 5.2.2,
• Λ ⊆ S × E × S indicates a set of transitional relations.

For instance, a transitional relation λ = ({s1}, {e}, {s2}) ∈ Λ represents
the transition of system states from s1 to s2 triggered by the SSI data sharing
event e. This formal definition for the SSI data sharing model is sufficient to
cover data model and component abstractions, as well as the protocols. It
should be able to be a source for analyzing security and privacy constraints.

5.2.4 Preparation of the SSI Data Sharing Model
In order to model the SSI data sharing events as a state transition system
in real-world situation, knowledge about the design of the SSI management
system should be prepared. As data sharing events can occur among system
components in the high-level abstraction, this dissertation suggests that the
design of the target SSI management system should be represented in a
component diagram to show provided and required interfaces of data objects.
The component diagram is sufficient to input the overview of data objects
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Figure 5.4: Example of a component diagram for the job application SSI
management system that can be used to input the modeling approach.

and sharing events and can be directly converted into the proposed state
transition system.

To make a clear understanding on how the design of real-world SSI man-
agement system can be modeled as an SSI data sharing model, this section
provides an example of a component diagram showing an implementation of
the SSI management system for the job application. Assume the component
diagram shown in Fig. 5.4 is designed by a system analyst and attempt to
be analyzed for secure and privacy-preserving SSI data sharing events. The
diagram shows that four components, including a student wallet, a university
issuer, a company verifier, and a blockchain, are defined and they share a
grade claim, a grade verifiable claim, and a proof schema.

The above design explicitly shows multiple SSI data sharing events, but
it cannot provide the state of data sharing. In order to get the knowledge of
data sharing states, an analyst has to instantiate a use scenario based on the
provided design. This scenario should represent expected execution of the
design comprehensively. As shown in Fig. 5.5, the state transition system
of the SSI data sharing model for the instantiated use scenario is depicted
using a state diagram.

The state diagram depicts numerous transitions resulting from various
SSI data sharing events. For instance, an event e1 in the implicit sharing
form transitions from the s0 state to the s1 state when a student wallet and
a university share a grade claim. Another illustration is the self-transition, in
which the event e2 shares a grade-verifiable claim with the university itself.
This could be indicative of the creation of a data object. Event e4 on the
revocation sharing form demonstrates that the student wallet requires the
university to rectify the grade claim. It is evident that the university does
not handle identity claim in the state s4.
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Figure 5.5: Example of the state transition system as a state diagram indi-
cating an SSI data sharing model.

5.3 Specification of Security and Privacy in
SSI Data Sharing Model

The formalization of SSI data sharing events aids in modeling the SSI man-
agement system in an analyzable manner. However, the number of states
can be increased gradually over time and make the manual analysis more
difficult. Furthermore, the formalization must possess some quality aspects
to align with the SSI guiding principles and system properties. This section
will describe how SSI system properties are selected for specifying the SSI
data sharing model’s information security and privacy requirements. The
selected information security and privacy system properties are then defined
in terms of the state transition system.

5.3.1 Selection of Security and Privacy Properties Re-
lated to SSI Data Sharing Model

The compliance of SSI system properties with respect to credible source doc-
uments was improved and proposed as the CSSPS in this work. Information
security and privacy SSI system properties can be used to restrict SSI man-
agement systems, according to the results. Some of these system properties
are also advantageous for bolstering the privacy and security of SSI data shar-
ing events. For instance, the persistence system property that states: “An
SSI management system must discard or permanently destroy identity data
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Table 5.2: Analysis of SSI system properties in CSSPS for relating SSI
data sharing events.

SSI System Property Related? SSI System Property Related?

IP1. Existence No IP22. Data Recovery No
IP2. Sovereignty No IP23. Data Availability No
IP3. Single Source Yes IP24. Communication Security No
IP4. Standard No IP25. Data Integrity Yes
IP5. Cost Free No IP26. Data Authorization No
IP6. Decentralized Yes IP27. Accountability No
IP7. Verifiability No IP28. Non-Repudiation No
IP8. Scalability No IP29. Data Validation & Sanitization No
IP9. Accessibility No IP30. Error Handling No
IP10. Sustainability No IP31. Key Protection Yes
IP11. Access Control Yes IP32. Malware Protection No
IP12. Transparency No IP33. Password Security No
IP13. Persistence Yes IP34. Configuration Security No
IP14. Portability No IP35. Session Security No
IP15. Interoperability No IP36. Data Classification No
IP16. Consent No IP37. Fairness and Lawfulness No
IP17. Data Minimization Yes IP38. Purpose Specification & Limita-

tion
No

IP18. Protection No IP39. Use & Disclosure Limitation Yes
IP19. Data Authentication No IP40. Data Accuracy & Quality No
IP20. Physical & Environ-
mental Security

No IP41. Notification No

IP21. Data Confidentiality No IP42. Individual Participation No

Note: Justification of how we decide SSI system properties are related to SSI data sharing events is
provided in https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6951404.

if the corresponding user wishes to modify, revoke, or delete them over time
or after the purposes for which they were created have been fulfilled.” can be
checked to ensure that all subsequent system states are triggered after the
event in the revocation sharing form. However, some system properties, such
as “physical and environmental security,” are difficult to reflect and analyze
via SSI data sharing events.

On the basis of this justification, suitable security and privacy SSI system
properties can be selected with respect to the SSI data sharing model and
use them to constrain events. This dissertation assumes that SSI system
properties are suitable to constrain SSI data sharing events if their target is
related to data objects and the manipulation of them. An analysis on all SSI
system properties in CSSPS is conducted and the results in Table 5.2 report
which SSI system properties that relate to information security and privacy
and are suitable for analyzing SSI data sharing events.

The results demonstrate that eight SSI system properties are related and
can be reflected in the SSI data sharing model. Using the single source
system property as an example, the holder must be the only component that
shares an identity attribute with an identity wallet. Another example is
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Table 5.3: Definitions of the selected SSI system properties in terms of SSI
data sharing model.

SSI System Property Definition in Terms of SSI Data Sharing Model

IP3. Single Source Holders and identity wallets must always be consigners when identity
attributes and identity claims are involved in an SSI data sharing event.

IP6. Decentralized Only after a proof scheme has been shared on the distributed ledger may
verifiable claims be created.

IP11. Access Control Identity attributes and SSI must always be managed by the correspond-
ing identity wallet and cannot be revoked.

IP13. Persistence Data objects managed by a component must be persisted until the re-
vocation sharing event is held by the component as the consignee.

IP17. Data Minimization In all implicit sharing events, the sharing data must be either an identity
claim or a verifiable claim.

IP25. Data Integrity A DID sharing event must always precede other SSI data sharing events
for a given pair of components.

IP31. Key Protection All private keys must not be shared or involved in any SSI sharing event,
unless the consigner and consignee are identical.

IP39. Use and Disclosure
Limitation

Consignees must not share the received data objects to others (without
the consent of their owners).

the key protection system property that prohibits components from sharing
private keys. Only these eight system properties will be used to define the
information security and privacy of the SSI data sharing model in this work.

5.3.2 Definition of Security and Privacy Properties
The preceding section lists the SSI system properties that can be reflected
by the SSI data sharing model. These SSI system properties can be defined
in accordance with the formalized state transition system, according to the
findings. In this section, these SSI system properties are defined so that the
SSI data sharing model can assert their presence.

Since the context of state transition system is applied to the SSI data
sharing model, security and privacy properties must be reflected from the
data structure and access control within the model. For example, all implicit-
form events must involve with only an identity claim or verifiable claim. As a
result, relational logic is sufficient to predicate such properties. To this end,
the selected SSI system properties should be converted into relational logic-
capable definitions in order to apply with the SSI data sharing model. This
section proposes the definitions of the converted eight SSI system properties
in Table 5.3. These properties are proposed under two conditions, which
are: (1) the definition must explain only about how data objects are shared
among components; and (2) the definition must be justifiable to align with
the original SSI system properties.

All selected SSI system properties use the context of the SSI data sharing
model to define how information security and privacy are protected. These
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SSI system properties can be characterized as pre-conditions, post-conditions,
or invariants. and serve as security and privacy specification of the SSI data
sharing model.

5.4 Encoding of SSI Data Sharing Model and
Properties in Alloy

It is possible to compare and contrast the SSI data sharing model and the
specification of security and privacy. When the SSI data sharing model is in
a complex system state, however, manual analysis becomes difficult to cover
all of the cases. In order to address this issue, this dissertation proposes
encoding both the SSI data sharing model and its specification of security
and privacy in the Alloy specification language and using the encoding to find
models that conform to the specification. It is required for system analysts
to convert and encode the SSI data sharing model in Alloy. The following
sub-sections will describe how the SSI data sharing model (Section 5.4.1) and
its specification (Section 5.4.2) are encoded stepwisely.

5.4.1 Encoding of SSI Data Sharing Model
SSI data sharing model is the main part to be analyzed, which is defined
in Definition 5.2.3. The unique characteristics of the SSI management sys-
tem and the corresponding SSI data sharing model must be imitated in the
encoding. However, it is difficult to incorporate full relationships between
data objects and component abstractions because the encoding will be too
complex and take much time to analyze by the tool. Consequently, this
dissertation declares component and data types as enumerations in Alloy
instead, as below.
enum ComponentType {

Holder , IdentityWallet , Issuer , Verifier , DistributedLedger }
enum DataType { IdentityAttribute , SSI , IdentityClaim , VerifiableClaim ,

IdentityPresentation , PublicKey , PrivateKey , ProofSchema , DID ,
DIDDocument , ServiceToken }

abstract sig Component { compType : one ComponentType , own : set DataObject }
abstract sig DataObject { dataType : one DataType , ownedBy : one Component }

Component type and data type enumerations reveal the distinct components
and data models utilized by the SSI management system. Two abstract com-
ponent and data object signatures are declared. A component signature will
have the “compType” relation with a component type item and the “own”
relation with a collection of data objects that the component handles. A data
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object signature will also have the “dataType” relation with a data type item
in the enumeration, as well as an “ownedBy” relation with a component sig-
nature to indicate the data object’s owner or creator. Since component and
data object signatures are declared abstract, they can be extended to conform
to the actual implementation of the SSI management system.

As a state transition system, SSI data sharing model can be defined as a
quadruple, which can be encoded in Alloy directly. The encoding of the SSI
data sharing model’s quadruple is shown as follows.
enum SharingForm { Raw , Implicit , Broadcast , Revoke }
sig State { component : set Component }
sig Event { form : one SharingForm , consigner : set Component ,

consignee : set Component , sharedData : set DataObject }

one sig SDSM {
s0 : set State ,
states : set State ,
events : set Event ,
transitions : State -> State }

Initially, the SharingForm enumeration for the SSI sharing form, which
includes the raw, implicit, broadcast, and revoke items, is declared.
The State signature for the system state is then declared based on Def-
inition 5.2.1. The State signature includes a “component” relation that
corresponds to a collection of components maintained by the system state.
Additionally, the Event signature for SSI data sharing events (based on Def-
inition 5.2.2), which consists of four relations: form, consigner, consignee,
and sharedData, is declared. The form relation identifies a relation to a
particular type of SSI sharing form as specified in the enumeration. The
consigner and consignee relations represent relations to sets of compo-
nents that are, respectively, consigners and recipients of the data sharing.
The sharedData relation represents a relation to a collection of data objects
corresponding to an SSI data sharing event.

A singleton SDSM signature for the SSI data sharing model is required to
be declared in accordance with Definition 5.2.3. The SDSM signature includes
the following four relations for the SSI data sharing model:

• the s0 relation is a relation to a set of initial states,
• the states relation is a relation to a set of all system states,
• the events relation is a relation to a set of all SSI data sharing events

that trigger state transitions, and
• the transitions relation is a relation to a set of all possible state

transitions (State -> State).
The SDSM signature conforms to the definition with the exception of the
transition relation definition. This dissertation decided to model a transi-
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tion as a change from one state to another rather than as a combination of
states and events (State -> Event -> State) because events can be used
as predicates for pre- and post-conditions for such transitions.

Moreover, the protocols in the SSI management system must characterize
the SSI data sharing events followed Table 5.1. To regulate these characteris-
tics of the SSI data sharing model, the following predicates that define valid
protocols are declared.
pred validProtocol [e : Event ] {

all a, b : Component , d : DataObject | a. compType = Holder and
b. compType = IdentityWallet and a in e. consigner and
b in e. consignee and d in e. sharedData
implies d. dataType = IdentityAttribute + IdentityClaim

. . . }

The preceding predicate demonstrates a block constraint that restricts SSI
sharing events between an identity wallet and a holder to only incorporating
identity attributes or identity claims. In this predicate, all SSI data sharing
events are controlled over system states.

In addition to the sharing protocols, different data sharing forms are
restricted by different predicates. As four forms of sharing in Section 5.2.2
were defined, three predicates for each form of sharing should be included to
specify their pre- and post-conditions. For example, the following code block
demonstrates three predicates for the implicit sharing form.
pred implicit_sharing [a, b : State , e : Event ] {

e.form = Implicit
pre_implicit [a, e]
post_implicit [a, b, e] }

pred pre_implicit [a : State , e : Event ] {
e. consigner in a. component
// The consigner owns the data object before sharing
all c : Component , d : DataObject | c in e. consigner and

d in e. sharedData implies c in a. component and d in c.own
// The shared data must be identity claims or verifiable claims
all d : DataObject | d in e. sharedData implies

d. dataType = IdentityClaim + VerifiableClaim }
pred post_implicit [a, b : State , e : Event ] {

e. consigner in b. component
e. consignee in b. component
// All shared data must be persisted in the consignee after sharing
all c : Component , d : DataObject | c in e. consignee and

c in b. component and d in e. sharedData implies d in c.own }

Following is a description of each predicate regarding the implicit sharing
form in the SSI data sharing model.

• The implicit sharing predicate specifies that the form of the corre-
sponding SSI data sharing event must be implicit. The pre implicit
and post implicit predicates are then applied to system states and
events.
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• The pre implicit predicate is a precondition for the SSI data sharing
event in its implicit form. It declares three constraint blocks to limit:
(1) that the consigner of the event must already be in the previous
state; (2) that the consigner must have owned the sharing data object
in the previous state; and (3) that the sharing data object must be
the type of identity claims or verifiable claims that require the implicit
sharing form.

• The post implicit predicate is the post-condition for the SSI data
sharing event in the form of implicit sharing. Additionally, it declares
three constraint blocks to ensure that components in the consigner and
consignee relations of the event are in the subsequent system state and
that the shared data object is owned by the consignee.

These predicates are adequate to constrain each form of sharing as we
expected. However, there are some constraints that are also necessary for
both the unique characteristics of the SSI management system and the nature
of state transition system. We decided to add these additional constraint
blocks as a fact, predicates, and functions in the following encoding.
fun initialState : State { SDSM.s0 }
fun allStates : State { SDSM. states }
fun allEvents : Event { SDSM. events }
fun nextState : State -> State { SDSM. transitions }

pred init [s : State ] { s. component .own = none }
pred transition [a, b : State , e : Event ] {

raw_sharing [a, b, e] or implicit_sharing [a, b, e] or
broadcast_sharing [a, b, e] or revoke_sharing [a, b, e] }

fact {
// Set the initial states
all s : State | s in initialState iff init [s]
// Set the possible transitions in the SSI data sharing model
all a, b : State , e : Event | a->b in nextState iff transition [a,b,e]
// States are always having transitions
all a, b : State | a in allStates and b in allStates implies

a->b in nextState
. . .
// All sharing must be under a valid protocol
all e : Event | validProtocol [e]
// There must be only one distributed ledger in the system
one c : Component | c. compType = DistributedLedger
// Private key must not be shared to other components
all e : Event , d : DataObject | d in e. sharedData and

d. dataType != PrivateKey
}

The preceding code block demonstrates that functions to refer to all SSI data
sharing model relations (init and transition) are declared. In addition,
two predicates are declared to restrict the definition of initial states and
expected transition types. These predicates are applied to facts that serve as
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model invariants. For instance, a fact guarantees that all transitions between
two system states must be in raw, implicit, broadcast, or revoke form, and
that all events must satisfy the validProtocol predicate.

With the above encoding, the formalized SSI data sharing model can be
represented in Alloy and automatic analysis and model finding using the
Alloy Analyzer are enabled. Explicit constraints are defined using facts,
predicates, and functions. Additionally, it is necessary to define information
security and privacy properties as implicit constraints in Alloy. In the next
section, the encoding of the specification of information security and privacy
will be elaborated.

5.4.2 Encoding of General Properties of Secure and
Privacy-Preserving SSI Data Sharing Model

As the specification of information security and privacy is examined in Sec-
tion 5.3, eight SSI system properties that the SSI data sharing model can
reflect are obtained. In this section, these SSI system properties are shown
to be converted into the Alloy syntax.

Security and privacy specification are considered as implicit constraints
that the SSI data sharing model must or must not contain. On the basis of
the specified definitions in Table 5.3, this dissertation assumes that the SSI
data sharing model maintains security and privacy if the tool is unable to
identify models that follows the negated SSI system properties. Using this
premise, eight general SSI system properties can be declared in Alloy. The
following general properties can be used directly or extend to the custom SSI
data sharing model.

1) Single Source SSI System Property. This property specifies that
“Holders and identity wallets must always be consigners when identity at-
tributes and identity claims are involved in an SSI data sharing event.” This
property guarantees that the holder is the only source of identity data, in-
cluding identity attributes and claims. This dissertation contends that this
property is violated if a holder is not the one who provides the identity
attributes or identity claims to an identity wallet. This property can be
encoded as follows.
pred singleSourceProperty {

all e : Event , a, b : Component , d : DataObject | d in e. sharedData and
a in e. consigner and b in e. consignee implies
a. compType != Holder and b. compType = IdentityWallet and
d. dataType = IdentityAttribute + IdentityClaim }
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2) Decentralized SSI System Property. This property states, “Only
after a proof scheme has been shared on the distributed ledger may verifiable
claims be created.” It requires the availability of a proof scheme prior to
transforming identity claims into verifiable claims. This dissertation negated
this property so that it will be violated if the proof schema is not owned by
the distributed ledger prior to the subsequent event in which verifiable claims
are shared. This property can be encoded in Alloy as follows:
pred decentralizedProperty {

all e : Event , a, b : State , c : Component , d1 , d2 : DataObject |
transition [a,b,e] and c in a. component and
c. compType = DistributedLedger and d1. dataType = ProofSchema
and d2. dataType = VerifiableClaim implies
d1 not in c.own and d2 in e. sharedData }

3) Access Control SSI System Property. This property specifies that
“Identity attributes and SSI must always be managed by the corresponding
identity wallet and cannot be revoked.” It ensures that identity attributes and
SSIs can only be managed by the identity wallet and can only be revoked by
its owner. This dissertation negated this property by stating that it will be
violated if an SSI sharing event results in the revocation of identity attributes
and SSIs by non-holder components. This property can be encoded in Alloy
as follows.
pred accessControlProperty {

no e : Event , a, b : Component , d : DataObject | b in e. consigner and
a in e. consignee and d in e. sharedData and
d. dataType = IdentityAttribute + SSI
implies a. compType = IdentityWallet and
e.form = Revoke and b. compType != Holder }

4) Persistence SSI System Property. This property specifies that “Data
objects managed by a component must be persisted until the revocation shar-
ing event is held by the component as the consignee.” Until they are revoked
by an event, it would ensure that data objects are always handled in a com-
ponent corresponding to system states. This dissertation assumes a violation
of this property if the consignees of the event in the revocation sharing form
do not handle the data object in its previous state. This property can be
encoded as follows.
pred persistenceProperty {

all s1 , s2 : State , e : Event , c : Component , d : DataObject |
c in s1. component and transition [s1 ,s2 ,e] and
e.form = Revoke and c in e. consigner implies d not in c.own }
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5) Data Minimization SSI System Property. This property speci-
fies that “In all implicit sharing events, the sharing data must be either an
identity claim or a verifiable claim.” This property ensures that the implicit
sharing of identity claims and verifiable claims is indicated. If the SSI data
sharing event is marked as implicit but the shared data is not identity claims
and verifiable claims, this property will be violated. This property can be
encoded in Alloy as follows.
pred dataMinimizationProperty {

all e : Event , d : DataObject | d in e. sharedData and
d. dataType != IdentityClaim + VerifiableClaim implies
e.form = Implicit }

6) Data Integrity SSI System Property. This property states, “A DID
sharing event must always precede other SSI data sharing events for a given
pair of components.” This property ensures that DID must be exchanged
before other sharing events in order to prepare the public key for message
authentication and encryption. Therefore, this dissertation assumes that this
property is violated if the other component’s DID is not handled prior to the
sharing event. This property can be encoded in Alloy as follows.
pred dataIntegrityProperty {

all s1 , s2 : State , e : Event , c1 , c2 : Component , d1 , d2 : DataObject |
transition [s1 , s2 , e] and c1 in s1. component and
c2 in s1. component and c1 in e. consigner and
c2 in e. consignee implies d1 not in c1.own and
d2 not in c2.own and d1. ownedBy = c2 and d2. ownedBy = c1 and
d1. dataType = DID and d2. dataType = DID }

7) Key Protection SSI System Property. This property states, “All
private keys must not be shared or involved in any SSI sharing event, unless
the consigner and consignee are identical.” This property merely satisfies the
fundamental requirement of the public-private key infrastructure, which stip-
ulates that private keys cannot be shared between components. If an event
containing a private key as shared data occurs, this dissertation assumes this
property will be violated. This property can be encoded in Alloy as follows.
pred keyProtectionProperty {

all e : Event , d : DataObject , c : Component | c in e. consigner and
c not in e. consignee and d in e. sharedData
implies d. dataType = PrivateKey }

8) Use and Disclosure Limitation. This property states, “Consignees
must not share the received data objects (without the owners’ permission)
with others.” It ensures that components with which data objects are shared
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Figure 5.6: Example of the output message after executing the run command.

will not share them without the owner’s permission. This dissertation as-
sumes that this property is violated if a subsequent event occurs in which
the consignee of the initial event shares the same data object with other
components. This property can be encoded in Alloy as follows.
pred useDisclosureLimitProperty {

all s1 , s2 , s3 : State , e1 , e2 : Event , c : Component , d : DataObject |
transition [s1 , s2 , e1] and transition [s2 , s3 , e2] implies
c in s2. component and c in e1. consignee and c in s3. component
and d in e1. sharedData and c in e2. consigner and
d in e2. sharedData and d. dataType != IdentityPresentation }

With the possession of these predicates defined by adhering to the chosen
SSI system properties, the encoding of the SSI data sharing model1 can be
secured and privacy preserved. In the section that follows, the procedure to
analyze the preceding encoding of the SSI data sharing model and the spec-
ification of security and privacy using the Alloy Analyzer will be explained
in detail.

5.4.3 Model Finding with Alloy Analyzer
Since MIT developed Alloy Analyzer as an application interface for use as a
model finder, Alloy Analyzer version 6 can be used as the model finding tool
to analyze the SSI data sharing model. To initiate model instances based on
the encoding, the following run command must be used.
run {} for exactly 5 Component , exactly 5 DataObject , exactly 5 State ,
exactly 4 Event

After executing the Alloy Analyzer, an output message similar to the one
shown in Fig. 5.6 is reported. The Alloy Analyzer is responsible for graph-
based representations of model instances. However, it is advantageous for
model analysis when the model scope and size are limited. In Fig. 5.7, for
instance, a model instance visualized by the Alloy Analyzer is illustrated.

The model instance demonstrates that two system states transition into
one another in response to an event. Five data objects are included within
the SSI data sharing event. However, the preceding run command cannot

1Executable Alloy encoding is published on: https://github.com/chnpat/Alloy SSI
Data Sharing Model.
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Figure 5.7: Example of a model instance of two system states and an event.

Figure 5.8: Example of an output message showing that negated predicates
are inconsistent.

guarantee that the model instance possesses the SSI system properties. As a
result, an additional predicate is declared to compile all SSI system properties
and use this predicate in the run command, as demonstrated below.
pred allProperties { singleSourceProperty and decentralizedProperty and

accessControlProperty and persistenceProperty and
dataMinimizationProperty and dataIntegrityProperty and
keyProtectionProperty and useDisclosureLimitProperty }

run allProperties for exactly 5 Component , exactly 5 DataObject ,
exactly 5 State , exactly 4 Event

The Alloy Analyzer will generate a message (Fig. 5.8) indicating that no
model instance can be created after the new run command is executed. Fig-
ure 5.7 depicts the output message. Since all selecteed SSI system properties
are negated, the output message indicates that the SSI data sharing model
complies with all predicates and no violation has occurred. On the other
hand, it represents that the defined Alloy model of SSI data sharing model
possessed adequate general SSI system properties.

As this dissertation proposes the SSI data sharing model, which is used to
analyze for both security and privacy preservation, it can be discovered that it
can automatically ensure information security and privacy as expected. The
model is extendable or adaptable to the intended SSI management system
implementation and uses the proposed encoding of the specification to protect
the privacy and security of its data. The SSI data sharing model successfully
imitates the protocol-based SSI data sharing events, and the SSI data sharing
model successfully defines the information security and privacy specifications.
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Figure 5.9: Overview of the Typical Integration Process.

In addition, the key advantage of the Alloy model is that it is lightweight
and tractable, as you can comprehend how the SSI data sharing model is
encoded and explore the graph visualization of the result manually.

5.5 Integration Process of Approach
As the modeling of SSI data sharing events is intended to utilize the output
of the other parts, it must be interoperable and effectively integrated. This
section will describe the typical integration process and variations that can
be applied to the process in order to clarify how to integrate the proposed
approach’s parts.

5.5.1 Typical Integration Process
As described in Section 1.5, the proposed approach to analyzing security
weaknesses and privacy preservation in the SSI management system consists
of three main parts or solutions. The proposed approach is designated to be
integrated as a batch process where the architectural design is updated by
the recommended SSI-specific weaknesses and is used to model SSI data
sharing events to analyze against the improved security and privacy SSI
system properties. To clarify the means to use the proposed approach, this
section provides a typical integration process, as shown in Fig. 5.9.
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The figure illustrates that the typical process is designed to be iterative
in order to continuously strengthen the security and privacy of the target SSI
management system’s design.

Input of the Typical Integration Process

To apply the typical integration process, it must be assumed that the target
SSI management system’s architectural design and feature documentation
were created completely without regard for security or privacy. The archi-
tectural design and functional documentation are subject to modification
based on the results of the analysis from the proposed approach. The in-
puts required to implement the proposed approach in the typical integration
process consist of the three artifacts described below.

• Common security weaknesses - A compilation of the most recent ver-
sion of common security weaknesses from the CWE database, includ-
ing their natural language descriptions. This input should be gathered
manually by downloading the files from the database’s website, or au-
tomatically using any web crawling tool.

• Functional documentation - This input may consist of white papers or
web-based documentation that describes the functionality of the tar-
get SSI management system. It is assumed that this document pro-
vides a comprehensive description of the provided functions, and that
it matches the actual implementation.

• Architectural design - This input is intended to be a component diagram-
representation of the complete design for component-level architecture.
The architectural design that will serve as the process’ input must con-
tain the following information:

– Technical components that will be necessary for the operation of
the SSI management system should be included.

– Data interfaces that indicate the provision and demand of data
objects among technical components should be included.

The component diagram must also be adequate to denote the occur-
rence of data sharing between technical components, according to the
SSI model’s functions.

The aforementioned inputs are necessary for the implementation of the
proposed approach. This dissertation assumes that users of the proposed
approach will manually prepare them in accordance with the target SSI man-
agement system. If the inputs are insufficient, the proposed approach may
not be able to function at its optimal level.
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Activities in the Typical Integration Process

To implement the proposed approach, the specified inputs and assumptions
must be satisfied. Each activity’s specifics are described as follows:

A.1) This activity is intended to collect descriptions of common security
weaknesses from the CWE database and manually prepare a corpus of
CWE weakness descriptions.

A.2) This activity is intended to analyze and convert the architectural design
of the SSI management system, i.e. component diagrams, into a set of
SSI functional requirements that must be manually entered into the
SWIF implementation.

A.3) This activity is designed to enable the SWIF implementation as a tool
for automatically identifying SSI-specific security weaknesses from com-
mon security weaknesses based on language correlations.

A.4) This activity is intended to analyze the identified SSI-specific weak-
nesses and use them as knowledge sources to update the architectural
design in order to manually mitigate security weaknesses.

A.5) This activity is intended to model the SSI data sharing events derived
from the updated architectural design as a state transition system of
data sharing states and Alloy model in order to manually analyze them
for security and privacy specifications.

A.6) This activity is designed to enable the Alloy Analyzer tool to automat-
ically analyze security and privacy specifications violations (defined by
the improved SSI system properties from CSSPS) in the Alloy model.

A.7) This activity is intended to manually update the architectural design of
the target SSI management system by analyzing the violations reported
by the Alloy Analyzer tool.

The typical integration process can be repeated by looping back from
activity A.7 to activity A.2 in order to identify and mitigate any additional
SSI-specific weaknesses that may arise after the update. A.3 and A.6 are
designated as automatic for reducing the number of common security weak-
nesses to infer SSI-specific weaknesses and expanding the scope of SSI data
sharing events to analyze security and privacy specifications that are chal-
lenging to manually analyze, respectively. The integration process described
above is typical, but it can be modified based on user demands.

Output of the Typical Integration Process

There are multiple outputs following the execution of the integration process,
including both intermediate and final results. These outputs are anticipated
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to yield benefits from the use of the proposed approach and serve as knowl-
edge sources for improving the design of the SSI management system being
investigated. Below is a summary of the outputs of a typical integration
process and an explanation of how to use them.

• A list of SSI-specific weaknesses - Based on language correlations, this
output identifies which common security weaknesses from the CWE
database are SSI-specific. It can serve as sources for design analysis
that aid system analysts in enhancing the security and privacy of the
SSI management system under consideration.

• A list of violated model instances - This output is the result of the
Alloy Analyzer tool, which provides graphical notations for model in-
stances. System analysts can use the model instances to identify the
SSI data sharing events associated with the violations and then mod-
ify the design to prevent these occurrences. This output should not,
ideally, result from the analysis.

• An updated SSI architectural design - This output is an important out-
come of the proposed approach that provides a secure and privacy-
preserving architectural design to prevent security and privacy issues.
System analysts are expected to utilize the previous two outputs to
update the design accordingly.

• Updated SSI functional requirements - This output is an additional
important outcome of the proposed approach, which provides secure
and privacy-preserving functionality for the SSI management system.
To prevent security and privacy issues from arising as a result of the
analysis, it is expected that existing functional requirements will be
revised or new functional requirements will be added.

The aforementioned outputs are the primary outcomes of the proposed
approach based on the typical integration process, which are intended to aid
system analysts in enhancing the design of the SSI management system.

5.5.2 Variation of Integration Process
As a combinatorial process, the proposed approach is applicable to a variety
of process variants. In this section, potential variations of the proposed
approach’s integration procedure are described.

Manual security weakness analysis. It is possible that users of the pro-
posed method will not be constrained by time and effort when identifying
security weaknesses. Using the definition of language correlation, one can
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manually identify SSI-specific weaknesses. This variation applies to the vari-
able activity A.3, which compares exhaustively common security weaknesses
from the CWE database manually. This variation permits users to include
subjective justifications and domain expertise to strengthen the validity of
SSI-specific weaknesses. However, this variant’s time-consuming and error-
prone nature should be weighed against its benefits and accepted.

Another source of common security weakness. The reason the pro-
posed approach targets common security weaknesses from the CWE database
is because it provides sufficient resources for the SWIF implementation.
Nonetheless, another database of common security weaknesses can also be
used to expand the scope of weaknesses. To apply with a different weakness
source, the variation must be applied to step A.1 in order to customize the
weakness description based on the selected database. Another database, for
instance, may not provide complete textual descriptions. Activity A.1 should
manually prepare data to describe weaknesses using domain knowledge.

Solely analysis of security and privacy specifications. In some in-
stances, the proposed approach may not be required in its entirety. Depend-
ing on the user’s objectives, certain parts of the proposed approach can be
omitted. A variation on the integration process is the use of the SSI data
sharing modeling part to guarantee only the security and privacy specifica-
tion. Therefore, the target SSI management system’s architectural design
can directly feed into the modeling activity and the typical integration pro-
cess can begin with activity A.5. However, this variant may overlook security
weaknesses that cannot be determined by SSI data sharing events.

Solely analysis of security weaknesses. Similar to the previous vari-
ant, the weakness identification part can be adopted independently. This
variation is suitable for alternative designs of the SSI management system
that have been created to ensure the security and privacy of SSI data sharing
events. To apply this variation, only activities A.1 through A.4 of the typ-
ical integration process can be utilized to concentrate on the identification
of weaknesses. If security and privacy are incorporated into the design, this
variant reduces the time and effort required to model SSI data sharing events
and analyze them using the Alloy Analyzer tool.

Using the variation described above, the integration process of the pro-
posed approach can be chosen based on the users’ needs. The variation can
help simplify the process, but under the same assumptions, this dissertation
recommends the typical integration process as the most suitable process.
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Chapter 6

Evaluation and Discussion

This chapter will describe the used evaluation methods and results in order to
demonstrate the advantages and limitations of the proposed approach. The
internal parts of the proposed approach are evaluated from multiple perspec-
tives, such as accuracy, performance, validity, and applicability. In addition,
the overall applicability of the proposed approach to a case study is evalu-
ated. Lastly, a dedicate section to discuss their advantages and limitations
based on the evaluation results is provided.

6.1 Accuracy

6.1.1 Accuracy on Weakness Identification
The primary function of the weakness identification part of the proposed
approach is to identify SSI-specific weaknesses. This feature must achieve
an acceptable level of accuracy to ensure that the recommended SSI-specific
weaknesses are similar to those identified manually. In addition, this disser-
tation expects that SWIF should be comparable to or superior to existing
methods. Hariyanti et al. [27] is an alternative method to SWIF for identi-
fying weaknesses. Therefore, this section will report the accuracy of SWIF
relative to manual identification and compare it to an existing approach.

The evaluation is designed as an experiment to calculate an accuracy
metric in comparison to the security analyst’s ground truth as described
in Section 3.6.1. The accuracy metric is also used as a comparative met-
ric with the existing approach. To illustrate how SWIF differs from the
existing approach, Table 6.1 provides a comparison of the approaches’ var-
ious features. It can be realized that SWIF employed a distinct vectoriza-
tion mechanism and introduced three additional recommendation features,
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Table 6.1: Comparison in features between SWIF and the existing approach.

Approach Vectorization Query Recommendation Feature

Similarity Expansion Synonym Voting

Hariyanti et al. Bag-of-Words Task
Label

Cosine No No No

SWIF TF-IDF SSI FR Cosine Yes Yes Yes

namely cross-domain knowledge expansion, synonym expansion, and voting.
In order to emphasize the benefits of the differences, this evaluation hypoth-
esized that SWIF would be able to recommend SSI-specific weaknesses using
the additional features with greater accuracy than the existing approach.

In the following subsections, the experimental settings and findings that
test the hypothesis are described.

Experimental Settings

A) Dependent Variables. To measure the accuracy of SWIF in identifying
SSI-specific weaknesses, four dependent variables are declared: precision,
recall, F1-score, and accuracy. First, precision is a metric that indicates the
proportion of correct recommendations in relation to the total number of
recommendations. The precision metric can be computed as follows:

Precision = |Wrecommend,actual|
|Wrecommend| (6.1)

Where |Wrecommend,actual| represents the cardinality of the set of recommended
and actual weaknesses from SWIF, and |Wrecommend| represents the cardinal-
ity of the set of all recommended weaknesses from SWIF. When the precision
score is high, the above equation indicates that SWIF is able to recommend
the majority of actual weaknesses relative to all recommended weaknesses.
It is ideal to achieve the greatest possible precision.

Second, recall is a metric that represents the proportion of correct rec-
ommendations relative to the entire corpus of actual data. The recall metric
can be calculated as follows:

Recall = |Wrecommend,actual|
|Wactual|

(6.2)

where |Wrecommend,actual| denotes the cardinality of the set of actual and rec-
ommended weakness from SWIF, and |Wactual| denotes the cardinality of the
set of actual weaknesses in the corpus. When the recall score is high, the
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above equation indicates that SWIF can recommend the majority of actual
weaknesses in the corpus. It is ideal for SWIF to achieve the highest possible
recall score, as this indicates a comprehensive corpus exploration.

The F1 score is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall metrics.
This metric normalizes the difference between two metrics, which can be
determined as follows:

F1 = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall

Precision + Recall
(6.3)

If the F1 score metric is high, the above equation indicates that SWIF can
achieve the high precision and recall metrics. It is ideal to achieve the highest
possible F1 score, but in practice, it must be balanced.

The final metric is accuracy, which represents the proportion of all correct
recommendations in the corpus. This metric measures the effectiveness of
identifying and recommending SSI-specific weaknesses. This metric can be
calculated as follows:

Accuracy = |Wrecommend,actual| + |Wnot recommend,actual|
|W | (6.4)

where |Wrecommend,actual| represents the cardinality of the set of actual and
recommended weaknesses from SWIF, |Wnot recommend,actual| represents the
cardinality of the set of actual weaknesses that are not recommended from
SWIF, and |W | represents the cardinality of the set of all weaknesses in the
corpus. Likewise, SWIF should ideally achieve the highest possible accuracy
score to indicate the performance of weakness identification.

B) Independent Variables. Three controllable independent variables are de-
clared to determine the comparison feature variant. According to Table 6.1,
vectorization, cross-domain expansion, and synonym expansion are three dis-
tinguishable features that can be used as independent variables.

C) Experimental Procedure. Using the previously declared dependent and
independent variables, recommendation systems that imitate the SWIF and
existing approach-compliant settings can be implemented. In addition, the
configurations are varied according to the combination of independent vari-
ables. For instance, the first configuration will implement a recommendation
system based on the existing approach, while the second configuration will
implement a recommendation system that employs TF-IDF vectorization but
no other features.

52 functional requirements are prepared from a typical design of an SSI
management system by us as an input for the SWIF implementation in order
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Table 6.2: Comparison of experimental results of the recommendation system
based on different configurations.

Configuration Independent Variable Dependent Variable

Vectorization Expansion Voting Precision Recall F1 Score Accuracy

1 Other [27] Bag-of-Words No No 0.2291 0.9118 0.3661 0.3060
2 TF-IDF No No 0.2356 0.8824 0.3719 0.3448
3 TF-IDF Yes No 0.2618 0.8137 0.3962 0.4547
4 SWIF TF-IDF Yes Yes 0.8667 0.1275 0.2222 0.8039

to identify SSI-specific weaknesses. These SSI functional requirements will
serve as an additional controlled variable in the experiment. Different config-
urations of the recommendation system will be used to identify SSI-specific
weaknesses based on the same set of SSI functional requirements.

In each execution of the recommendation system, the outcomes will be
recorded and used to calculate precision, recall, F1 score, and accuracy met-
rics relative to the ground truth, as described in Section 3.6.1. Lastly, con-
figurations are compared to each other using the metrics.

Experimental Results

After executing the recommendation system on various configurations, the
experimental results can be obtained as shown in Table 6.2. Four configura-
tions of the recommendation system are listed on the left side of the table,
along with three distinguishing features: vectorization, cross-domain expan-
sion, and voting.

The first row represents the configuration that adheres to the existing
approach [27], employing the same vectorization and omitting the expansion
and voting features. This configuration provides the highest recall score for
the recommendation system. The second row represents the configuration in
which bag-of-words vectorization is switched to TF-IDF vectorization. This
configuration marginally improves precision, F1, and accuracy, while recall is
marginally diminished. The third row is the configuration used to introduce
the recommendation system’s cross-domain expansion. This configuration
yields the highest F1 score among the four available configurations. Besides
the recall, this configuration also slightly improves the metrics. In the config-
uration that follows SWIF, cross-domain expansion and voting mechanisms
are introduced in the fourth row. This configuration demonstrates the high-
est precision and accuracy, but it necessitates a trade-off between the recall
and F1 scores and the other two. In Section 6.6, these experimental results
will be discussed.
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6.1.2 Configuration on Weakness Identification
The acceptable threshold of the number of top recommended results (x)
and the acceptable threshold of the weight of weakness in voting (y) are
two constant variables that must be configured prior to execution in the
proposed algorithms in SWIF. Because these thresholds should be set up
experimentally in accordance with the weakness dataset, the best or ideal
value of these thresholds cannot be fixed in the content.

An experiment is conducted in this section to test the hypothesis that the
SWIF implementation can recommend SSI-specific weaknesses with the best
performance in accordance to the suitable configurations of the underlying
thresholds. The experiment uses an accuracy metric (Equation 6.4) to mea-
sure how well the thresholds fit the dataset and is designed to test as many
thresholds as it can. It can be seen from the semantic of the threshold values
that the optimization goal is to maximize the acceptable weight of weakness
and minimize of the threshold of the acceptable top recommended results.
When the number of acceptable top results is low, it means that the actual
SSI-specific weaknesses can be found in a few top recommendation results.
On the other hand, when the acceptable weight of weakness is large, it means
that the recommended SSI-specific weaknesses are severe and suitably rec-
ommended. The settings, procedure, and outcomes of the experiments are
described in the following sections.

Experimental Settings

A) Dependent Variable. An accuracy metric is chosen as the the only de-
pendent variable to illustrate how well the retrieval and ranking mechanism
can identify SSI-specific weaknesses. The accuracy metric will record and
evaluate various threshold configurations.

B) Independent Variable. The threshold of the maximum number of top
recommended results and the threshold of the minimum acceptable weight
of weakness are declared as the two controllable independent variables that
will be used to determine the configuration variants. Each experiment run
will include a different combination of these two variables.

C) Experimental Procedure. First, a list of 52 SSI functional requirements
from a sample case study of the SSI management system (i.e., the same
dataset as used in Section 6.1.1) are prepared. Using the predefined inde-
pendent variables, the SWIF implementation is executed on the SSI func-
tional requirements against the corpus of common security weaknesses. In
each run, the two thresholds are logged and the recommendation’s accuracy
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(a) Accuracy at different thresholds of
minimum weight when the number of
top results is fixed to 20, 40, and 60.

(b) Accuracy at different thresholds of
maximum top results when the weight
of weakness is fixed to 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6.

Figure 6.1: Experimental result in finding the optimal configurations of the
thresholds in SWIF.

is calculated by comparing it to the ground truth. The threshold for the
maximum number of top-recommended results (x) is first determined with a
fixed value, and then multiple thresholds for the minimum weight of weak-
ness (y) are iterated through. The execution is then repeated for as many
threshold configurations as possible, and the accuracy metrics are compared.

Experimental Results

After running the experiment on the recommendation system with various
configurations, the calculated accuracy scores are collected and a line graph
is plotted based on such scores, as depicted in Fig. 6.1.

In the first three rounds, the threshold for the maximum number of top-
recommended results (x) is fixed at 20, 40, and 60, respectively, and the
threshold for the minimum weight of weakness (y) is varied in increments of
0.1 from 0.1 to 0.9. When the line graph is plotted based on the recorded
accuracy scores in Fig. 6.1a, the accuracy will peak at a certain point and
then decline. When y is set to 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 for fixed x = 20, 40, and 60,
respectively, the peaks are observed. In the first three rounds, the highest
possible accuracy is approximately 0.81.

In the next three rounds, the threshold for the minimum weight of weak-
ness (y) will be fixed, while the threshold for the maximum number of top-
recommended results (x) will be variable. As discovered in the first three
rounds, the most accurate results are obtained when y is between 0.4 and 0.6.
Consequently, y is set to 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 in these following three rounds to
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achieve the highest level of accuracy. The x is varied for every configuration
of y by 10 steps from 10 to 100. When the line graph of their accuracy is
plotted in Fig. 6.1b, the same situation of peaking can be recognized. Peaks
can be observed when x is set in between 30 to 60 and y is fixed at 0.4, 0.5,
and 0.6, respectively. These rounds have a maximum accuracy of 85 percent.

From the graphs, it can be seen that, at some point, some threshold con-
figurations will result in greater accuracy than others. In addition, the graph
enables us to optimize threshold configuration. The graph helps summarize
that the configuration of x = 40 and y = 0.5 is optimal because it yields the
highest level of accuracy with the desired goals. Section 6.6 will discuss this
optimal configuration.

6.1.3 Accuracy from the Knowledge Expansion with
Knowledge Graph

The completeness of the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph
that is utilized in the knowledge expansion method also influences the accu-
racy of the weakness identification with SWIF. The purpose of this section’s
evaluation is to ensure that the proposed knowledge graph contains sufficient
information regarding term interrelationships to support the identification.
As a result, a hypothesis is formulated, given that a more comprehensive
knowledge graph could support the increased accuracy of weakness identifi-
cation. A quantitative experiment is conducted to test the hypothesis. In
the following sections, experimental settings, procedures, and results are de-
scribed, in that order.

Experimental Settings

A) Dependent Variable. Since the purpose of this experiment is to compare
the various levels of information provided by the knowledge graph, each level
should be measured using the same metric. As a result, the dependent vari-
able in this experiment is the accuracy metric, as defined by Equation 6.4.

B) Independent Variable. The group of four distinct knowledge graphs used
in the knowledge expansion method serves as an independent variable:

1. A knowledge graph that contains only generic terms from the weakness
descriptions and their synonyms.

2. A knowledge graph that contains only 25 percent of facts that relate
to generic terms, SSI-specific terms, and their synonyms.

3. A knowledge graph that contains only 25 percent of facts that relate
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Table 6.3: Experimental result on the accuracy of weakness identification
influenced by the completeness of the knowledge graph.

Knowledge Graph
Variation

Graph Component Information Precision Accuracy
#SSI-Specific #Generic #Fact

1. No specific 0 7 20 0.5153 0.6267
2. 25% irrelevant facts 9 17 57 0.5517 0.7198
3. 25% relevant facts 19 12 59 0.6598 0.7866
3. Full knowledge graph 134 84 244 0.6842 0.7913

to generic terms, SSI-specific terms, and their synonyms, but are not
crucial for identifying SSI-specific weaknesses.

4. The proposed knowledge graph contains all generic terms from the
weakness description, all SSI-specific terms, and their synonyms.

In the experiment, the SWIF implementation used for weakness identification
will be fixed to the same configuration, i.e., knowledge expansion and voting
mechanisms will be included.

C) Experimental Procedure. In this experiment, 52 SSI functional require-
ments are applied to the SWIF implementation (identical to the requirements
used in Section 6.1.1). The experiment consists of four rounds: First, the
generic knowledge graph is utilized in the implementation of SWIF’s knowl-
edge expansion method. Second, a knowledge graph containing approxi-
mately 25 percent of facts related to SSI-specific terms is utilized. Third,
the knowledge graph containing approximately 25 percent of irrelevant facts
related to SSI-specific terms is utilized. Finally, the complete SSI-CWE
cross-domain transfer knowledge graph is implemented. In each round of the
experiment, the accuracy metric is evaluated against the truth. The accuracy
metrics are then compared to those of previous rounds.

Experimental Results

The experimental results are collected in terms of the accuracy metric, as
shown in Table 6.3.

The experimental results indicate that by incorporating more SSI-specific
terms into the proposed knowledge graph, the knowledge expansion could
improve the accuracy of weakness identification. In other words, when 25% of
facts that relate to SSI-specific terms are utilized, the accuracy increases from
62% to 78% (i.e., first and second variations). In addition, when the proposed
knowledge graph is used in its entirety, accuracy increases significantly from
78% to 79%. It is evident that the completeness of the proposed knowledge
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graph has little impact on the identification of weaknesses. This phenomenon
is analyzed, and it is determined that the 19 SSI-specific terms included in the
25 percent version of the knowledge graph could cover terms that relate to the
weakness description and have already supported the expansion of knowledge.
To prove the relevancy of the second variation, the third variation shows
that, with the similar number of facts (25 percent) and irrelevant facts, the
knowledge graph does not influence the accuracy in weakness identification
reporting approximately 72% accuracy. In fact, the 9 SSI-specific terms in
the third variation are more influent in improving the accuracy than the 19
SSI-specific terms in the second variation.

6.2 Performance

6.2.1 Performance on Model Finding
Based on the number of components, data objects, system states, and event
signatures, the SSI data sharing model proposed in Chapter 5 should be scal-
able. In reality, the SSI data sharing model necessitates a significant amount
of time for model finding due to the increasing number of the aforementioned
signatures. This dissertation assumes that the number of components and
data objects will not increase drastically over the model’s scope, as they may
be fixed at some point in the SSI management system. On the other hand,
the number of system states and events increases significantly over time.
With these behaviors, the number of such signatures could impact the Alloy
Analyzer’s execution time for model finding and analysis, and the SSI data
sharing model’s overall performance.

In this section, an experiment will be conducted to quantitatively evaluate
the performance of the SSI data sharing model in terms of execution time
per model scope. In the following sections, experimental settings, procedures,
and results are described, respectively.

Experimental Settings

A) Dependent Variable. The execution time reported by the Alloy Analyzer
is selected as the only expected dependent variable. The execution time is
readily discernible from the Alloy Analyzer’s output message. The execution
times of various signature configurations will be recorded and compared.

B) Independent Variable. In the experiment, there are four controllable inde-
pendent variables: (1) the number of component signatures, (2) the number
of data object signatures, (3) the number of system state signatures, and
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(4) the number of event signatures. As stated previously, these variables im-
pact the performance of the model findings derived from the SSI data sharing
model in Alloy Analyzer. Three fixed configurations for (1) and (2) are es-
tablished, while introducing a gradual range for (3) and (4) to accommodate
the SSI data sharing model’s characteristics.

Moreover, the performance reported from the experiment is scoped based
on our workbench, which is a computer with a 3.4GHz quad-core processor,
32GB of 2400MHz DDR4 memory, and 4GD of graphic memory.

C) Experimental Procedure. The typical (non-custom) SSI data sharing
model in Alloy is established, as described in Section 5.4. Then, the fol-
lowing run command is declared to execute the SSI data sharing model in
the Alloy Analyzer as:
run {} for exactly X Component , exactly Y DataObject , exactly A State ,

exactly B Event

where X, Y, A, and B denote parameters indicating the number of the compo-
nent signatures, the data object signatures, the system state signatures, and
the event signatures, respectively. These parameters are adjustable based on
the configuration. In this experiment, the checking of information security
and privacy properties is omitted because it could take more time and does
not show the performance of the SSI data sharing model. The above com-
mand is then executed in the Alloy Analyzer and the execution time reported
by the tool is recorded.

Experimental Results

After executing the SSI data sharing model in the Alloy Analyzer with various
configurations, the execution times can be recorded and used to generate the
line graph shown in Fig. 6.2.

On the y-axis of the graph are the execution times in seconds, and on the
x-axis are seven configurations of the number of system states (A) and sharing
events (B). Additionally, the graph depicts three execution time trends based
on the number of components (X) and data objects (Y). The trend indicates
that the SSI data sharing model’s execution time is increasing as the number
of signatures rises. It can be discovered that execution time increases linearly
with a small number of components and data objects. On the other hand,
the large number of components and data objects exponentially increases
the execution time. However, the execution time is acceptable given that the
largest configuration is executed in less than seven minutes (or 400 seconds).
Section 6.6 will discuss on the performance of the SSI data sharing model.
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Figure 6.2: Execution time of the Alloy Analyzer per configuration of the
components, data objects, system states, and sharing events.

6.3 Validity

6.3.1 Validity of Recommended SSI-Specific Weaknesses
The validity of the recommended SSI-specific weaknesses is another quality
aspects of SWIF in which the recommendation provides security weaknesses
that are actually based on the functionality of SSI management systems.
However, with information retrieval technique proposed in this dissertation, it
is difficult to conclude that the recommended security weaknesses are actual
based on the concept of SSI management systems.

In this section, an experiment is conducted to qualitatively evaluate the
validity of the recommended SSI-specific weaknesses. This dissertation as-
sumes that SSI-specific weaknesses recommended by SWIF are valid if they
are direct associated to the core functionality defined by the SSI model.
The association can be determined by comparing the text description of the
weakness to the core functionality of the SSI model. To facilitate the de-
termination, three conditions are established to determine and justify the
association between the description of the recommended weaknesses and the
core functionality of the SSI model as follows:

1. A weakness is associated to the SSI model if the subject or target
component mentioned in the description of weakness can be comparable
to or replaceable with the typical component in the SSI model.
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2. A weakness is associated to the SSI model if the functionality or oper-
ation constrained by the weakness can be comparable to or replaceable
with specific functions or operations in the SSI model.

3. A weakness is associated to the SSI model if the data object related
to the constraint in the weakness can be comparable to or replaceable
with specific data objects or identity data in the SSI model.

These conditions may help to justify the recommended SSI-specific weak-
nesses. Nevertheless, this dissertation contends that these conditions differ
from the justification in the ground truth because domain knowledge of the
SSI model or SSI management systems is considered. Based on the condi-
tions, each of the recommended results can be evaluated manually.

The SWIF implementation is first executed on the same set of 52 func-
tional requirements (as used in Section 6.1.1) to recommend SSI-specific
weaknesses. Out of 464 weaknesses from the corpus, the SWIF implemen-
tation recommends 15 SSI-specific weaknesses that passes the retrieval and
ranking mechanisms. Then, the authors act as an evaluator to justify whether
the description of the recommended weaknesses possesses any direct associ-
ation to the core functionality of the SSI model. In order to avoid bias,
the determination of valid SSI-specific weaknesses is performed with a clear
justification. The evaluation results of the 15 SSI-specific weaknesses is sum-
marized in Table 6.4.

Direction associations is concluded if all the three conditions have been
satisfied by the recommended SSI-specific weaknesses. The table reports
that 10 of the 15 recommended SSI-specific weaknesses (∼ 67 percent) have
direct associations with the core functionality of the SSI model. To support
the determination on the direct association, justifications on which parts are
associated with each other and why they are concluded as associated are
provided. For instance, the “CWE-200: Exposure of sensitive information to
an unauthorized actor” is concluded as having a direct association because
“As a system that manipulates personally identifiable information, SSI man-
agement system may expose such information to unauthorized actors due to
various reasons, including the combination of other weaknesses. For example,
a SSI-specific weakness is occurred when: the dishonest issuer participates
in the SSI management system can access to and make use of a holder’s PII
while they validate the claim if the zero-knowledge proving mechanism are
not correctly implemented. The holder is required to trust the issuer when
the claim validation occurs.” Another prominent example of the weakness
with the direct association is the “‘CWE-1249: Application-level admin tool
with inconsistent view of underlying operating system”, which is concluded
as not having a direct association because “SSI management systems are des-
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Table 6.4: Evaluation results of the SSI-specific weaknesses against the pre-
defined conditions.

Recommended Weakness Satisfied
Condition

Recommended Weakness Satisfied
Condition

CWE-200: Exposure of sensitive
information to an unauthorized
actor.

1, 2, 3 CWE-640: Weak password recovery
mechanism for forgotten password

1, 2, 3

CWE-202: Exposure of sensitive
information through data queries

3 CWE-645: Overly restrictive ac-
count lockout mechanism

1, 2, 3

CWE-213: Exposure of sensitive
information due to incompatible
policies

3 CWE-651: Exposure of WSDL file
containing sensitive information

1, 3

CWE-214: Invocation of process
using visible sensitive information

1, 3 CWE-862: Missing authorization 1, 2, 3

CWE-226: Sensitive information
in resource not removed before
reuse

1, 2, 3 CWE-863: Incorrect authorization 1, 2, 3

CWE-285: Improper authoriza-
tion

1, 2, 3 CWE-922: Insecure storage of sen-
sitive information

1, 2, 3

CWE-521: Weak password re-
quirements

1, 2, 3 CWE-1249: Application-level
admin tool with inconsistent view
of underlying operating system

-

CWE-639: Authorization bypass
through user-controlled key

1, 2, 3

Note: Justification of each evaluation results against the conditions are provided in https://doi.org/10.
5281/zenodo.6951404.

ignated to be distributed systems that avoid the control of central authority.
In SSI management systems, admin tools are less likely to exist. Especially
for the identity wallet components installed on the holder’s device to manage
identity data, admin tool cannot be used. Therefore, all the three conditions
do not satisfy in the core functionality of the SSI model.” The validity of the
recommended SSI-specific weakness will be further discussed in Section 6.6.

6.3.2 Validity of the SSI-CWE Cross-Domain Transfer
Knowledge Graph

The utilization of the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph to
influence the identification of weaknesses for the SSI management system is
an additional important outcome of this dissertation. This knowledge graph
was developed manually based on the knowledge of two domains: the SSI
model and the CWE common weakness database. The development should
result in a valid knowledge graph that meets quality requirements.

Chen et al. [97] conducted a survey and derived 18 quality requirements
from the literature in order to determine the quality perspectives for the
knowledge graph. This dissertation assumes that the proposed knowledge
graph is valid if it satisfies the quality requirements [97].
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In this section, an experiment is conducted with experts to evaluate the
quality of the proposed knowledge graph. The experiment enlisted a group
of knowledgeable experts to evaluate the proposed knowledge graph based
on quality requirements. The experiment tests the hypothesis that the pro-
posed knowledge graph can meet the maximum number of quality require-
ments. The subsequent subsections will describe the experimental settings,
procedures, participant qualifications, and results, respectively.

Experimental Settings

A) Dependent Variable. This experiment establishes a dependent variable for
determining the satisfaction of quality requirements. Each quality require-
ment is manually categorized as one of the following:

• Satisfied indicates the quality requirement is explicitly satisfied by the
proposed knowledge graph.

• Unsatisfied indicates the quality requirement is explicitly not satisfied
by the proposed knowledge graph.

• Indecisive indicates the participant cannot decide whether the quality
requirement is satisfied.

The summary of the participants’ responses will be expressed as the propor-
tion of participants who selected the category of quality requirements.

B) Independent Variables. Participants and the 18 quality requirements for
knowledge graph determined by Chen et al. [97] are treated as independent
variables in this experiment. Each requirement will vary to ask the deci-
sions of the participants. The chosen quality requirements are appropriate
for evaluating the proposed knowledge because they were derived from nu-
merous research works that proposed and evaluated the knowledge graph. In
addition, the chosen quality requirements encompass multiple aspects, such
as completeness, relevance, and trustworthiness. Fig. 6.3 depicts the covered
quality aspects of the selected requirements.

C) Participant Qualification. In this experiment, human subjects, referred
to as participants, are expected to be able to evaluate and justify whether
the proposed knowledge graph satisfies the requirements. Consequently, this
experiment assumes that participants possess a graduate degree and a fun-
damental comprehension of the graph-based data model. Participants with
a graduate degree are qualified to conduct research and evaluate the research
outcomes due to their critical thinking skills. In contrast, the participants’
understanding of the graph-based data model qualifies them to grasp the
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Figure 6.3: Mapping the requirements to quality aspects [97].
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development context and comprehend the proposed knowledge graph’s con-
tent. This dissertation concludes that these requirements are both minimal
and sufficient for participants to provide substantial feedback on the proposed
knowledge graph.

D) Experimental Procedure. The experiment consisted of six steps and was
conducted through an online platform:

1. A web-based questionnaire form1 is created to provide knowledge on the
terminologies used in the SSI management system, the CWE weakness
description, and the basic definition of the proposed knowledge.

2. Six qualified participants have been invited to participate in the ques-
tionnaire response.

3. Each participant is expected to read the SSI management system’s
basic terminology to familiarize themselves with the SSI-specific terms
used in the proposed knowledge graph.

4. Each participant is then expected to read the basic definition and ter-
minology used to describe common security weaknesses in the CWE
database in order to familiarize themselves with the generic terminol-
ogy.

5. Each participant is then required to read the knowledge graph’s intro-
duction, how nodes and relations are constructed, and an example of
the proposed knowledge graph. Participants are encouraged to ask the
authors as many questions as necessary to ensure they comprehend the
evaluation objective’s context. e evaluation target.

6. On the basis of the three categories of satisfied, unsatisfied, and indeci-
sive, each participant must determine whether the proposed knowledge
graph can meet the 18 quality requirements. The participants may
provide additional comments or feedback if they so choose.

The percentage of the participants’ decisions is collected and summarized in
order to determine the level of requirement satisfaction.

Experimental Results

From the six distributions of the online questionnaire, five responses have
been collected (a response rate of 83.3%). Table 6.5 provides an overview of
the response results.

The table demonstrates that the majority of participants believe the pro-
posed knowledge graph satisfies 16 out of 18 quality requirements (approxi-
mately 89 percent). There is unanimity (100 percent of participants agreed)

1The online Google forms: https://forms.gle/SeusGWfHX6mYB1vz5.
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Table 6.5: Summary of the decision on the quality requirements
from the participants.

Quality Requirement Participant Decision

Satisfied Indecisive Unsatisfied

RQ1. Knowledge triples are concise. 100% - -
RQ2. Contextual information of entities
can be explicitly captured.

100% - -

RQ3. Knowledge graph does not contain
redundant triples.

40% 40% 20%

RQ4. Knowledge graph can be updated
dynamically.

100% - -

RQ5. Entities should be densely con-
nected.

60% 40% -

RQ6. Relations among different types of
entities should be included.

20% 80% -

RQ7. Data source are multi-field. 60% 40% -
RQ8. Data for constructing a knowledge
graph should in different types and from
different resources.

60% 40% -

RQ9. Synonyms should be mapped and
ambiguities should be eliminated to ensure
reconcilable expressions.

100% - -

RQ10. Knowledge graph should be orga-
nized in structured triples for easily pro-
cessed by machine.

80% 20% -

RQ11. The scalability with respect to the
knowledge graph size.

80% 20% -

RQ12. The attributes of the entities
should not be missed.

60% 40% -

RQ13. Knowledge graph should be pub-
licly available and proprietary.

60% 40% -

RQ14. Knowledge graph should be au-
thority,

60% 40% -

RQ15. Knowledge graph should be con-
centrated.

80% 20% -

RQ16. The triples should not contradict
with each other.

40% 60% -

RQ17. For domain specific tasks, the
knowledge graph should be related to that
field.

60% 20% 20%

RQ18. Knowledge graph should contain
the latest resources to guarantee freshness.

60% 20% 20%
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on the satisfaction of three quality requirements. First, participants agreed
that the proposed knowledge graph adequately represented the knowledge of
both domains. Second, participants agreed that the knowledge graph could
successfully capture contextual information. Participants agreed that the
inclusion of synonyms in the knowledge graph was successful.

The experiment also revealed that the participants are indecisive about
two quality requirements: the majority of participants (80%) believe that
relations between different types of entities may not be included, and the
majority of participants (60%) also believe that quality requirements may
contradict each other. After an oral discussion, the participants justify that
they observe terms in nodes with the same textual type and that some facts
appear contradictory, e.g., the fact (“software program”, synonym of, “soft-
ware”) indicates that the term “software” is contained within the term “soft-
ware program” makes the two terms identical and the relation of synonym
is contradictory. This dissertation concludes, based on its justifications, that
these indecisive satisfactions are not crucial.

6.3.3 Degree of the Consistency of SSI System Prop-
erties in CSSPS

In Chapter 4, SSI system properties are improved by complying the existing
ones to shared controls from credible source documents and by incorporat-
ing the missing endorsed tasks into SSI system property definitions. The
improvement conducted is valid if it can achieve the higher degree of con-
sistency in comparison to the existing SSI system properties. Consequently,
the quality aspect of this improvement is the degree to which it can be more
consistent with the credible source documents. A quantitative evaluation of
the degree of consistency between the improved SSI system properties and
shared controls is conducted. This evaluation hypothesized that SSI system
properties in CSSPS are more compliant than SSI system properties in their
original proposal. An experiment is conducted to quantitatively compare the
number of controls that are consistent with the particular set of SSI system
properties and test the hypothesis. In the following sections, the experimen-
tal settings, procedures, and results are described in detail.

Experimental Settings

A) Dependent Variable. Three dependent variables are established: the num-
ber of controls in a given source document that are consistent with any SSI
system properties, the percentage of consistency, and the difference in con-
sistency between two sets of given SSI system properties. First, the number
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of security or privacy controls from the given source document that are con-
sistent with a specific set of SSI system properties will be manually justified.
These justifications can be completed manually by a qualified analyst, as
they consist solely of direct textual comparisons. The number of consistent
controls can be expressed as follows:

XCP,C = the number of controls in C that are consistent with P . (6.5)

where P denotes an identifier of the given set of SSI system properties, C
denotes an identifier of the given source document indicating a collection of
controls, and XCP,C represents the number of controls in C with all endorsed
tasks that are consistent with the given set of SSI system properties (P).

Second, the percentage of consistency calculates a normalized degree of
consistency using the number of consistent controls (XCP,C). The percentage
of consistency can be calculated as follows:

PCP,C = XCP,C

|C| (6.6)

where PCP,C denotes the percentage of consistency between the given source
document (C) and the particular set of SSI system properties (P), XCP,C
denotes the number of consistent controls as in Equation 6.5, and |C| denotes
the cardinality of the set of controls in the given source document (C). It is
anticipated that the percentage of consistency will be as high as possible.

Finally, the difference of consistency serves as a comparative indicator
to demonstrate the difference between two percentages of consistency. The
difference of consistency can be calculated as follows:

∆P1,P2 = PCP1,C − PCP2,C (6.7)

where ∆P1,P2 denotes the difference of consistency between two sets of SSI
system properties (P1, and P2), and PCP,C denotes the percentage of consis-
tency according to Equation 6.6. The range of the difference is between -100
and +100. Positive and negative values indicate that the first set of SSI sys-
tem properties is more or less compliant with the given source document (C).

B) Independent Variable. In the experiment, two independent variables are
established, which are: the set of SSI system properties, and the set of source
documents.

Initially, this experiment intended to evaluate CSSPS and report on its
improvement to the existing SSI system properties. Therefore, the variable
P1 is established to denote the existing set of SSI system properties consoli-
dated in Section 4.2.1, and the variable P2 is established to denote CSSPS.
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In terms of the SSI system property definition, the consolidated set of SSI
system properties should be an excellent reflection of the current state.

Second, the variable for the source documents are limited to two groups:
(1) source documents that were used in the improvements (such as GDPR [13]
and OWASP Application Security Verification Standard [94]) and (2) source
documents that were excluded from the systematic review due to unfulfilled
conditions. The source documents utilized in the improvement will reveal the
degree to which the improvement can increase consistency. In contrast, the
excluded source documents will emphasize the extent to which CSSPS can be
applied universally. HIPAA [67] was selected as one of the excluded source
documents because it is domain-specific and should apply to SSI management
systems implemented in healthcare applications. The Personal Data Protec-
tion Act (PDPA) of Thailand [98] was also selected as a source document
that was excluded because it was suspended at the time of the improvement,
but will resume in June 2023. After this act is enacted, it will meet all of
the selection criteria. These two source documents are excellent examples of
source documents outside the scope of the improvement.

With these two independent variables, a qualified analyst will be able to
evaluate each dependent variable appropriately.

C) Participant Qualification. As previously stated, this experiment involves
a qualified analyst who can provide input on the degree of consistency to
prevent author bias. The task that we expect the analyst to support is de-
termining whether the controls in the given collection have any consistent
SSI system properties. Ability to read and compare technical statements
and provide substantial justification is required. Therefore, the analyst must
be a system or software analyst with a minimum of three years of experience
in software development and security awareness training. This research be-
lieves that the analyst’s ability to analyze system or software requirements
could be sufficient for comparing SSI system properties to controls, and secu-
rity awareness training can assist the analyst in becoming familiar with the
security and privacy controls.

D) Experimental Procedure. During the experiment session with the qualified
analyst, XCP,C should be obtained for all four pairs of source documents
and two sets of SSI system properties. Prior to the session, the analyst is
requested to read and become familiar with the fundamental concepts and
functions of the SSI management system, and the analyst is encouraged to
ask as many questions as possible to gain a solid understanding of the SSI
system properties.
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Table 6.6: Experimental results on the degree of consistency between the
existing SSI system property set and CSSPS.

Source Document |C| Existing Property P1 CSSPS P2 ∆P2,P1
XCP1 P CP1 XCP2 P CP2

GDPR [13] 7 4 57.14% 6 85.71% +28.57%
OWASP Application Security
Verification Standard [94]

14 8 57.14% 13 92.86% +35.72%

HIPAA [67] 17 10 58.82% 12 70.59% +11.77%
PDPA of Thailand [98] 14 11 78.57% 13 92.86% +14.29%

Note: The justifications from the analyst is published at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6951404.

The experiment was conducted in two rounds. First, the analyst is pro-
vided with four lists of controls extracted from the four selected source doc-
uments, as well as a list of SSI system property definitions extracted from
the consolidated list (P1). The analyst is inquired as to how many controls
in each list have SSI system properties that can be defended as consistent.
All of the analyst’s decisions, justifications, and comments are documented.
Then, in the second round, the analyst is requested to repeat the same tasks
using SSI system properties in CSSPS (P2). In this round, all decisions,
justifications, and comments are also documented. After the experimental
session, all dependent variables (Equations 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7) are calculated
based on the analyst’s decisions.

Experimental Results

After conducting the experiment with a qualified analyst, the decisions are
documented and all corresponding variables are calculated. Table 6.6 com-
pares and reports recorded dependent variables to two groups of independent
variables.

The first column indicates the source document against which each set
of SSI system properties is evaluated. The second column displays the num-
ber of security or privacy controls present in the source document. The
third and fourth columns represent the number of consistent controls and
the percentage of consistency with respect to the existing set of SSI system
properties, respectively. Similar to the third and fourth columns, the fifth
and sixth columns are evaluated using CSSPS. The final column indicates
the difference in consistency between the existing set and CSSPS.

The results demonstrate that the improvement to CSSPS increases the
consistency of the existing SSI system properties. For example, the existing
set of SSI system properties is consistent with 57.14 percent of GDPR con-
trols, but CSSPS could increase consistency by 28.57 percent, resulting in
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85.71 percent. It can also be observed that the overall trend for both used
and excluded source documents is improving. In Section 6.6, the benefits
and limitations of the increased degree of consistency will then be discussed.

6.4 Applicability

6.4.1 Applicability of SSI System Properties in CSSPS
The applicability of the SSI system properties in CSSPS to real-world sit-
uations or actual SSI management system implementation is an essential
quality aspect. The applicability of SSI system properties can generally be
expressed in two dimensions: applicability from existing SSI management
systems and applicability to constrain the development of new SSI manage-
ment systems. Nonetheless, it is difficult to find a new SSI management
system at the time of this research. this dissertation choses to assess the
applicability of SSI system properties in CSSPS as an asset in existing SSI
management systems.

To evaluate the presence of SSI system properties in existing SSI manage-
ment systems, it is necessary to have a firm grasp of the system’s functionality
and underlying concept. As a result, an experiment is conducted to evalu-
ate the applicability qualitatively. This experiment hypothesized that the
applicability of SSI system properties in CSSPS would be high if they were
applicable to and possessed by as many existing SSI management systems as
possible. To test the hypothesis, the experimental settings and procedures
are devised as described in the following sections.

Experimental Settings

A) Dependent Variable. As this experiment anticipated to determine the
possession of SSI system properties, a dependent variable is established to
indicate the possession flag. Typically, a flag as “yes” or “no” can be used to
indicate possession, but in some SSI management systems, the lack of acces-
sible information prevents the experiment from determining the possession
of SSI system properties. As a result, the dependent variable will be assigned
the following three possession flags.

• A “yes” flag indicates that whether the target SSI management system
possesses the specified SSI system property can be justified.

• An “unclear” flag indicates that whether the target SSI management
system possesses the specified SSI system property cannot be justified,
but it may possible based on the capabilities and internal mechanisms.
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• A “no” flag indicates that whether the target SSI management system
possesses the specified SSI system property cannot be justified.

This dependent variable will be assigned to every SSI system property for
each real-world SSI management system.

B) Independent Variable. Since the dependent variable will vary depending
on the specified SSI system property and the target SSI management system,
we define two independent variables: the SSI system properties in CSSPS and
the real-world SSI management systems.

The independent variable for SSI system properties varies across all 42
SSI system properties contained in CSSPS. In contrast, the independent
variable for the real-world SSI management systems will vary between three
industrial-level SSI management systems, namely uPort, Sovrin, and IBM
Verify Credentials, in order to cover the vast real-world landscape. These
SSI management systems were chosen based on their size, functionality, and
marketing goals.

uPort is an SSI management system, which is a standalone product that
does not adhere to the SSI model’s concept, including the DID and verifiable
credential standards. Numerous articles [99, 100] have referenced uPort as
an alternative SSI management system design example. Currently, uPort is
being phased out and replaced by another product called Veramo, but there
are no significant differences between Veramo and other brands in terms
of features. uPort is still chosen throughout this evaluation. The white
paper [35] is used as a source of information to illustrate the functionality of
the uPort.

Sovrin is an SSI governance network that offers reliable block validators
who are well-known network stewards. Sovrin provides implementors with
interfaces to connect their applications. In addition, Sovrin recommends an
edge-cloud agent architecture that is compatible with the Sovrin network
connection. Sovrin is selected as a representative of a large-scale identity
network, which enables an SSI management system architecture with strict
governance. The white paper [101] will be used as a source of information to
illustrate the governance requirements and the suggested system architecture.

IBM Verify Credentials (IBM-VC) is a comprehensive solution for the
IBM Corporation’s SSI management system. IBM-VC utilizes Hyperledger
Indy as a distributed ledger technology. This solution offers a comprehensive
SSI management system that adheres to open standards and adopts the
edge-cloud architecture proposed by Sovrin. We selected IBM-VC because
it is an excellent example of full-featured SSI management systems and is
widely used around the world. We will use the IBM-VC website’s online
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documentation [36] as a source of information to illustrate its functionality
and architecture.

C) Experimental Procedure. The key to evaluating the applicability of SSI
system properties in the specified SSI management system is to comprehend
the system’s design and functionality in order to determine if the quality
aspects defined in SSI system properties are controlled. First, the documen-
tations for the three SSI management systems are carefully examined. Then,
for each SSI system property in CSSPS, the constraint with the target SSI
management system’s design and functionality are compared by the authors
to determine which flag of possession should be assigned to the property and
justify the rationales behind the assignment.

Experimental Results

As shown in Table 6.7, a flag of possession is assigned for each individual
SSI system property in CSSPS in correspondence with the target system. In
Table 6.8, an example of the justification for assigning flags of possession of an
SSI system property to the three SSI management systems is also provided.

According to the evaluation results, 11 SSI system properties in CSSPS
have Yes flags assigned to them in every SSI management system. This indi-
cates that these SSI system properties are interested and already possessed
by existing SSI management systems. Following that, 23 SSI system prop-
erties that are flagged with a combination of Yes and Unclear are identified.
This circumstance suggests that the existing SSI management systems are
concerned with the SSI system properties and will be able to fully incorporate
them in the future if they have not already been possessed. Six SSI system
properties that have No flags assigned to them in some SSI management sys-
tems are other interesting results. It refers to the fact that the technology
or design employed by the existing SSI management systems has resulted in
certain limitations. This dissertation recognized that these limitations can
be overcome by new SSI management system’s design alternatives that are
intended to be compliant with the SSI system properties from the beginning.

As demonstrated in Table 6.8, a justification for assigning possession flags
to the “data recovery” SSI system properties is provided. This property mer-
its attention because the three SSI management systems have assigned Yes,
No, and Unclear flags to it. uPort is the only SSI management system that
provides a clear mechanism for recovering the identity wallet via the recovery
contact. Sovrin proposes the edge-cloud architecture, which is intended for
locally storing identity data in an edge agent that may be lost, stolen, de-
stroyed, or tampered with. However, it is the responsibility of implementers
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Table 6.7: Evaluation results of the applicability of SSI sys-
tem properties in real-world SSI management systems.

Property Name Flag of Possession

uPort Sovrin IBM-Vc

IP1. Existence Yes Yes Yes
IP2. Sovereignty Yes Yes Yes
IP3. Single Source No Yes Yes
IP4. Standard Yes Yes Yes
IP5. Cost Free Yes Yes Yes
IP6. Decentralized Yes Yes Yes
IP7. Verifiability Unclear Yes Yes
IP8. Scalability Yes Yes Yes
IP9. Accessibility Yes Unclear Unclear
IP10. Sustainability No Yes Unclear
IP11. Access Control Unclear Unclear Unclear
IP12. Transparency Yes Yes Yes
IP13. Persistence Unclear Unclear Unclear
IP14. Portability Yes Yes Yes
IP15. Interoperability Unclear Yes Yes
IP16. Consent Unclear Unclear No
IP17. Data Minimization No Yes No
IP18. Protection Unclear Unclear Unclear
IP19. Data Authentication Yes Yes Yes
IP20. Physical Authentication and Protection Unclear Unclear Unclear
IP21. Data Confidentiality Yes Unclear Unclear
IP22. Data Recovery Yes Unclear No
IP23. Data Availability Yes Yes Yes
IP24. Communication Security Unclear Yes Yes
IP25. Data Integrity Yes Yes Yes
IP26. Data Authorization Unclear Yes Unclear
IP27. Accountability Unclear Unclear Yes
IP28. Non-Repudiation Unclear Yes Unclear
IP29. Data Validation and Sanitization Unclear Unclear Unclear
IP30. Error Handling Unclear Unclear Unclear
IP31. Key Protection Yes Unclear Yes
IP32. Malware Protection Unclear Unclear Unclear
IP33. Password Security Unclear Unclear Unclear
IP34. Configuration Security Unclear Unclear Unclear
IP35. Session Security Unclear Unclear Unclear
IP36. Data Classification No No No
IP37. Fairness and Lawfulness Unclear Yes Yes
IP38. Purpose Specification and Limitation No Unclear Unclear
IP39. Use and Disclosure Limitation No Unclear Unclear
IP40. Data Accuracy and Quality Unclear Unclear Unclear
IP41. Notification Yes Unclear Unclear
IP42. Individual Participation Unclear Unclear Unclear

Note: The full justifications on the decisions of the possession flags are provided
publicly at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6951404.
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Table 6.8: Example of the justification for assigning flags of possession of
the data recovery SSI system property.

Justification for Flags of Possession

uPort Sovrin IBM-VC

IP22. Data Recovery
Yes - uPort provides a way for
recovering a wallet account via
friend contacts, and the identity
data is stored on IPFS and can
be restored to another wallet
where the user can verify their
integrity. We believed that this
property is possessed by uPort.

Unclear - Sovrin suggests utiliz-
ing their edge agents as identity
wallets to store identity data.
However, based on the docu-
mentation, we cannot specify a
mechanism to recover the iden-
tity data or store on an arti-
fact that can be lost, stolen, de-
stroyed, or falsified. We consid-
ered this property unclear to be
possessed.

No - The documentation of
IBM-VC does not mention any
mechanism for recovering iden-
tity data. With its design, iden-
tity wallets are installed as mo-
bile applications that can be
lost, stolen, destroyed, or fal-
sified. The design allows only
the re-issuance of credentials
and we cannot ensure that such
mechanism can be implemented
in the applications. We consid-
ered that this property is not
possessed by IBM-VC.

to create an application that provides the data recovery mechanism and safe-
guards against unexpected events. The IBM-VC is designed to utilize the
identity wallet solely for credential storage and only permits the re-issuance
of credentials. It can be determined that the IBM-VC lacks the capability to
recover the agent. The applicability of SSI system properties in CSSPS will
be further discussed in Section 6.6.

6.5 Case Study
In the preceding activities, each component of the proposed approach is eval-
uated individually. To ensure applicability, the proposed approach must also
be evaluated holistically. In this section, a case study will be used to test
the applicability of the proposed approach to a real-world scenario and the
interoperability of each part. The following sections provide an overview of
the case study, the procedure for applying the proposed approach, and the
results.

6.5.1 Overview of the Case Study
To simulate the development of an SSI management system in a domain
application, the case study is designed to develop a subsystem of a driver’s
license system based on the SSI model’s functionality. The subsystem will
be known as the Driving Information Verification Application (DIVA) and
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Figure 6.4: Component diagram showing the architectural design of the
DIVA, especially the data sharing among components.

will have the same capabilities as a physical driving license for issuing and
verifying driving licenses. The DIVA provides drivers with a mobile appli-
cation that serves as an identity wallet for storing personal information and
driving licenses. The driver must contact the office of mass communication
to verify their information and driving test scores and to request a license. In
addition, the driver must request their personal information from the office of
citizen registration and provide proof when the license is issued. The issued
license should be electronically stored in the driver’s wallet. The DIVA must
also permit traffic police officers to validate the validity of driver’s licenses
using the public schema on the blockchain. The case study will concentrate
on this subsystem.

6.5.2 Procedure for the Case Study
In this section, the procedure to apply the proposed approach in order to ana-
lyze security weaknesses and privacy preservation in the DIVA is described in
detail. Assume the authors are system analysts who are designing DIVA and
wish to guarantee its security and privacy for widespread use. The procedure
is designed to follow the typical integration process described in Section 5.5.1
and consists of the seven steps listed below.

1. The authors attempted to design the DIVA by preparing a component
diagram of its architectural design (Fig. 6.4) manually.

2. The authors manually extract a set of functional requirements from
the overview and architectural design. The objective of the elicitation
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Table 6.9: Examples of SSI functional requirements for the DIVA.

ID SSI Functional Requirement

R1. Drivers shall register their wallet account in the DIVA mobile application using their name,
age, home address, and email address.

. . . . . .
R12. Password must have at least eight characters, have at least one special character, and have

at least one number.
R13. DIVA wallet shall display a dashboard as a landing page after signing-in, providing the

driver’s profile picture, name, email address, the number of identity attributes, the number
of identity claims, and the number of verifiable claims.

. . . . . .
R30. The verifier shall be able to verify the driving license verifiable claim by retrieving the

corresponding license schema from the distributed ledger.

is to collect the necessary functions for the target DIVA. This step
yields thirty SSI functional requirements, some of which are shown in
Table 6.9.

3. The SWIF implementation receives the prepared collection of SSI func-
tional requirements as an XML file (similar to Fig. 3.11). The SWIF
implementation identified a list of SSI-specific weaknesses with lan-
guage correlations to the specified requirements.

4. The authors analyzed the identified SSI-specific weaknesses and at-
tempted to mitigate them by revising the architectural design and SSI’s
functional requirements.

5. The authors use the updated design and SSI functional requirements
to manually model an instance of the SSI data sharing events as a state
transition system and encode it in Alloy.

6. The Alloy encoding is provided to the Alloy Analyzer tool for auto-
matic analysis and model finding. The tool is tasked with determining
whether the SSI data sharing model meets the privacy and security
specifications. If the violation is discovered, the authors will evaluate
the design and make any necessary changes.

Using the procedure outlined above, this evaluation can be made from
the case study’s results.

6.5.3 Result of the Case Study
On the basis of the procedure outlined in the preceding section, a number
of intermediate results are collected and analyzed. This section will describe
the results and their analysis in detail.

With the preparation of the input, the first and second steps yield an
architectural design (Fig. 6.4) and a collection of SSI functional require-
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Table 6.10: Recommended SSI-specific weaknesses for
the DIVA.

ID Recommended SSI-Specific Weakness Title

103 Struts: Incomplete validate() Method Definition
182 Collapse of Data into Unsafe Value
200 Exposure of Sensitive Information to an Unauthorized Actor
250 Execution with Unnecessary Privileges
290 Authentication Bypass by Spoofing
291 Reliance on IP Address for Authentication
295 Improper Certificate Validation
299 Improper Check for Certificate Revocation
349 Acceptance of Extraneous Untrusted Data With Trusted Data
404 Improper Resource Shutdown or Release

ments (Table 6.9). After step 3, the SWIF implementation automatically
identifies ten SSI-specific weaknesses in relation to the specified SSI func-
tional requirements. Table 6.10 displays the identifiers and names of the
identified SSI-specific weaknesses.

On the basis of the identified weaknesses, it is possible to conclude that
certain SDLA capabilities may be vulnerable to attack. For example, CWE-
103 recommends that the validated method of issuers be exhaustive. Due
to the technology-specific nature of the weakness, it may not apply to the
DIVA. The CWE-200 weakness is an additional example of this weakness.
By manually analyzing the description, it is possible to determine whether
the citizen registration service may disclose the name claim or age claim to
other sub-services. This could be considered an unauthorized access to infor-
mation. To address this weakness, the authors suggest that SSI functional
requirements must include more information regarding the use of such claims
in the citizen registration service, and that sub-services must be incorporated
into the architectural design. Therefore, the authors decided to update the
collection of SSI functional requirements and architectural design by adding
sub-service component functionality. In this instance, new components are
added to the design for the citizen information database. The same is true
for the mass communication office service and the database of driving test
scores. As shown in Fig. 6.5, the revised architectural design can be updated
based on the findings of this analysis.

In the fifth step, the updated architectural design is utilized to further
analyze the security and privacy specifications of the SSI data sharing events.
In order to do this, a typical instance of the data sharing events defined by
the design will be manually transformed into a state transition diagram, as
depicted in Fig. 6.6. The transformation helps to ensure that the architec-
tural design is able to be represented as the SSI data sharing model. Then,
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Figure 6.5: Example of the updated component diagram of the DIVA after
mitigating SSI-specific weaknesses.

DriverWallet, {Name, AgeVC}
CitizenRegService, {}
MassCommService, {}
TrafficPolice, {}
Blockchain, {AgeProof}

DriverWallet, {Name, AgeVC}
CitizenRegService, {}
MassCommService, {Name, AgeVC}
TrafficPolice, {}
Blockchain, {AgeProof}

DriverWallet, {Name, AgeVC}
CitizenRegService, {}
MassCommService, {Name, AgeVc, AgeProof}
TrafficPolice, {}
Blockchain, {AgeProof}

DriverWallet, {Name, AgeVC}
CitizenRegService, {}
MassCommService, {Name, AgeVc, AgeProof}
TrafficPolice, {}
Blockchain, {AgeProof, LicenseProof}

DriverWallet, {Name, AgeVC, LicenseVC}
CitizenRegService, {}
MassCommService, {AgeProof}
TrafficPolice, {}
Blockchain, {AgeProof, LicenseProof}

DriverWallet, {Name, AgeClaim, LicenseVC}
CitizenRegService, {}
MassCommService, {AgeProof}
TrafficPolice, {LicenseVC}
Blockchain, {AgeProof, LicenseProof}

State 0 State 1 State 2

State 3State 4State 5

Event 1 =
(Implicit,

DriverWallet,
{MassCommService},

{Name, AgeVC})

Event 2 =
(Raw,

Blockchain,
{MassCommService},

{AgeProof})

Event 3 =
(Broadcast,

MassCommService,
{Blockchain},

{LicenseProof})
Event 4 =
(Implicit,

MassCommService,
{DriverWallet},
{LicenseVC})

Event 5 =
(Revoke,

DriverWallet,
{MassCommService},

{Name, AgeVC})

Event 5 =
(Implicit,

DriverWallet,
{TrafficPolice},
{LicenseVC})

Figure 6.6: Instance of the SSI data sharing events in the DIVA.
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in the sixth step, the architectural design and the state transition system in-
stance of the DIVA are encoded in Alloy. The components and data objects
from the DIVA are represented by signature extensions, as follows:
abstract sig Component { compType : one ComponentType , own : set DataObject }
sig DriverWallet , MassCommService , CitizenRegService , TrafficPolice ,

CitizenDatabase , DrivingTestDatabase extends Component {}
abstract sig DataObject { dataType : one DataType , ownedBy : one Component }
sig AgeClaim , AgeVC , LicenseVC , LicenseProof , AgeProof extends DataObject {}

Evidently, the SSI data sharing model is applicable and is easily adaptable
to domain-specific applications. Then, particular types and protocols in the
DIVA are defined as facts in Alloy to restrict how SSI data sharing events
should occur. The following facts are some of the constraints that have been
declared:
fact{

all c : DriverWallet | c. compType = IdentityWallet
all c : MassCommService | c. compType = Issuer or c. compType = Verifier
all c : CitizenRegService | c. compType = Issuer
all c : TrafficPolice | c. compType = Verifier
all d : Name | d. dataType = IdentityAttribue
all d : AgeClaim | d. dataType = IdentityClaim
all d : AgeVC | d. dataType = VerifiableClaim
all d : LicenseVC | d. dataType = VerifiableClaim
all d : AgeProof | d. dataType = ProofSchema
all d : LicenseProof | d. dataType = ProofSchema }

When the run command is used to execute the Alloy Analyzer tool to an-
alyze the SSI data sharing model of the DIVA, it is evident from the output
message that the model can be executed without error and that the tool suc-
cessfully validates the security and privacy specification (general properties
converted from the improved SSI system properties in CSSPS). The outcomes
ensure that the DIVA architecture design can meet the specifications within
the specified scope.

The results of the case study demonstrate that the output of the weakness
identification component (i.e., SWIF) is applicable for updating the design
to mitigate SSI-specific weaknesses, and that the updated design can be
used to model a state transition system for analysis against security and
privacy specifications (from CSSPS). A portion of the proposed method is
interoperable as a semi-automatic batch procedure.

6.6 Discussion
In the preceding sections, the proposed approach and its parts are evaluated
from multiple aspects. Advantages and limitations are discovered and merit
discussion. This section will discuss the results for the proposed approach.
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6.6.1 SSI-Specific Weakness Identification Using SWIF
For the identification of SSI-specific weaknesses, there are three important
quality aspects that demonstrate the utility of SWIF: the performance in
recommending weaknesses, the validity of the recommended results, and the
validity of the knowledge graph used to extend current knowledge.

Several quality metrics, including precision, recall, and accuracy, are em-
ployed to evaluate the performance of recommending weaknesses. Regard-
ing quantitative performance, three substantial advantages are identified.
First, as described in the last row of Table 6.2, SWIF is able to recom-
mend a list of SSI-specific weaknesses with a significantly higher precision
score (86.67 percent) than the existing and comparable approach to weak-
ness recommendation. The precision score reflects the observation that the
majority of recommended SSI-specific weaknesses are observed to be actual
weaknesses. When comparing the precision score to the existing approach,
it can be discovered that the change in vectorization approach, the cross-
domain expansion, and the voting mechanism are introduced and contribute
to the approach’s higher precision. Second, it can be realized that SWIF can
also recommend SSI-specific weaknesses with a significantly higher metric
of accuracy (80.39 percent). This accuracy metric indicates that SWIF can
distinguish between actual and irrelevant security weaknesses in accordance
with the SSI functional requirements. Based on the additional features, the
accuracy of SWIF has increased by more than twofold (from 30.06 percent
to 80.39 percent) in comparison to the existing method. Lastly, SWIF in-
troduces two flexible threshold values that will be utilized in the weakness
identification and recommendation process and will have an effect on the
overall performance. As shown in the line graph of Fig. 6.1, the experiment
demonstrates that the two thresholds must be modified to accommodate the
dataset of security weakness descriptions. Depending on the configuration
of the thresholds, it is able to report an accuracy peak. This flexibility of
threshold values impacts the performance of SWIF and highlights the benefit
that SWIF can be applied to any database that collects security weaknesses
in a manner similar to the CWE database. These three benefits leverage the
need for knowledge transfer and additional features to fine-tune the process
of weakness identification and recommendation. There is also a performance
limitation due to the low recall and f1-score metrics, as shown in Table 6.2.
These metrics indicate that SWIF has difficulty exploring the entire corpus
of weaknesses in order to recommend the maximum number of SSI-specific
weaknesses. Comparing this phenomenon to the existing approach, which
does not include cross-domain expansion and other additional features, the
results indicates that the introduction of a voting mechanism may exclude
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certain security weaknesses, which may be actual weaknesses. This limitation
can be addressed by adjusting the minimum acceptable weight of weakness
threshold in Algorithm 3.

On the other hand, the validity of the recommended SSI-specific weak-
nesses is evaluated in Section 6.3.1. Since the three conditions were defined,
the evaluation results show that SWIF can identify SSI-specific weaknesses
that are directly associated with the core functionality of the SSI model.
As in the evaluation, SWIF can identify approximately 67 percent of the
directly-associated results reported in Table 6.4. However, the identification
of directly-associated SSI-specific weaknesses can only be performed manu-
ally because it requires domain expertise. SWIF alone cannot guarantee the
validity of the recommended SSI-specific weaknesses.

An advancement on the knowledge of weakness identification in this dis-
sertation comes from the proposal of the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer
knowledge graph. The experiment in Section 6.3.2 reported that the pro-
posed knowledge graph is evaluated against the quality requirements by a
group of participants. In contrast, the experiment described in Section 6.1.3
revealed that the level of knowledge provided by the proposed knowledge
graph could expedite the identification of weaknesses. Two advantages are
discovered from the evaluations. Firstly, the result demonstrates that the
proposed knowledge graph possesses most of the quality requirements as
shown in Table 6.5. The proposed knowledge graph is concise with relevance
information from the SSI model and the CWE weakness domains. Secondly,
the proposed knowledge graph can provide cross-domain knowledge that can
influence weakness identification. It can be seen that the accuracy increases
proportionally after the incorporation of SSI management system-specific
facts (as reported in Table 6.3). However, it cannot be guaranteed that the
more pertinent data provided by the knowledge graph will result in more
precise identification. As the results of the 25 percent of facts and com-
plete knowledge graph are provided, it is possible that the accuracy will not
improve if the essential information is already included. With the incorpo-
ration of the synonyms and the domain-specific terms extracted from the
white papers, a limitation on the term redundancy is realized by the par-
ticipants. This research argues that this limitation can be accepted because
the coverage on terms that will be influenced the identification of language
correlations is necessary.

6.6.2 Improved SSI System Properties in CSSPS
As part of the improvement of SSI system properties, a new compliance
set of SSI system properties (i.e., CSSPS) was developed. Various aspects
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can be analyzed to illustrate the advantages and limitations of CSSPS. This
section highlights and discusses the increasing degree of consistency and the
applicability of CSSPS in actual SSI management systems.

As a primary objective for the improvement of SSI system properties,
a greater degree of consistency between SSI system properties and credible
source documents is intended to be ensured. As reported in Table 6.6, two
substantial advantages to the increasing degree of consistency are discov-
ered. First, the property improvement could explicitly increase consistency
between SSI system properties and source documents in all four cases, shown
in Table 6.6. The differences (∆) in all four cases of the evaluation result
in positive values, indicating that the SSI system properties in CSSPS are
more consistent than the existing set. In addition, the results of the eval-
uation indicate that SSI system properties in CSSPS can achieve greater
than 85 percent consistency in each of the four cases (according to the sixth
column of Table 6.6). CSSPS provides implementers of SSI management
systems with a source of knowledge for developing instances of SSI manage-
ment systems that can maintain a certain level of information security and
privacy. Second, the comparative analysis of shared controls from multiple
source documents could contribute to the universality of SSI system proper-
ties in CSSPS. Incorporating missing endorsed tasks in shared controls into
SSI system properties enhances the level of consistency for both included
and excluded source documents in our improvement. Even if source docu-
ments are not included in the improvement, the results of the evaluation in
the third and fourth rows of Table 6.6 indicate that SSI system properties
in CSSPS are approximately 10 percent more consistent than the current
set due to the positive value of ∆P2,P1 . These results demonstrate that the
SSI system properties in CSSPS are highly advantageous for enhancing the
security and privacy of sensitive data in accordance with the wide range of
source documents. The specific definition of SSI system properties in CSSPS
and the compliance with an individual source document are, however, two
limitations with regard to the degree of consistency. First, it can be recog-
nized from the comments of the analyst who participated in the experiment
in Section 6.3.3 that it is difficult to compare the definition of SSI system
properties to endorsed tasks in controls of source documents. It is possible for
auditors to disagree with the compliance of SSI system properties in CSSPS
and controls in the source document being audited. Second, the experiment
in Section 6.3.3 demonstrates that the improved SSI system properties in
CSSPS were unable to ensure complete source document compliance. This
phenomenon occurs when shared controls are utilized as opposed to controls
from the source document. Nonetheless, this limitation is tolerable because
universal compliance may be more advantageous when the target SSI man-
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agement system must be made compliant with multiple source documents.
In addition, three noteworthy advantages regarding the applicability of

SSI system properties in CSSPS are discovered. First, it can be observed
that the majority of SSI system properties in CSSPS are already influenced
by real-world SSI management systems. According to the evaluation results
in Table 6.7, 35 of 42 SSI system properties in CSSPS have Yes or Unclear
flags, indicating that approximately 84% have the potential to be adopted by
actual SSI management systems. This result highlights the necessity of such
SSI system properties in real-world scenarios. Second, it can be observed that
SSI system properties in CSSPS with Unclear flags, showing in Table 6.7, are
still useful even if they are not explicitly adopted by actual SSI management
systems. When evaluating the applicability of SSI system properties, the
Unclear flag indicates SSI system properties that may be supported or have
no conflicts with the underlying technologies and architecture. For future
implementations of both existing and new SSI management systems, it is
still advantageous to incorporate the properties with less effort. Last but
not least, it can be found that SSI system properties in CSSPS could save
time and reduce the effort required to comply with applicable laws, regula-
tions, or standards. Implementers of the SSI management system must, as
is customarily required, conduct a security and privacy analysis of the final
product in comparison with the applicable source documents. With CSSPS,
implementors can concentrate on implementing the system’s compliance with
SSI system properties in CSSPS, while the system is likely to comply with
approximately 85% of contents in relevant source documents (as reflected in
the sixth column of Table 6.2). In contrast, a limitation is discovered when
applying SSI system properties in CSSPS to develop actual SSI manage-
ment systems. When an SSI management system implementation contains
application-specific terminology, extensive domain knowledge is still required
to map or transform SSI system properties to functional requirements. Be-
cause SSI system property definitions should be sufficiently general to be
adopted regardless of the application domain. In some instances, the CSSPS
still presents adoption obstacles, and its users must weigh this trade-off.

6.6.3 SSI Data Sharing Model Finding with Alloy
As part of the SSI data sharing model discovery process using Alloy Ana-
lyzer, a system model encoding is proposed to ensure the security and privacy
specification of SSI data sharing events. The performance of the model anal-
ysis and the applicability to real-world situations are evaluated and their
advantages and limitations are noted.

Encoding system models with the Alloy specification language enables
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the capability to automatically find model instances. Nonetheless, Alloy and
Alloy Analyzer will be useful if they can find model instances in a reasonable
amount of time. Typically, the Alloy Analyzer’s execution time is dependent
on the model’s size and scope. If the model encoding is too complicated, the
execution time may increase dramatically. In Section 6.2.1, it is stated in
the line graph in Fig. 6.2 that the proposed encoding of the SSI data sharing
model exhibits linear behavior when the number of signatures increases. The
only limitation occurs when a large number of components and data objects
are configured. The evaluation results of performance in Fig. 2.10 indicates
that the execution time increases exponentially with the number of system
states and sharing events. However, even if the execution time is exponen-
tially increased, it will not exceed a reasonable amount. The execution of
the largest model in the evaluation still takes less than seven minutes.

Regarding applicability, it can be discovered that the proposed SSI data
sharing model could provide a significant advantage to the customized SSI
management system. For instance, the case study in Section 6.5 demonstrates
that the proposed encoding makes use of abstract signatures to allow the SSI
data sharing model to be extended or customized. For instance, the com-
ponent signature can be extended to the driving test database component.
The case study demonstrates that the proposed SSI data sharing model can
be implemented with the domain-specific SSI management system. These
advantages promote the applicability in real-world situation as shown in the
Alloy code block in Section 6.5. However, the case study also includes a
limitation, which is the difficulty of manual analysis. As demonstrated in
Section 5.4.3, when the model’s scope is expanded, the graph visualization
becomes excessively complicated. It may restrict the analyst’s ability to man-
ually verify the correctness of the SSI data sharing model and increase the
analyst’s reliance on Alloy Analyzer reports and output messages.

6.6.4 Analysis of Security Weakness and Privacy Preser-
vation

In the preceding sections, the advantages and limitations of each component
of the proposed approach were discussed, but it is intended to be implemented
in batches. Therefore, the advantages and limitations of the whole proposed
approach must also be discussed. This section discusses two quality aspects
of the overall approach, including the security and privacy coverage, the
internal collaboration, and the supportability of domain knowledge.

In general, mistakes in the system’s design and functionality can pose
threats to information security and privacy. The proposed approach aims to
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account for both mistakes in order to maximize information security and pri-
vacy. This research discovered three substantial advantages in terms of infor-
mation security and privacy coverage. First, the proposed approach analyzes
information security and privacy properties in accordance with applicable
laws, regulations, and standards by using the encoding of general properties.
CSSPS is an input for specifying information security and privacy general
properties in the SSI data sharing model, as described in Section 5.3. The
data integrity and key protection properties, for instance, represent security
safeguards, whereas the access control and data minimization properties rep-
resent privacy safeguards. Although only eight SSI system properties are
included in the specification (Table 5.3), they are suitable for constraining
the SSI data sharing model. Second, the proposed approach incorporates an
early-stage analysis of information security and privacy. For instance, we use
SSI functional requirements of the DIVA case study in Table 6.9 as an in-
put for security weakness identification. In contrast to conventional security
analysis, which is typically a retrospective activity, the proposed approach
can be implemented as soon as the requirements have been elicited and the
functional design is complete. Since requirements and design are required ar-
tifacts that define how the SSI management system is developed, it is highly
advantageous to identify and mitigate information security and privacy risks
as soon as possible. Lastly, the typical integration process of the proposed
approach could help automatically reduce the number of common security
weaknesses that must be mapped to the SSI management system’s specifics
with high precision and accuracy (Table 6.2). This automatic process is de-
pendable and significantly reduces the scope of the manual process. However,
a limitation on the scope of information security and privacy coverage must
be noted. Since the proposed approach can guarantee that model instances
that do not violate security and privacy SSI system properties can be found,
it cannot guarantee that the SSI management system implementation is de-
void of security weaknesses identified by SWIF. This limitation presents an
opportunity for additional research.

Regarding internal collaboration, three advantages of the applicability
of the proposed approach is identified. Due to the fact that the proposed
approach combines three significant parts that work together to maximize
information security and privacy coverage. First, the case study reveals that
the proposed approach’s parts can collaborate with others without difficulty.
For instance, the case study presented in Section 6.5 demonstrates that the
results of weakness identification suggest two additional components where
SSI data sharing events may occur. The encoding will then display the addi-
tional components explicitly. Second, the typical integration process of the
proposed approach could reduce the time and resources required to iden-
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tify SSI-specific weaknesses. The case study demonstrates that the SWIF
implementation can automatically reduce the number of correlated common
security weaknesses from hundreds to ten (Table 6.10). This could signif-
icantly reduce the cost of analyzing the entire corpus of common security
weaknesses in order to identify SSI-specific weaknesses. Lastly, the typical
integration of the proposed approach could be effectively applied to enhance
the design of the target SSI management system and use it to satisfy security
and privacy specifications. According to Fig. 6.5, two additional components
are added in order to mitigate the identified SSI-specific weaknesses. The
application of the standard integration procedure can reduce the likelihood
of missing instances of privacy and security issues. The manual collabora-
tion is, however, a limitation of the proposed approach. It demonstrates in
the case study that the results of weakness identification necessitate manual
effort to update and mitigate the identified weaknesses. Consequently, the
proposed approach cannot be executed in its entirety automatically.

A significant advantage, which is the supportability of domain knowledge
in every part of the proposed approach, is discovered. Since SSI manage-
ment systems or the SSI model concept are unique and contain complex
mechanisms, it is advantageous to incorporate domain knowledge to improve
the quality of analysis results. The SWIF explicitly incorporates domain
knowledge into the cross-domain transferring knowledge graph, whereas the
improvement of SSI system properties in CSSPS customizes property defi-
nitions to SSI-specific terminology. According to Table 6.2, the addition of
cross-domain expansion improves the accuracy of an analysis in comparison
to its absence. This dissertation ensures that the proposed approach takes
domain knowledge of SSI management systems into account as an important
factor and that each part effectively supports the incorporation of domain
knowledge. However, there is also a limitation regarding the supportability
of domain knowledge. It can be acknowledged that the domain knowledge in-
corporated into the proposed approach is based on the fundamental concept
of the SSI model, and that it may not be optimally suitable for application-
specific implementation of the SSI management system. For instance, the
DIVA case study demonstrates that the recommended SSI-specific weak-
nesses may not be applicable to the intended implementation because the
keyword used in its functional requirements may be distinct. However, the
proposed approach is adaptable enough to accommodate this variation. For
instance, the abstract signature is utilized in the encoding of the SSI data
sharing model, which allows it to be tailored to application-specific terminol-
ogy. As presented in Section 6.5, the recommended SSI-specific weaknesses
can be used to reconsider the SSI functional requirements in SWIF.
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6.6.5 Threats to Validity
Threats to the validity of this dissertation will be discussed in this section
to justify the chosen methodology. This section will cover both internal and
external threats.

Internal Threats

According to the contents of this dissertation, a number of internal threats to
its validity were identified in various perspectives of the proposed approach.

During the research and evaluation, four internal threats to the valid-
ity of the SWIF proposals were identified. Each threat’s mitigation can be
explained and justified as follows:

1. Based on four documentation-defined functionalities of actual SSI man-
agement systems, the SSI-CWE cross-domain transfer knowledge graph
was developed. Additionally, product-related terms are considered to
be entity nodes. Nonetheless, this dissertation is confident that the
selection of the four documents is accurate and provides coverage of
differences in size, market target, and feature characteristics. On the
other hand, the selected SSI management systems are all based on
the fundamental concepts of the SSI model and are expected to share a
common SSI-specific terminology. Therefore, the terminology employed
in the development of the proposed knowledge graph is adequate and
pertinent.

2. Five participants, who may not be experts in the SSI management
system domains, conduct the evaluation of the proposed knowledge
graph’s validity. Since the purpose of the evaluation is to verify the
quality requirements, it is straightforward to ascertain whether or not
the participants comprehend the context and notation of the proposed
knowledge graph. In order to support the evaluation, the online ques-
tionnaire requests that all participants review the terminology and basic
concepts of the SSI management system and CWE weakness database.
This dissertation is confident that participants can contribute valuable
inputs to the experiment due to their qualifications and introductions.

3. In the evaluation of the SWIF’s accuracy, the ground truth is com-
pared to the identified SSI-specific weaknesses. The reliability of the
ground truth directly reflects the validity of this evaluation. To ensure
its reliability, three system analysts with a minimum of three years of
experience in software design and requirement analysis are invited to
review the document. This qualification is intended to demonstrate
the ability to textually map the SSI functional requirements to the
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weakness description, in a manner similar to how they analyze typi-
cal system requirements. In addition, analysts are introduced to the
fundamental concept of the SSI management system in order to ensure
that they comprehend the SSI functional requirements. In order to
collect a single set of ground truth, the decisions of three analysts are
normalized. This dissertation is confident that the collected ground
truth is reliable and mitigates the threat.

4. The authors perform a subjective and manual evaluation of the valid-
ity of the identified SSI-specific weaknesses. As stated in Section 6.3.1,
validity can only be defined using the SSI management system concept.
It is extremely challenging to provide objective statistical data regard-
ing the validity. To mitigate this threat, the authors intend to provide
and publish a clear justification for their decision. These arguments
may bolster the validity of the evaluation’s findings.

Then, for the part of the property improvement and the CSSPS proposals,
four additional internal validity threats are identified during the improvement
procedure and evaluation. Each threat’s mitigation will be explained and
justified as follows:

1. One system analyst evaluates the degree of consistency between SSI
system properties and controls from source documents, which appears
to be a small sample size. Nonetheless, the experiment in the evaluation
is intended to require the analyst to compare two collections of texts.
This dissertation is confident that the analyst’s decisions are straight-
forward because two sets of text are comparable and supported by
empirical evidence. Therefore, additional participants are not required
to validate the conclusions, which are unlikely to result in statistically
significant differences.

2. As comparators for the evaluation of the degree of consistency, only
four source documents were chosen. It is possible to argue that the
improved SSI system properties in CSSPS are incompatible with other
source documents. To mitigate this threat, the selection of source doc-
uments includes both those that are included as sources for property
improvement and those that are not. This selection is anticipated to
increase the validity’s coverage scope. This dissertation is confident
that the chosen source documents are appropriate for the evaluation.

3. In the evaluation of applicability, the authors assign the possession flags
of the improved SSI system properties in CSSPS based solely on the
documentation. At the time of this research, it was difficult to gain
access to the actual implementers of SSI management system, and the
actual technical design specifications were typically confidential, so the
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documentation was the best available source. Despite the fact that the
documentation cannot cover all of the functionality implemented in the
SSI management system in comparison to the design specification, the
documentation should be provided to inform users of the system’s key
features and functionality. As a result, such documentation must be
trustworthy and should not deviate significantly from the actual im-
plementation. Aside from that, the evaluation proposes using three
possession flags: yes, no, and unclear. The unclear flag is provided to
reduce the likelihood that the documentation is ambiguous. Addition-
ally, the justification is provided and made public to demonstrate the
basis for the decision. This dissertation is confident that the applica-
bility evaluation is valid and can accurately reflect the present state of
the improved SSI system properties in CSSPS.

The only threat to the validity of the SSI data sharing model is the
fact that the security and privacy specifications are taken from the CSSPS
proposal. Since the CSSPS is included in this dissertation, the legitimacy of
defining the specification may be contested. The development of CSSPS is
based on the consolidation of four existing proposals and the use of credible
source documents. This dissertation is confident that the SSI data sharing
model’s specification is valid in light of current knowledge.

External Threats

In addition to internal threats, this dissertation identified external threats
that may compromise the validity of the proposed approach when applied to
the external environment. This section will summarize and discuss threats
to validity from the following perspectives:

1. CWE is the only database of prevalent security weaknesses utilized in
this dissertation. There may be limitations to the knowledge’s relia-
bility. However, because the CWE database is well-known and widely
utilized, it should be a trustworthy source of information for research.
Furthermore, the CWE database contains well-described content, par-
ticularly the weakness description, which the SWIF can use adequately
and effectively. This dissertation is confident that the SWIF is appli-
cable to any weakness database with a textual description similar to
the CWE database.

2. The improvement of SSI system properties is carried out by comparing
them to the shared controls from a particular source document version.
If the updated version is frequently released, the improvement may be
invalid. However, shared controls were derived globally, and updates
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to source documents should not completely contradict their previous
version. In addition, security and privacy controls are likely to remain
unchanged. This dissertation is confident that the updated source doc-
uments is less likely to invalidate the improved SSI system properties
in CSSPS.

3. Only three real-world SSI management system products were selected
for the evaluation of the applicability of the improved SSI system prop-
erties in CSSPS. It is possible to argue that the improved SSI system
properties are not applicable to real-world situations. Nonetheless, this
threat is anticipated to be mitigated through the selection of SSI man-
agement system samples with varying sizes, scopes, features, and mar-
keting objectives. The evaluation includes a smaller system (uPort)
as well as two larger systems (Sovrin and IBM Verify Credentials). In
addition, uPort is chosen because it is a system that does not strictly
adhere to the SSI model concept. Different uPort features could reflect
the expanding features. This dissertation is confident that the selection
of actual SSI management systems can mitigate this threat effectively.

According to all discussed threats to validity and this dissertation’s method
for mitigating them, it is possible to conclude that this dissertation is con-
cerned with validity and has made every effort to address these threats and
enhance the research outcomes.
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Chapter 7

Related Work

In this chapter, a literature review is conducted in order to compare the
proposed approach, its outcomes, and its quality to previous research. Each
component of the proposed approach is intended to be reviewed and com-
pared to other techniques or approaches presented in the research literature,
including approaches for identifying security weaknesses, enhancing and uti-
lizing SSI system properties, and finding model instances achieving informa-
tion security and privacy model properties. Lastly, the proposed approach
is compared to other security and privacy analysis approaches of the SSI
management system.

7.1 Weakness Identification Approaches
In this section, this dissertation intends to compare the SSI-specific weakness
identification approach in SWIF to other existing vulnerability and weak-
ness analysis approaches. Table 7.1 displays the landscape and comparable
features. The table compares seven characteristics of each research paper,
including the year of publication (Year), the analysis purpose (Goal), the
evaluation target (Target), the analysis method (Method), the automatic
capability of the analysis method (Automatic?), the scope of the analysis
domain (Domain-Specific?), and their evaluation method and results (Eval-
uation).
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Existing approaches attempt to analyze the security of a target system
on multiple dimensions, such as vulnerabilities and weaknesses. In certain
works, the terms vulnerability and weakness are combined or used inter-
changeably. We recognized that the target of analysis can serve as a dis-
tinguishing characteristic. Source codes, which are analyzed against vul-
nerable or weak code examples, are the most prevalent target of analy-
sis (e.g., [28, 103]). Designs that demonstrate the operation of the target
system are another common target of analysis (e.g., [102, 115]). Different
analysis purposes also provide distinct benefits. The source code is an accu-
rate and transparent representation of the system’s functionality; however, it
must be analyzed after the system has been developed. There may be such
code examples in public databases of vulnerabilities and weaknesses, but not
all of them. On the other hand, the design provides an implementation-ready
high-level abstraction of the system’s functionality as soon as the require-
ments are stable. However, there is no assurance that the implementation
will strictly adhere to the design. Similar to other frameworks, SWIF es-
tablishes an analysis target for the design, as an early analysis of security
weaknesses can be conducted and the design is more comparable to the tex-
tual description of weaknesses than source code. Also, the broader scope of
security weaknesses is identified, which is not limited to the code examples
not provided by all security weaknesses.

Comparing the analysis methods, it can be discovered that four distinct
methods have been used in related research: static program analysis [28, 29,
104, 105, 106, 110, 113], security modeling [26, 27, 102, 103, 107, 111, 112],
machine learning [117, 27, 118], and information retrieval [26]. In the early
stages of security analysis, static program analysis and security modeling
are prioritized, as shown in the table. Then, machine learning has been
promoted alongside other techniques for analyzing security incidents when
actual incident data is available. Using information retrieval techniques,
textual components of security weaknesses have begun to be used in recent
security analysis, which is an interesting advancement. SWIF joins this trend
and employs information retrieval techniques to identify security weaknesses.

Another comparative feature is the inclusion of domain knowledge in the
analysis. It is found that domain knowledge has been included in recent work
to enhance the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the security analysis. For
instance, knowledge of smart contracts is taken into account when analyz-
ing blockchain applications [113, 116, 118]. We found that the inclusion of
domain knowledge in the field of SSI management system has not been pro-
vided in existing work and the cross-domain knowledge transfer in sWIF is
new to the weakness identification.
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In terms of quality evaluation, numerous metrics, such as precision, re-
call, fault detection rate, or g-measure, have been used when evaluating the
performance of security analysis. However, it is not fair to compare different
metrics to each other. This dissertation recognized only few works that used
comparable metrics, and reported that SWIF has a comparable accuracy and
slightly higher precision scores than existing approaches [28, 29, 113].

7.2 Improvement and Utilization of SSI Sys-
tem Properties

In this section, the improvement of SSI system properties in CSSPS is com-
pared to other proposals and how SSI system properties are utilized as eval-
uation criteria of SSI management systems.

First, CSSPS is compared to other proposals for SSI system properties
and SSI principles, and then Table 7.2 is summarized the differences. As
the SSI principles and SSI system properties are regarded as important for
the development of SSI management systems, researchers have attempted
to publish numerous proposals to improve the existing ones. This disser-
tation found five proposals for either SSI principles or SSI system proper-
ties [4, 7, 14, 15, 63] at the time of writing. Allen [4] was the first to propose
ten fundamental SSI principles. His proposal focuses solely on the fundamen-
tal constraints of the SSI management system’s functionality. Since Allen’s
proposal did not address information security and privacy, CSSPS has the
advantage of incorporating a greater number of SSI system properties that
comply with credible source documents for information security and privacy.
In terms of the applicability of SSI system properties, Allen’s proposal ap-
pears to have the same degree of applicability as CSSPS, as CSSPS incorpo-
rates SSI system properties that are consistent with Allen’s SSI principles. In
addition, subsequent work [7, 14, 63] made reference to Allen’s proposal and
sought to enhance security and privacy. The paper by Naik and Jenkins [14]
was the first effort to improve the data privacy of Allen’s SSI principles by
referencing the GDPR [13]. However, they provide a few references demon-
strating which GDPR sections are evidently adopted. Lopez [7] attempted
to expand Allen’s SSI principles in alignment with the laws of identity [12].
Ferdous et al. [15] transformed Allen’s SSI principles to SSI system prop-
erties. It can be found that none of the existing proposals is enhanced in
accordance with a variety of applicable laws, regulations, and standards. We
can conclude that CSSPS preserves more information security and privacy
than other existing proposals because it is more consistent to missing tasks.
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Table 7.4: Comparison of the SSI data sharing model to other approaches.

Reference Year Target Specification Encoding

Kumar and Shyamasundar [32] 2014 Any system model Privacy Policy Manual
Joshaghani et al. [33] 2019 Ubiquitous system

model
Privacy Policy SpEL &

JavaSMT
Fareen et al. [124] 2020 Any system model CTLFC Alloy
This Work 2022 SSI data sharing

model
security and privacy
properties

Alloy

Notes: SpEL = Spring Expression Language, and CTLFC = Computational Tree Logic with Fairness
Constraints.

Second, the CSSPS is defined similarly to existing proposals, but is able
to adhere to applicable laws, regulations, and standards. Compared to how
existing proposals have been utilized, demonstrating the utilization of CSSPS
should be advantageous. Table 7.3 summarizes and compares the usage of
SSI principles and SSI system properties in other works. Researchers have
proposed secure, privacy-preserving SSI management system designs and ar-
chitectures [10, 121]. Allen’s SSI principles [4] and laws of identity [12] are the
most commonly used standards for evaluating their results. The CSSPS is
capable of evaluating future designs and architectures because it is based on
Allen’s principles and defined in the same way. The publication of a second
group of review articles [8, 120, 123, 122] analyzing and evaluating identity
models and real-world SSI solutions on multiple aspects. In Section 6.4.1,
real-world SSI solutions were examined in the same vein as the review arti-
cles, and it can be recognized that the CSSPS can be used in future reviews.
The comparison regarding the use of SSI system properties indicates that
CSSPS is functionally equivalent to other proposals because it defines SSI
system properties in the same way.

In conclusion, CSSPS could enhance the information security and privacy
of SSI management systems in accordance with a variety of source documents.
In addition, CSSPS can be utilized broadly because the SSI system properties
contained within it have been used as criteria to evaluate the possession of
actual SSI management systems, similar to the existing proposals.

7.3 SSI Data Sharing Model Finding
In this section, the way SSI data sharing events is modeled and encoded in Al-
loy for automatic model finding capability is compared to other approaches.
Table 7.4 is created to compare the SSI data sharing model to other existing
approaches to find model instances of secure and privacy-preserved informa-
tion sharing events.
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First, it can be determined that information flow analysis is a prominent
technique for analyzing information security and privacy. Existing research
attempts to use privacy policies as a criterion for regulating information-
sharing events. Kumar and Shyamasundar [32] were the first to propose a
technique for implementing privacy policies by manually analyzing the state
transition system for data sharing events. A subsequent work [33] that adopts
the concept of information flow analysis on a state transition system against
privacy policies and extends it to an analysis with data read/write concepts
and formalization for automatic analysis with JavaSMT is introduced. From
these previous works, it can be determined that the proposed SSI data shar-
ing model employs the same concept by defining a state transition system
via the flow of data sharing. However, this dissertation argues that the SSI
data sharing model’s information security and privacy must go beyond the
privacy policy. The proposed model for SSI data sharing expands the scope
of analysis to include both information security and private SSI system prop-
erties.

Second, the proposed SSI data sharing model uses the Alloy specification
language as its encoding mechanism. As the SSI data sharing model is de-
fined based on a state transition diagram, we compare it to a previous work
by Fareen et al. [124] that proposes a transitive-closure-based model checking
strategy. It can be observed that the proposed SSI data sharing model em-
ploys the same concept to define the state transition system. However, they
used the CTLFC as a specification, which is excessive in terms of information
security and privacy properties. In actuality, the prior work does not appear
to adequately support encoding the SSI data sharing model.

7.4 Security and Privacy Analysis of SSI Man-
agement Systems

Last but not least, the entire proposed approach for analyzing security weak-
nesses and preserving the privacy of the SSI management system must be
compared to other works that analyze or improve information security and
privacy. This section summarizes and creates Table 7.5 to compare various
factors visually. The table contrasts the target of a security and privacy
analysis or improvement (Target) with the actual solution implemented (So-
lution). To represent the scope of the work, how the proposed approach
addresses security (Security) or privacy (Privacy) is emphasized.

In previous analysis and improvement, it is discovered that the design of
SSI management systems and identity data are common target artifacts for
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Table 7.5: Comparison of the proposed approach for security weak-
ness and privacy preservation analysis to other related work.

Reference Year Target Solution Security Privacy

Grüner et al. [96] 2018 Identity data QM Yes No
Bernabe et al. [125] 2019 SSI design SDM Yes Yes
Grüner et al. [126] 2019 SSI design QM Yes No
Bhattacharya et al. [20] 2020 Identity data,

SSI design
QM Yes Yes

Luecking et al. [127] 2020 SSI design SDM Yes No
Naik & Jenkins [14] 2020 SSI principles PR No Yes
Yang et al. [16] 2020 SSI design SDM Yes Yes
Kim et al. [19] 2021 DID document TI, PR No Yes
Rhie et al. [18] 2021 DID document TI Yes No
Kirupanithi &
Antonidoss [128]

2021 SSI design SDM Yes No

This work 2022 SSI design TI, PR, MF Yes Yes

Note: QM = Quality Modeling, SDM = System Design and Modeling, PR = SSI Principles
and System Properties, TI = Threat Identification, and MF = Model Finding.

representing information security and privacy. In addition to focusing on the
design of SSI management systems for analyzing security weaknesses and
preserving privacy, the proposed approach is also centered on the analysis
of security weaknesses and the preservation of identity data. At the earlier
stage, researchers frequently focus on the quality modeling of data attribute
trustworthiness within the SSI management system [96, 126, 20]. This re-
sults in a method for selecting suitable actions or discriminating against
trust issuers. However, it is discovered that the data attribute trustworthi-
ness are typically beyond the control of those implementing the SSI man-
agement system. This dissertation choses to disregard a concern about the
data attribute trustworthiness in the proposed approach. Multiple design
alternatives [16, 125, 127, 128] were subsequently proposed to enhance the
security and privacy of the core SSI management system. This dissertation
argues that the secure and privacy-preserving designs are contingent on the
actual implementation, and that the variation in implementation necessitates
additional investigation into information security and privacy. Therefore, the
comparison concludes that the proposed approach for analysis is more ad-
vantageous than a design proposal at this stage. Threat identification is
yet another method for determining the current level of information security
and privacy. However, previous research has focused on identifying risks of
data leaks [19] and vulnerabilities in the DID update process [18]. Numerous
aspects of security remained unaddressed. The proposed method utilizes se-
curity weaknesses as an analysis target, where very few prior work has done.
The above justifications establish the proposed approach as novel in the field
of security and privacy analysis and SSI management system improvement.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Concluding Remarks
Since information security and privacy in SSI management systems are es-
sential to gaining users’ trust, they must be thoroughly analyzed during the
design phase. However, when analyzing security and privacy preservation in
SSI management systems using existing knowledge, three technical problems
were identified:

P1: Knowledge on SSI-specific security weaknesses has not been investi-
gated yet and it is difficult to employ existing identification approaches
to identify without domain knowledge;

P2: Existing SSI system properties are not universally consistent with a
vast collection of credible laws, regulations, and standards to cover
adequate governance of security and privacy;

P3: Existing approaches to analyze data sharing events are incompatible to
ensure unique security and privacy specification of the SSI management
system.

This dissertation recognizes the need to address the mentioned problems
and proposes an approach for security weakness and privacy preservation
analysis. The proposed approach is intended to be a combination of numerous
techniques for addressing each problem. The outcomes of this dissertation
in response to the aforementioned problem are as follows.

First, this dissertation proposes SWIF as a framework for identifying SSI
management system-specific security weaknesses. By incorporating cross-
domain knowledge transfer and information retrieval techniques, SWIF was
able to identify language correlations between SSI functional requirements
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and text descriptions of security weaknesses. The identified language corre-
lations can indicate the specificity of security weaknesses in relation to SSI
management system functionality. This dissertation discovered that SWIF
could identify weaknesses with greater precision and accuracy than exist-
ing methods in the early stages of development. This part of the proposed
approach can overcome the first problem (P1).

Second, this dissertation employs a systematic review process to improve
information security and privacy in SSI system properties in accordance with
a vast array of applicable laws, regulations, and standards. CSSPS is a new
compliance set of 42 SSI system properties resulting from this dissertation.
28 source documents whose controls are suitable for constraining SSI man-
agement systems are exhaustively selected. Comparing to the existing SSI
system properties, missing endorsed tasks in the controls shared among the
source documents are identified. The missing tasks is used as a source of in-
formation to revise and update the definitions of SSI system properties and
introduce new SSI system properties to cover more information security and
privacy controls. This dissertation found that, compared to the existing SSI
principles and SSI system properties, the improved SSI system properties
in CSSPS are more consistent with a wide variety of source documents (i.e.,
both source documents that were included in our improvement and ones that
were excluded). The outcome of this part can provide an evidence to resolve
the second problem (P2).

This dissertation concludes with a method for finding secure and privacy-
preserving SSI data sharing models in Alloy. It is realized that SSI data
sharing events are unique and governed by particular constraints that must
be managed. These constraints are utilized to define a state transition sys-
tem that represents the states of SSI data sharing events among SSI-specific
technical components. Eight information security and privacy properties
from CSSPS that are realizable through the SSI data sharing model are also
specified. The SSI data sharing model and its specifications for information
security and privacy are both encoded in the Alloy specification language to
enable automatic analysis and model finding with the Alloy Analyzer tool.
The encoding demonstrates that the SSI data sharing model successfully and
without violation possesses the specified information security and privacy
specification. The proposed model for SSI data sharing is able to abstract
and analyze how SSI data sharing events maintain security and privacy. The
proposed SSI data sharing model could address the third question (P3).

In conclusion, this dissertation provides a combination of methods that
can function as a batch procedure. First, SWIF can be used to create a
design of the target SSI management system that contains as few security
weaknesses as possible, and then this design can be utilized to model SSI
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data sharing events in Alloy. This combination shall maximize information
security and privacy in SSI management systems by boosting the compre-
hensiveness of security weakness and privacy preservation analysis.

8.2 Dissertation Contributions
This section outlines the two-fold contributions of this dissertation: academic
contribution and practical contribution.

8.2.1 Academic Contribution
This dissertation strengthens existing approaches to security weakness and
privacy preservation analysis by proposing expanded approaches with pre-
viously limited features. SWIF is the first method to incorporate cross-
domain knowledge transfer into the identification of weaknesses based on
textual functional requirements. This capability encourages researchers to
identify security weaknesses in functional requirements and ensure that do-
main knowledge is adequately incorporated. The identified SSI-specific weak-
nesses can be used to advance the knowledge of security weaknesses that are
specific to the SSI management system. Additionally, SWIF’s performance
is superior to that of comparable existing methods. This should aid in the
future implementation of recommendation systems for security weaknesses.

CSSPS provides the most up-to-date SSI system properties pertaining to
security and privacy that are broadly compliant with credible source docu-
ments. CSSPS contributes to the quality of SSI management systems as a
whole, which is typically aligned with at least one set of SSI principles or
SSI system properties. Further research on designing a secure and privacy-
preserved SSI management system may use SSI system properties in CSSPS
to elicit security and privacy requirements or as criteria for evaluating the
protection of information security and privacy in the design. In addition,
the consolidation of previous proposals conducted in this dissertation con-
tributes to a collection of the most recent SSI principles and SSI system
properties that can be cited as a single source. Shared controls derived from
this dissertation are also advantageous in the information security and pri-
vacy domains because they provide a comprehensive landscape of security
and privacy safeguards derived from a large number of laws, regulations, and
standards. In addition to the SSI management system, researchers may also
use these shared controls to limit or evaluate their research subjects.

The SSI data sharing model emphasizes the extensive capacity to analyze
information security and privacy automatically. The SSI data sharing model
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defines information security and privacy in data sharing for the first time
and is tailored to the SSI management system. The SSI data sharing model
can serve as a jumping-off point for further research into information security
and privacy in SSI management systems.

The academic contribution of the entire proposed approach is the combi-
nation of existing approaches to improve the ability and comprehensiveness
of the security and privacy analysis in a domain-specific application. The
idea to include domain knowledge to the analysis can be applied to other
domains if the intermediate artifacts in the proposed approach are tailored
to such domain applications.

8.2.2 Practical Contribution
This dissertation identifies key contributions to the implementation and man-
agement of actual SSI management systems. After analyzing and mitigating
security and privacy issues, it enables SSI management system implementa-
tions to reach a higher level of information security and privacy.

SWIF is implemented as a Python recommendation system executable
with any given set of SSI functional requirements. The stable version of
the SWIF implementation will be made publicly available on Github. Since
Python is a well-known programming language, the SWIF implementation
will not be difficult to utilize. Real-world practitioners or implementers of
SSI management systems can utilize the SWIF implementation to analyze
the SSI functional requirements of their target SSI management system.

Similar to existing sets of SSI system properties, CSSPS can be used to
constrain the operation of real-world SSI management systems. Sovrin [101],
for instance, adopted Allen’s SSI guiding principles [4] as an evaluation frame-
work to guarantee the accuracy of their suggested architecture. The SSI sys-
tem properties in CSSPS allow implementers of real-world SSI management
systems to elicit both functional and non-functional requirements. In addi-
tion, SSI system properties in CSSPS can be used to generate test cases to
ensure information security and privacy during implementation.

Lastly, the extensibility of the SSI data sharing model enables imple-
menters of SSI management systems to extend and adapt it to their specific
implementation. As demonstrated in the use case, the SSI data sharing model
is available for analyzing information security and privacy and finding valid
model instances applicable to real-world applications. Since it is based on the
formalization of a state transition system, practitioners can also reimplement
the SSI data sharing model in their preferred specification language.
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8.3 Limitations and Future Works
The limitations of the proposed approach for security weakness and privacy
preservation analysis and directions to overcome these limitations are sum-
marized below.

1. The proposed SWIF in identifying SSI-specific weaknesses is limited in
its ability to effectively explore the weakness corpus due to a low re-
call metric. This limitation stems from the implementation of a weak-
ness voting mechanism, which prioritizes weaknesses related to multiple
functions over others. To improve the suggested procedure within the
SWIF, steps should be taken to balance or increase the exploration of
the corpus while still preserving the ability to select crucial results.

2. The proposed approach aimed at enhancing the SSI system properties
results in the creation of a new property set, namely CSSPS. While the
CSSPS exhibit a lower degree of inconsistencies compared to source
documents, it constitutes a large collection and may not be fully con-
sistent with any single source document. This limitation is viewed as a
trade-off between coverage and usability. To address this limitation, a
solution that facilitates the ease of use and extends the CSSPS towards
complete source document compliance should be investigated. This
could be achieved by utilizing a checklist or a rule-based verification
approach as evaluation criteria when using the improved SSI system
properties in CSSPS.

3. The proposed modeling approach for analyzing SSI data sharing events
aims to ensure the satisfaction of eight specific security and privacy
specifications related to data sharing, derived from the improved SSI
system properties. However, it is limited in scope due to the use of the
SAT solver in the Alloy Analyzer tool and the specifications. To further
extend the analysis of SSI data sharing events and guarantee a more
comprehensive coverage of security and privacy aspects, an alternative
approach, such as the use of an SMT solver, could be considered.

4. The proposed approach in this dissertation consists of three main solu-
tions, but the integration between them requires manual involvement
and domain expertise. Although the output of one solution can be uti-
lized as input for the subsequent solution, it cannot be utilized directly
without manual intervention. This limitation may lead to potential
human error during the analysis. To address this limitation, it is sug-
gested to optimize the process and consider implementing an automated
pipeline to minimize the risk of human subjectivity.
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Appendix A

The Improved SSI System
Properties in CSSPS

In this chapter, the complete definitions of the improved SSI system prop-
erties in CSSPS resulted from the improvement procedure is provided. The
implementation of the SSI system properties can use the following definition
as constraints for the desired SSI management system.

Table A.1: Definition of the improved SSI system properties in CSSPS (1).

SSI System Property and Definition

IP1. Existence. An SSI system must enable individuals to encode their personal characteristics in
order for their information to be shown in the digital domain. An SSI system must make identities
open and accessible to the public. An SSI system must associate individual users’ identities with
their unique identifiers. An SSI system should enable the correlation of confidential and biometric
data with identities and credentials.

IP2. Sovereignty. As ultimate authority, an SSI system must enable users to control and manage
their identities, authenticators (i.e., identifiers), digital credentials, and certificates. An SSI system
must grant all users the required permissions for referring to, updating, removing, or even hiding
their identities. An SSI system must prevent other individuals, organizations, or governments from
controlling the identities of users. Other entities should be able to make claims against a user through
an SSI system, but they should not be able to act as the central authority.
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Table A.2: Definition of the improved SSI system properties in CSSPS (2).

SSI System Property and Definition

IP3. Single Source. An SSI system should enable users to act as the primary source of identity,
eventually owning and controlling their own identities. An SSI system must enable users to make
self-asserted claims and/or accumulate third-party asserted claims by leveraging their identities and
distributing them as needed. An SSI system must have a mechanism to prevent that third party
from collaborating with other parties to exchange identities without the users’ knowledge. An SSI
system must enable users to delegate work to an autonomous agent that is under their control. An
SSI system must store and maintain identities and other important data on a storage device that is
typically owned or controlled by the relevant user. An SSI system must not maintain all of its users’
identities in a centralized repository or on a distributed ledger/blockchain managed by another party.

IP4. Standard. An SSI system must use data and communication formats that are based on open
standards for identities and credentials.

IP5. Cost Free. An SSI system should provide identities and services to everyone for free or at a
very low cost, without hidden costs, licensing fees, or other financial charges. As a minimum, an SSI
system may incur costs associated with other resources and implementation.

IP6. Decentralized. An SSI system should not be used to centrally register and administer
identities by a proprietary entity. An SSI system should be used to register and administer identities
via a decentralized infrastructure that is mostly operated by the public.

IP7. Verifiability. An SSI system should enable the verification of identities and credentials in
a manner comparable to that of a physical credential. An SSI system should enable issuers to sign
and secure identities and credentials cryptographically. An SSI system should be capable of verifying
identities and credentials without involving the corresponding issuer.

IP8. Scalability. An SSI system should enable users to have many, decomposable, extendable, and
gradual identities. An SSI system should be scalable at any demand, i.e., it should be necessary for
a large number of users, organizations, and entities.

IP9. Accessibility. An SSI system should be simple to use and accessible to the widest potential
audience.

IP10. Sustainability. An SSI system should be environmentally, economically, technically, and
socially sustainable for the long term.

IP11. Access Control. An SSI system must provide users unrestricted access to their identities.
An SSI system must allow users to retrieve, update, share, hide, or delete their identities. An SSI
system should accept support and assistance from identity providers or organizations but not provide
them ownership of the underlying identity. An SSI system must not conceal users’ identity or rely
on gatekeepers. An SSI system should restrict access to users’ identities and interactions with them
by identity providers or organizations based on their security level. An SSI system must not provide
equal access of a user to other users’ data. An SSI system must restrict access based on a fine-
grained access control mechanism administered by users and allowing access only to those with valid
credentials. An SSI system must remove identities and credentials on devices that are not controlled
by users. An SSI system should prompt users to review their identity access to ensure that it is correct
and that it corresponds to the user’s needs as well as the appropriate roles and responsibilities for
access are set. An SSI system should provide procedure to ensure that modification, suspension, and
termination of access to users’ identities is accomplished within 24 hours of a change in access status.
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Table A.3: Definition of the improved SSI system properties in CSSPS (3).

SSI System Property and Definition

IP12. Transparency. As appropriate and whenever possible, an SSI system, including its sub-
systems, protocols, and algorithms, must be transparent enough for every involved entity. An SSI
system must be open to users in order for them to be aware of their identities and interactions. An
SSI system must make it simple for users to retrieve traces of identity interactions. An SSI system,
including its subsystems, protocols, and algorithms, must be free, open-source, and as decoupled
from any particular architecture or proprietorship as possible in order for their internal mechanisms
to be examined by anyone. An SSI system should publish cryptographic proofs of ownership of
decentralized identifiers, cryptographic proofs of ownership of verifiable claims, and cryptographic
proofs of validity of verifiable claims in a public decentralized network.

IP13. Persistence. An SSI system must persist identities forever, or at least as long as they
are required by the user and necessary for the purpose fulfilment. An SSI system should maintain
identities until they become obsolete due to the introduction of newer identity systems or until the
asserted authority ceases to exist, and then remove them. An SSI system must discard or permanently
destroy identities if the corresponding user wishes to modify, revoke, or delete them over time or after
the purposes for which they were created have been fulfilled. An SSI system should not tie identities
and claims forever. An SSI system should collect sensitive data and identities in a discriminatory
manner. They should carefully consider the type and quantity of such data that will be required
to accomplish a particular task prior to collecting such data. An SSI system must enable users to
erase identities, credentials (i.e., the verifiable claim), and certificates when the persistence period is
end. An SSI system must enable users to erase identities, credentials (i.e., the verifiable claim), and
certificates when the corresponding users have withdrawn their consent. An SSI system must enable
users to erase identities, credentials (i.e., the verifiable claim), and certificates when the SSI system
have violated the laws, regulations or agreements when processing identities.

IP14. Portability. An SSI system must enable the transport of identities, digital wallets, and
identity-related services. When a previous medium or platform vanishes from the landscape for a
variety of reasons, an SSI system must enable users to transfer their identities to a new medium or
platform. An SSI system must restrict the ability of third parties or the new medium or platform
to control identities and maintain user control over theirs. While transferring to a new medium or
platform, an SSI system’s identity must remain portable for an extended period of time.

IP15. Interoperability. Without risking user control, an SSI system should be able to communi-
cate with another identity or service system at any scale. For a period of time, an SSI system should
be able to be backwards compatible with legacy identity systems.

IP16. Consent. An SSI system must enable users to consent to the use of their identities and to
control when and to which entity they wish to release their identities for whatever purpose. An SSI
system must release identities to a third party lawfully and fairly, and only with the consent of the
corresponding user. An SSI system must enable users to consent to the presentation of their claims
by others. An SSI system must enable the deliberate and well-understood presentation of consent.
An SSI system must allow users to revoke their consent to the processing of their identities. Unless
the corresponding user later consents, an SSI system must restrict the processing of identities beyond
the initial consent given by the corresponding user.

IP17. Data Minimization. An SSI system should minimize identity disclosures by requiring only
the data necessary to complete the task at hand. In order to share identities, an SSI system must
employ selective disclosure, range proof, and other zero-knowledge techniques.

IP18. Protection. An SSI system should safeguard the freedom and rights of all users under all
circumstances. In the event of a conflict between users and the identity network, an SSI system
should prioritize the protection of users’ rights.
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Table A.4: Definition of the improved SSI system properties in CSSPS (4).

SSI System Property and Definition

IP19. Data Authentication. A decentralized SSI system must provide authentication for access-
ing identities that are censorship- and force-resistant. For each interaction involving decentralized
identifiers, an SSI system must authorize and properly authenticate the corresponding user. An SSI
system should have formal registration and de-registration procedures for accessing a digital wallet,
as well as for granting and revoking access to all services.

IP20. Physical Authentication and Protection. An SSI system must authenticate external
connections to private peers, equipment, and network components. Organizations must restrict access
to an SSI system’s private peers, equipment, and associated operating environments to authorized
individuals. Organizations must ensure that private-peer devices and software are not vulnerable to
known security flaws.

IP21. Data Confidentiality. An SSI system must safeguard identities using cutting-edge crypto-
graphic mechanisms and securely store them. An SSI system must employ cryptographic modules
that are unpredictable, unbiased, and self-contained, as well as secure in both forward and backward
secrecy.

IP22. Data Recovery. An SSI system must enable users to successfully recover and retrieve their
identities, claims, credentials, and certificates in the event of a lost key, wallet, device, or complete
identity loss. An SSI system should not rely on artifacts that can be lost, stolen, destroyed, or
falsified to store identities, credentials, or certificates. An SSI system should include a mechanism
for off-site backups of identities and other sensitive data. An SSI system must validate the data
integrity of identities restored from backups.

IP23. Data Availability. An SSI system must ensure that identities are readily available and
accessible from a variety of platforms on a consistent basis or as requested by users. An SSI system
should be accessible to all, regardless of their ethnic origin, gender, socioeconomic status, or language.

IP24. Communication Security. At all times, an SSI system must transmit identities and other
sensitive data using robust algorithms and ciphers over a secure communication channel that does
not disclose them. An SSI system must employ any mechanism necessary to ensure that identities
and other sensitive data are transmitted to their intended recipients. An SSI system should ensure
that the internet is used to access only safe and necessary network components.

IP25. Data Integrity. An SSI system must use a digital signature to sign and authenticate
messages pertaining to identities. An SSI system should employ unforgeable data time-stamping.
An SSI system should verify the integrity of all messages received. With the message authentication
mechanism, an SSI system should use collision-resistant hash functions.

IP26. Data Authorization. An SSI system should restrict and control use and privilege allocation.
All users’ roles and responsibilities must be clearly defined in an SSI system.

IP27. Accountability. An SSI system must maintain sufficient log information to track system ac-
tivities related to identity processing. An SSI system should provide evidence of compliance measures
of information security and privacy to each involving entity.

IP28. Non-Repudiation. An SSI system must include a mechanism to provide users with ir-
refutable evidence to refute a false rejection or refusal of an obligation.

IP29. Data Validation and Sanitization. An SSI system should validate data input, whether it
is strongly typed, validated, range or length checked, or at worst, sanitized or filtered, to ensure it is
correct and appropriate. An SSI system should validate data output to ensure that the processing
of data is correct and appropriate.

IP30. Error Handling. An SSI system must check and validate to detect and appropriately handle
data corruption caused by processing errors or deliberate acts.
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Table A.5: Definition of the improved SSI system properties in CSSPS (5).

SSI System Property and Definition

IP31. Key Protection. An SSI system must secure key generation (public and private keys) and
their use in cryptographic modules. An SSI system must enable users to securely share keys with
trusted third parties.

IP32. Malware Protection. To prevent harmful code from causing damage or gaining access
to identities or other sensitive data, an SSI system must restrict the execution of known malware
and untrusted software in private peer systems. An SSI system must secure and properly handle
malicious activities in order to avoid interfering with the processing of identities.

IP33. Password Security. An SSI system should enable users to manage and control their
passwords through a formal management process, such as password aging or suspension.

IP34. Configuration Security. An SSI system should control and protect both physical and log-
ical access to diagnostic and configuration ports. An SSI system must manage its business processes
in a sequential and orderly way. When receiving untrusted files as evidence of identity, an SSI system
should handle them with well treatment. By default, an SSI system’s subsystems and infrastructure
should be configured securely.

IP35. Session Security. After a defined period of inactivity, an SSI system must control and
deactivate inactive sessions. An SSI system should limit connection times to a specified time period.
An SSI system must ensure that each individual’s session is unique and cannot be guessed or shared.

IP36. Data Classification. An SSI system should classify the security level of each data.

IP37. Fairness and Lawfulness. An SSI system must process identities and other sensitive data
fairly and lawfully.

IP38. Purpose Specification and Limitation. An SSI system must specify the purposes for
data collection and processing and notify users no later than at the time data is collected. An SSI
system must limit any subsequent processes that are incompatible with the original purposes.

IP39. Use and Disclosure Limitation. An SSI system must process only those identities and
other sensitive data that are necessary and relevant for the processing purposes. When an SSI system
releases, communicates, or shares an individual’s identity with a third party, whether intentionally
or unintentionally, the disclosure must be recorded.

IP40. Data Accuracy and Quality. An SSI system should validate whether identities, credentials,
and certificate are relevant to the purposes for which they are to be used and that they are accurate,
complete, and up to date to the extent necessary for those purposes. Individuals who discover
that their personal information is inaccurate or incomplete must be able to request corrections and
supplementation through an SSI system.

IP41. Notification. Prior to or as soon as reasonably practicable after collecting and processing
users’ identities and other sensitive data, an SSI system must notify and inform users about their
privacy notice. An SSI system must inform users of the necessity of disclosing their identities. An SSI
system must take immediate corrective action and notify users in the event of personal information
leakage, tampering with, or loss, or when such events may have occurred. The collection of children’s
identities and other personal information must be informed by an SSI system, which must obtain
parental consent as the children’s agent.

IP42. Individual Participation. An SSI system must inform users whether it holds data about
them within a reasonable timeframe; at a reasonable fee, if any; in a reasonable manner; and in a
format that is readily understandable to them. An SSI system must provide users with reasons for
denials of their requests and the right to challenge such denials. An SSI system must enable users
to challenge data that is personally identifiable, and if the challenge is successful, the data must be
deleted, rectified, completed, or amended regarding the challenge.
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